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ABSTRACT

In 1991, a Japanese corporation established an export-oriented automobile

wiring factory on the Pacific island nation called Samoa. 'Ibis factory currently

employs approximately 1,600 local workers, predominant young single women.

These women work in the space where automobile industrial culture, Japanese

business philosophy, the Samoan government's development policies, Samoan

tradition, and their own aspirations meet. In this hybrid factory culture, the

women are required to negotiate the conflicting priorities of these distinct

interests and ideologies. Since 1991, thousands of local women have passed

through this wiring factory; however, their voices have yet to be adequately

heard. 'Ibis thesis discusses daily experiences of those factory girls and the

impact their multinational employment had on their quality of lives. The study is

principally based on the data collected through interviews with the factory

employees and my direct observations while I worked on the shop floor in the

summer of 2000.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1. Setting the Scene

On the stuffy shop floor at a wiring factory (the temperature is
approximately 35 degrees Celsius), two teenaged Samoan women (about
18 or 19 years old) are working on a jig board installed on a conveyor
belt. They are busily binding up electric wires with safety tapes in order
to finish up the parts under their respective charges. But they are also
busy chatting about a new male employee who was just placed at the
assembly line right behind theirs.

Operator A: Vevela! (hot). Le lava (fatigue), my legs are killing me.

Operator B: Did you see him?

Operator A: Who?

She stops her work and wipes profuse perspire on her forehead with a
towel wearing around her neck.

Operator B: The new guy in TO 2 pre-assembly line.

Operator A: Uh.. .I know that guy, he's from Matautu.

Operator B: He's been looking at me.

Operator A: '0 Ie a? (what?).

They raise their voices in order to be heard above the buzz of machines.

Operator B: I think he likes me. That's why he looks at me all the time.

Operator A: Huh? I think he's not looking at you. He's looking at the moth
eaten hole in your lavalava (Samoan attire), ah ha?

Operator B: What?

Operator B stops her work and checks her lavalava. Operator A bursts out
laughing, looking at Operator B checking her lavalava, then Operator A
screams out this story to other operators on the same line. Everybody
bursts out laughing.
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The leader of their line comes and stands right behind the two girls.

Female Line Leader: E! You two, big mouth! Who do you think you are?
Move up your hand! Hurry up and work hard! We must achieve
targeted quotas every hour! We must work till 8:00 pm today otherwise
can't catch up the delay. 'Ua 'e iloa? (Understand). Eh, hurry up, hurry up!
Achieve the target!

Her command to work overtime work made the operators dejected.

Operator B: (a sigh)...yesterday we worked until 10:00. I wanna go home early
today...I'm tired, but I can't tell line leader because I don't wanna get scold
by her for being selfish... (sigh).

Operator A: You should tell her, maybe you can't achieve the target, but you can
get the guy when you fix the hole, so that maybe she let's you go. ha ha
hal

Operator B: I.e kaikai! (whatever)

The two girls cackle. Another girl in their line starts singing "Alofa Moni" (a
local love song) and then the two girls join in with her.1

Like the two girls in the above scenario, there are more than one thousand

young local women working every day on the assembly lines. They struggle

with yelling supervisors, pressure to reach targets, heat, and fatigue at the

Japanese owned wiring factory on the islands called Samoa. Samoa (formerly

called Western Samoa) is an independent island nation with a total population of

approximately 179,000 as of 2002. The Samoan archipelago lies near the center of

the southwest Pacific Ocean, just east of the international dateline between

longitudes 171° and 172° west, and latitudes 13° and 14° south of the equator.

The country consists of two main islands: Upolu and Savai'i, which account for

1 It was one of the latest local hits by a band called Evaeva in the summer of 2000. It was about
true love.
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about 96 per cent of the total land area, and seven smaller islands, with a total

island area of 2,934 sq. kIn. In 1991, a Japan-based multinational corporation

(MNC), about 4, 500 miles away from Samoa, made a decision to come to the

country and establish this export-oriented plant called Yazaki Samoa, using 100

per cent Japanese capital, to assemble wiring harnesses for automobile markets

in Australia? This factory currently occupies a crucial position in Samoa's

manufacturing industry and employs approximately 1,700 local workers, making

it the biggest employer in the country after the government. Like many other

MNC factories in developing countries, the workers at Yazaki Samoa are

predominately young women who have had little previous work experience in

wage labor. These women regularly work 11 to 12 hours a day and their

starting salary is ST $1.56 (approximately US 52 cents) per hour.3 They entered

the factory employment in order to help support their families, but at the same

time, their hard work has been a chief engine for sustaining the country's

economic growth. This thesis is a study of these Samoan factory girls who live

vigorously in the newly emerged industrial culture even under tremendous

pressure and struggle against fatigue, heat, and other difficulties.

1.2. Pathways to My Thesis

I am often asked the question: "Why did a person like you, who was born and

raised in Japan and has a bachelor's degree in fine arts, become interested in

2 Currently, the official name of this factory is Yazaki EDS Samoa or YES, however, in this
thesis, I refer to it as Yazaki Samoa or simply Yazaki or Hisaki (Samoanized), as do local
residents.
3 ST, Samoa's currency tli iii. ST $1 is about US 30 cents.
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studying people in Samoa?" I, too, find myself wondering what motivates

researchers to study "others." Typically, researchers provide little information

about their private motivations; although I think their arguments would be

more convincing if they were to provide their personal investment in the

research topics they undertake. For this reason, I would like to begin my thesis

with the story of events that led me to study young Samoan women in the

Japanese-owned factory. My story begins in Samoa, in May of 1994.

1.2.1. Isn't Life Easy?

"You Japanese?"

"E "IT•.•yes.

"Hey, we have Yazaki here now, it's a big Japanese company, eh?"

fl •••?"

This dialogue was typical of my exchanges with local people at hotels, in stores,

inside taxis, and on the streets during my visit to Samoa in May 1994. Samoa

was one of several islands I visited after I resigned from my job in Japan and

went island-hopping in the Pacific region for 14 months.4 I took this trip because

I was worn out by my efforts to speak up in my society ":,,here the ideology of a

Confucian hierarchy and patriarchal practices frequently marginalize young

women; I wanted to escape from such a repressive environment.s I chose to

4 I started this trip from Hawaj'i and then went to Samoa, Tonga, Fiji, the Cook Islands,
French Polynesia, and New Zealand.
5 Confucian ethic emphasizes having respect for parental authority, especially the father and
older male family members. Traditionally, respect was always required" from a person of low
rank to a person of higher rank, that is, from children to parents, from younger sister siblings to
older one, from wife to husband, and generally from younger members to older members" (Smith
1996:167). Within this context, young women are often considered subordinate to others.
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visit Samoa because I dreamt of staying at Aggie Gray's Hotel, one of the two

main accommodations on the islands, as I had read somewhere that it was one of

the best places in the world to experience the sweet tropical breezes of "South

Seas paradise." This hotel looked like an ideal place for me to be emancipated

from all restrictions that I had in my society and to relieve the stress I felt. When

I began to plan this trip, my travel agent suggested that another hotel would be

more comfortable and convenient for me since it is owned by a Japanese

company and employed Japanese staff.6 I decided against this idea, thinking to

myself: Why do I want to see "Japan" in Samoa when my whole reason for going

to the South Seas is to escape from my own conservative and stressful society?

Ironically, on that "paradise" island, one of the main topics of conversation I had

was the news that a Japanese factory had landed.

Evidently, my knowledge of the Japanese business world was lacking, as I

did not know of the ''big Japanese company" called Yazaki? Local people

informed me that this company had established a large-scale manufacturing

plant near the capital city of Apia that produced automobile parts. At that time,

it employed about two thousand Samoan workers and operated 24 hours a day.

The local people seemed proud to have this Japanese factory in their islands as

they told me excitedly of their family members who worked there. Perhaps

6 For Japanese tourists, a hotel owned by Japanese and having Japanese staff is commonly one of
the major incentives in selecting their accommodation overseas, largely because these elements
can give them a feeling of security by lessening their worries about differences in hotel manners
and the language barrier. (see Carlile 1991).
7 Generally speaking, Yazaki Corporation is not a well-known company among Japanese who
are not in the manufactUring business (see Sasabe 1994), although it may be considered "big" by
looking at the amount of its domestic annual sales approximately US $4.1 billion (see Yazaki
1999a).
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their apparent enthusiasm was simply a customary way of expressing their

hospitality toward a Japanese outsider like myself. Either way, it was rather

disconcerting for me to hear that a "paradise" island like Samoa had a Japanese

factory operating 24 hours a day.

From my naive tourist perspective, I simply could not imagine why a

Japanese company would bother to set up a manufacturing plant on a tiny island

thousands of miles away from Japan. Likewise, I had no idea what might be the

incentives for local residents to work at the factory since I believed the legend

that Samoa was a tropical paradise where "happy" Islanders lived on coconuts.

I had heard many legends tell that people on the tropical islands plant a coconut

tree for each newborn baby to promise the child a healthy life without hunger

that attests to their confidence that all will be well. Therefore, I had little doubt

that Islanders were so content with the status quo, living a life free of struggle in

a natural paradise, that they were reluctant to work for money and could afford

to be "lazy." As O'Meara says (1990), it is usual for tourists to mistake Samoan

life with real-life "Gub Med."8

I have often heard people comment, after a brief visit to a Samoa village
life, how easy life is there. They did not realize that the ease was merely
their own and their elderly hosts'. It is an ease made possible by the
unseen labor of a dozen of hands, and in the case of their hosts, earned
through years of youthful drudgery (O'Meara 1990: 163).

Since I was one of many victims of "Club Med" syndrome, I had little thought

8 Oub Med is a French-based, world-wide tropical resort which offers its guests free meals,
drinks, and entertainment, as these are all included in the hotel price. Club Med offers to take
vacationers "back to nature" and provide them with the perfect "antidote to civilization"
(O'Meara 1990:163).
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that life in Samoa might not be as easy as it looked or that Islanders might need

to seek wage employment. I certainly would never have dreamed that six years

later I would work at this same factory as part of my fieldwork for a study at a

university in the United States.

1.2.2. Different Way of Doing Things

Until I worked with them, I believed that Samoan people had little incentive to

work hard because accessibility to natural food on the islands allowed them to

take life easy. In June 1994, after returning to Japan from my trip to the Pacific, I

took a position working as an attendant for a group of Samoans who were

invited for a three-month exposition in Wakayama prefecture to introduce their

culture to a Japanese audience.9 It involved living and working with these 40

Samoans in a replica of a Samoan village in the exposition. Through this job, I

began to get close to Samoan way of doing things and see their incentives to

work hard.

A few weeks after starting my new job, I was completely shocked to learn

how strict and hierarchical relationships are in Samoan society and how strong

their work ethic is, particularly when the activity reflects on their group status as

9 This exposition, Japan World Resort Exposition, was held from July to September in 1994 as a
semi-governmental event and approximately 2,980,000 people visited this place. The
Samoans, 16 females and 24 males, were invited as cultural ambassadors to introduce their
culture by living at the South Pacific Village, which was a replica of a Samoan village. It
covered 3,000 square meters and consisted of a lagoon, a church, a meeting house, a cooking
house, a police office, a post office, a Samoan visitors bureau, and three residential houses.
Daily events at the village were included flag raising, canoe making and paddling, tapa
making, weaving mats, coconuts-fiber sennit making, traditional cooking, church services, and
dance shows. In addition, the village offered Samoan style wedding ceremonies for Japanese
couples.
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Samoans. They were not eternally "lazy" Islanders, as I had naively considered

them, but hard workers, although their notion of work differed somewhat from

the Japanese notion. As I worked with Samoan people under Japanese

management, I learned that different notions of work or different way of doing

things sometimes present considerable obstacles in cross-cultural workplaces.

During the exposition, both the Samoan and Japanese staffs worked hard toward

the common goal of entertaining Japanese visitors at the replica village. But

even as they tried to collaborate, opinions often clashed because of each party's

distinct notion of "hard work."

One day, when the Samoan village had more than a full audience, the

leader of the Samoan group spontaneously volunteered to perform extra shows

to accommodate all the visitors as he felt sorry for those visitors his group had

been unable to entertain. However, the Japanese administrative staff opposed

the idea, mainly because staging such impromptu performances would be unfair

to those who missed the show, as it was not in the official daily-event schedule

that had been distributed to visitors in advance. In Japanese thinking, "working

harder" generally means making an extra effort to improve quality and

efficiency but only within the fixed scope of the tasks assigned; therefore,

unexpected offers, such as extra shows, are not always welcomed because they

may prevent other tasks from progressing smoothly. Following regulations and

rules usually comes before everything else in the Japanese work ethic.

On the other hand, the Samoans were willing to work harder by

performing extra shows in order to make the event successful according to their

8



unique philosophy of achievement. This can be understood by looking at the

Samoan proverb saying, "'0 le ala i le pule le tautua (the way to gain authority is

through faithful service)" (Milner, 1966:245).10 Therefore, they could not assent

to the administration's decision that, despite their ability and willingness, they

could not present the extra performance. As a result, they ultimately did present

an extra show. Evidently, the visitors were delighted to watch the unscheduled

extra event; but we, the Samoan side's Japanese staff, had to submit a written

apology to the management for violating the exposition's regulations.

My main job at the exposition soon became that of mediating between

Samoan way and Japanese way and the two distinct notions of "work." Most of

the time we managed to reach a compromise, though it was not always easy.

Eventually, the exposition turned out to be a great success,ll largely, I think,

because the replica village offered a favorable environment through which

Samoans and Japanese could negotiate easily. Within the village, since there

were few political and economic affairs that created a power gap between the

two countries, the two cultures managed to make a united effort to reach the

best compromises for their mutual benefit. Nevertheless, outside of an artificial

Samoan village, the potential for conflict and imbalance of power in political and

economic relation between Samoa and Japan is considerable, creating a climate

where equally mutual benefit hardly takes root.

10 The Samoan notion of work is discussed further in Chapter 3.
11 Since this Samoan village project was well received, Panasonic Corporation purchased the
village and Samoan entertainment became a regular event during summer period although its
size was much reduced and was rather commercialized. This summer event was continued until
1998. I continued this attending job in the summer until 1997 even after I moved to Fiji in 1995
and to Hawai'i in 1997. Through this job, I got to know over 100 people from Samoa.
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1.2.3. Inequitable Power Relations

After the event in Wakayama, I became more aware of how inequitable power

relations serve as a way for the more powerful group to justify their compulsion

over others to follow orders. In 1995, I took a position as a dining room

supervisor at a newly-opened Japanese restaurant in Nadi, Fiji. The restaurant

employed about 25 local Fijians and Indo-Fijians who served as chefs, waiters,

waitress, and kitchen helpers and eight Japanese who served as general

manager, supervisors, and chefs. At this restaurant, I again had to find ways to

negotiate compromises between local standard and the Japanese standard,

especially concerning working conditions. But my task was much more

complicated than at the Samoan village. In the restaurant, the Japanese were the

authority and decision makers and judged things almost entirely according to

Japanese standards, even though the restaurant was located in Fiji and employed

more locals than Japanese. The restaurant's management style seemed designed

to "Japanize" local employees in order to make the business more profitable, as

Japanese tourists were the primary targets and prefer to be served Japanese

style. The local employees were enthusiastic about learning a different work

ethic and cultural practices at the beginning, but tend not to stay at the restaurant

for long, mainly because they were dissatisfied that the management hardly

approved of local ways of doing things.

Frustrated by the discord, I suggested that the management alter some of

its practices. In response, the management accused me of being pro-local. They

10



pointed out that I failed to understand that the primary mission of the restaurant

was to make a profit on its investment, since the restaurant industry was very

competitive in this tourist town; everything else was of secondary importance.

This management's perspective was probably correct in the business world.

Since the Japanese company owned the restaurant, it was not surprising that

they operated it according to Japanese business philosophy no matter where it

was located. Moreover, for Japanese investors, it was reasonable to assume that

local employees would rather work under "slightly" unfamiliar rules than have

no job at a.I.L. and that locals, too, should consider the restaurant's success of

primary importance for their own job security. This may have been the proper

logic for foreign direct investors, though, I began to feel displeased with them

for taking advantage of a power imbalance and have allowed relatively little

local autonomy.

The restaurant where I worked at was just one among thousands of

Japanese private enterprises throughout the Pacific region; many of those I

encountered seemed to operate in a profoundly Japanese style. These

companies persist in their own way because they strongly believe that the

Japanese work ethic is the most effective strategy to discipline a workforce in

terms of industrial efficiency and productivity (Feinberg 1993: 34-35) and others

will benefit by assimilating Japanese practices. This attitude is attributable to

Japan's economically and politically advantageous position in the region that

enables them to overvalue their own belief in other peoples' backyards.12

12 I believe that this attitude is also rooted to Japan's colonial administration policy that
compelled local residents to assimilate to Japanese customs.
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I met several Japanese investors, development specialists, and volunteers

in the Pacific who have overemphasized the Japanese way of doing things and

devaluate local cultures and customs, referring to them as ''backward.'' In one

instance, I heard them accusing local participants of being "unskilled" because the

locals could not follow Japanese instructions, despite the fact that those Japanese

workers made little effort to explore the societal elements that may have

prevented local participants from assimilating newly-introduced Japanese

systems. When I encountered similar situations, I tried to share my opinion with

the Japanese workers, but they many times simply rejected my thoughts, saying

I was still romanticizing the local lifestyle and did not have enough experience of

the "reality" out there. In their opinion, I did not yet understand the Pacific at all.

I was especially disturbed by these attitudes because it appeared that

people from my own c~untrywere manipulating local residents for their own

interests and that made me feel guilty to be on the islands. Therefore, I decided

to go back to school in order to learn more about Samoa, Fiji, and other island

nations in the Pacific and rethink how Japan's economic involvement in the

region could become less authoritative and more sensitive to local circumstances.

1.2.4. Local Benefits

When I began my studies at the Center for Pacific Islands Studies at the

University of Hawai'i at Manoa, I was simply skeptical about all kinds of

Japanese activities in the region in general and asked myself the question: How

can ordinary local residents benefit from these manipulative activities? Even
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Japan's policy of Official Development Assistance (aDA) seemed hypocritical to

me, as it is often referred to as "strategic aid," that is used primarily to meet

Japan's own national interests (see Takeda 1993). For example, by increasing its

aDA to the region, Japan can retain its influence over the island nations and

secure its interests in local marine and timber resources (Fry 1999).13 At the

same time, aDA helps Japanese private enterprises turn a far larger profit rather

than merely supporting aid recipient countries. By carrying out aDA projects in

the region, those enterprises have made an immense profit through importing

materials and equipment (Japan Warns 1995). While the Pacific region has

received vast sums of money as aid from Japan, local benefits remain

ambiguous. I was strongly opposed to such strategic aid because it seemed to

bring few good changes for aid recipients who pay for the aid by having their

resources exploited.

Yet, some recipients of the strategic aid do regard it as a mutually

beneficial arrangement since the aid permits them to maintain economic and

political ties to their aid donors and to preserve the flow of capital from those

rich countries. To those recipients, the interests of both donor and recipient

ultimately coincide and thus outsiders' criticisms are frequently an annoyance,

especially if the criticisms are based on incomplete or inaccurate analyses. This

sort of discontent is apparent in a recent comment by America Samoa's

13 In 1998, Japan spent about US $145 million on aDA to the independent nations in the Pacific
region (ODA 2000). Besides marine and timber resources, another major interest for Japan may
be to negotiate sensitive issues such as plutOnium-carrying vessels passing through the Pacific
Ocean (Japan Warns 1995). See also Tarte (1998) who discusses Japan's strategic aid for keeping
tuna fishing registration in the region.
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Congressman, Falaemavaega Eni, on the territory's classification by the United

Nations as a "colony" of the United States. He strongly objected to this

classification, saying that it is an insult and an outrage against the people of

American Samoa who have never had their rights suppressed by the United

States, but enjoy their mutually beneficial relationship.14

I rarely encountered such opinions among Pacific people, since I had little

knowledge of how local residents consider their relationship with aid donors and

how they evaluate the benefits of economic assistance. I was unaware that their

immediate need for cash income for food, school, and church donation and their

strong desire for infrastructure and wage employment all depend on external

capital. Without understanding local needs, I created my own theory that the

Japanese were baneful colonizers of Pacific resources, exploiting "poor" Islanders

who were unwitting victims of development activities. Somewhat hypocritically,

as a Japanese citizen, I felt it was my mission to liberate these "victim~of

Japanese investment and, as my first assignment, I chose the Samoan factory

girls at the Japanese wiring plant.

But this theory also proved inadequate. I realized that having once

romanticized Islanders, I was now guilty of turning them into victims. My

position as an "educated" woman from a "rich and advanced" country

distinguished me from "uneducated" women in "underdeveloped" countries and

allowed me to think that it was my duty to help them. Until I returned to Samoa

and actually met the factory girls, I was unaware that by regarding them as

14This was reported in Samoa News, American Samoa's newspaper, on May 29, 2001 (see Pacific
Islands Report June 1, 2001).
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victims of the Japanese factory I had adopted a condescending attitude to them.

The factory girls, whom I had unconsciously looked down upon, encouraged me

to rethink Japanese investment in the Pacific and its impact on local populations

from a different angle, one which considers local perceptions, and to reconsider

the local benefits from development.

1.2.5. The Voices of Young Women

At the Center for Pacific Islands Studies, as we discussed development, I learned

about the significance of indigenous voices. While I completely agreed with the

idea that indigenous voices should be a primary concern in constructing

development plans, I sometimes questioned myself: Which indigenous voices

should we listen to first? Although development literature by indigenous

scholars is growing and many researchers study :MNC factories, the voices of

actual employees, such as young women, are not represented enough. This

silence indicates the possibility that researchers rarely consider girls' opinions

worthy of consideration. Perhaps, factory girls seldom see things within a wider

context and therefore their stories may not be considered as reliable, solid

statements in academic papers to support or refute arguments. But why have

factory girls' voices been treated as negligible although they have been at the

forefront of the struggle for economic development in many developing

countries? I was reminded of my own experiences as a young woman in Japan

who had struggled to receive equal acknowledgement for her voice.
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I chose to highlight the voices of young factory women in my study not

only because those girls perceive the struggles of MNC factory employment

better than anyone else, but also because their opinions are as important as

others. Girls have their own unique wisdom and insights into development that

are worth listening to.

This is the end of the story of events that led me to write this thesis. The

thesis focuses Samoan factory girls through considering life on the islands, the

Samoan way of doing things, existing inequitable power relations, and the local

benefits from multinational employment.

1.3. Outline of Thesis

Since the early 19808, development organizations including the World Bank. and

International Monetary Fund (IMP) have urged many developing countries to

"reform" their economic environments in order to promote industrialization by

using the power of market. As a result of global economic restructuring, export

oriented factories owned by multinational corporations (MNCs) have spread to

Asia, Latin America, Africa, and the Pacific, employing predominant young

women as their core workforce on shop floors. While economic "reform" implies

a promise of a better life, whether such economic restructuring does in fact

benefit the factory girls is debatable. Economic restructuring has forced

developing countries to open up their infant economies to the international

market competition and the "reform" appears to have had an uneven impact on

different areas and groups. Powerful groups, such as MNCs, have been
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criticized for being free riders and taking advantage of young women in

developing countries. Although a considerable number of girls are working as

cheap laborers on the assembly lines at MNC export-oriented factories, not

enough is yet to know about them. What does becoming a factory girl mean to

them?

The primary purpose of this study is to let MNC factory girls' voices be

heard concerning the impact that participation in multinational employment has

had on their lives. This particular study focuses on Samoan women at a Japanese

wiring factory. It is important to listen to their voices because, as Aihwa Ong

(1991) explains, there is a widening gap between theoretical analyses of MNC

factory girls' experiences and the girls' actual reactions to their employment.

Such a gap limits our understanding of the factory girls' real situations that may

underlie the failure of development to deliver its initial promise of improving

their lives. Although I also attribute the defects in previous development

paradigms to their underlying theories including modernization theory,

dependency theory, and Marxism, this thesis hopes to emphasize that careful

attention to the voices of factory girls will help development become more

sensitive to their needs.

The second objective of this thesis is to present the way traditional

institutions coexist with economic progress in Samoan life through exploring

how the factory girls are motivated and protected by Fa'astimoa (Samoan

tradition and culture) to improve their standard of living. In the context of

ongoing economic restructuring, Samoa's strong traditional institutions are in a
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phase of reevaluation since these systems are frequently regarded as hindrances

to economic progress. This thesis hopes to suggest the compatibility of the

seemingly conflicting forces because the Fa'astimoa may be an important engine

fueling the country's economy, so altering the Fa'astimoa may cause undesirable

changes.

The final aim of the study is to identify local benefits of the economic

restructuring through examining how factory girls can mitigate various

constraints in their lives through participating in multinational employment.

While their critical roles in MNC profit generation have often been discussed,

besides the obvious economic factors, the way young women benefit from their

multinational employment is commonly not a principal concern of the studies

about factory girls. This thesis hopes to draw out the capability of young

Samoan women to take advantage of multinational employment and stress that

by expanding such capabilities, the girls can increase their choices in their lives.

The body of this thesis is designed to explore MNC factory employment

for young women in developing countries applied to the particular case of

Samoa. The next chapter presents theoretical analyses of MNC factory girls'

experiences in developing countries and considers why they obfuscate the girls'

actual reactions to their daily experiences at workplaces.

Chapter 3 places factory girls in the context of Fa'astimoa and looks at

young women's social and cultural roles by focusing on the Samoan notions of

self, family, and work. This chapter aims to portray today's Samoan girls who

live in the dilemma between Western influences and Fa'astimoa and considers the
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interrelation between traditional institutions and young women in terms of

taking factory employment.

Chapter 4 examines Samoa's economic situation and the historical context

of the Japanese wiring factory through a consideration of the "reform" agenda

for economic restructuring proposed by development organizations.

Chapters 5 and 6, the heart of this thesis, draw upon materials collected

through interviews and my direct observations during fieldwork in the summer

of 2002. Through case studies of three Yazaki Samoa factory girls, Chapter 5

explores the implications of factory employment for young Samoan women at a

micro-socioeconomic level. Chapter 6 follows up with a detailed inv~stigationof

working conditions at the Japanese wiring factory through employing the voices

of Yazaki employees at various posts in addition to those of the typical factory

girls. This chapter provides a vivid picture of the factory culture in which young

women try to achieve their aspirations while they struggle against pressure,

fatigue, and heat.

Chapter 7 presents a conclusion of this study that examines voices and

stories explored in previous chapters concerning the meaning of this MNC

factory to young Samoan women in terms of their benefits.

Throughout this thesis, I hope to center the factory girls in the study and

to let them say what becoming a factory girl means to them. I believe this is

important as these girls have been at the cutting edge of Samoa's battle for

economic growth.
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1.4. Methodology

1.4.1. Ethnographic Qualitative Approach

Believing that one of best ways to understand the views of MNC factory girls in

Samoa is to become a factory girl and work at this Japanese wiring factory

myself and listen to the voices there, I returned to Samoa. Between May 23 and

July 30,2000, I undertook case studies of Yazaki Samoa's female workers using

an ethnographical qualitative approach.

I chose this approach because it is most appropriate to my purpose of

exploring and understanding young women's individual thoughts about their

experiences in factory employment and about their lives. Creswell suggests that

a qualitative approach is relevant to an explorative topic that presents a detailed

view and requires the researcher to be "an active learner who can tell the story

from the participants' view, rather than an 'expert' who passes judgment on

participants" (1998:18). A qualitative approach also allows the researcher to be

an instrument of data collection that gathers materials from various sources

including case studies, personal experiences, life stories, observations, interviews,

interactions, and visual texts-that explore a human problem and have meaning

in an individual's life (Creswell 1998).

1.4.2. Fieldwork

The fieldwork consisted of two segments. The first part was the research I

conducted inside the factory from June 6 to June 30, 2000. I first wrote a request

letter to the vice-president of Yazaki Samoa on May 26; it was forwarded to a
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management meeting. On May 29, I met with a Japanese administrative

manager to explain the purpose of my study of Yazaki women. The same day, I

received a phone call from the company granting me permission to work at the

factory on June 6. I would be allowed to work as a floor operator at different

assembly lines with different tasks, from 7:00 am to 3:55 pm, Monday through

Friday.

My first day at Yazaki began with a brief orientation on factory policy and

rules from a Japanese manager who placed great emphasis on punctuality. After

this, a Samoan official from the production office gave me a three-hour tour of

the interior of the 25,470 square-meter factory. My first impression of the

factory shop floor was that it was hot, noisy, and dim. These conditions met my

expectations of what the factory would be. After lunch, a Samoan manager took

me to one of the assembly lines and introduced me to a local female supervisor,

explaining that I was a student from Hawai'i interested in studying Samoan

working women. The supervisor then stationed me at a center-stripping work

counter with other operators who were stripping wires using an electric tool.

Soon, other operators from this assembly line came to my station, one after the

other, to introduce themselves to me. After finding out my name and age, they

asked me about whether I had a boyfriend or not, where I was staying in Samoa,

and whether I liked Samoa.I5

15These were the typical questions I was repeatedly asked outside the complex. In the village,
socializing plays a crucial role in village life. Women often spend long hours chatting and
their conversations are sometimes aggreSSively teasing and taunting (see O'Meara 1990: 102
103).
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My primary data from the factory was collected through casual

conversations with Yazaki Samoa employees during work time, tea break,

lunchtime, and while commuting, as well as through formal and casual

interviews.16 I formally interviewed a total of 20 female Samoan workers on the

shop floor: 14 operators and a supervisor, two line leaders, a sub leader, and two

line QCs (quality checkers). The selection of the 20 interviewees was made

primarily based on their assigned tasks, ages, marital status, and home villages.

In addition to these, the level of English expression and their willingness to

participate were taken into consideration-all of this information I established

through my observations during the first three weeks. The age range of the

interviewees was from 19 to 43 years old and the average age was 25. Among

the 20 interviewees, six women had children and three of them were married.17

Their home villages varied; six were from urban areas (near Apia), eight from

peri-urban areas, two from rural areas, two from other islands, one from

American Samoa, and one had grown up in New Zealand.18 I also interviewed

three Japanese employees and six Samoan male employees: a male line leader,

two managers, and three officials.

All these interviews consisted of a set of open-ended questions. The

number of questions asked depended on the interviewees' willingness to talk;

thus the length of interviews ranged from 20 minute to about two hours. The

16 In this thesis, I use the term formal interview for those interviews recorded on tape, while
casual interview refers to those that were not taped.
17 There was a little confusion in the use of the English term" husband" since the Samoan term
to 'alua refers to both spouse and cohabiting partner without legal marriage. However, 17 out of
the 20 participants were classified single as they had no to'al ua.
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majority of interviews were conducted at a production meeting-room at the

factory during lunchtimes and at interviewees' houses on weekends. Data were

also collected through my own observations both inside and outside of the

factory and from participants' family members while I stayed at their respective

houses. While this thesis draws primarily upon the interview data, it must be

pointed out that these voices are not necessarily representative of all Yazaki

Samoa factory girls or Yazaki employees.

For the second part of the fieldwork, from July 1 to July 30, 2000, I

interviewed people outside the factory. I formally interviewed six women who

had been operators. I also had casual interviews with both male and female

Yazaki workers who were considering resigning or getting a second job in order

to improve their economic status. In addition to Yazaki employees, I

interviewed Samoan professors at the National University of Samoa, a Japanese

development specialist, local businesswomen who owned small businesses in

town, a Samoan woman who had been working for another Japanese company

in Apia for many years, a British businesswoman who employed hundreds of

local workers, a Japanese woman who had been managing a local business for

over 30 years, and other Samoan working women who had overseas degrees

and worked at offices in Apia.

18In this thesis, peri-urban refers to the villages located within an area, less than an hour's bus
ride to Apia.
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1.4.3. Limitations in the Interviews

There are factors that possibly affected the data collected from interviews. All

the interviews were conducted on the assumption that the interviewees fully

comprehended the purpose of my study and the confidentiality of their

information. However, some of them may have hesitated to explain their

opinion about less satisfactory aspects of the workplace if they were worried

about their position as employees or if they closely connected me with the

company since I am Japanese. In order to alleviate these concerns, I tried to

spend time with the interviewees beforehand to reduce their understandable

uncertainty about the researcher.

The multiple languages involved and the necessity of translations from

one to another is another factor that may have influenced the accuracy of the

study. All the interviews with Samoan employees were conducted in English. It

is not the mother language of the researcher or of the majority of interviewees.

They might have had some difficulties translating specific expressions from one

language to the other. When the interviewee switched from English to Samoan

during a formal interview, I later translated the relevant expressions into English.

I acquired knowledge of Samoan language during my seven years of

relationships with Samoan families in addition to my two years of academic

training at University of Hawai'i at Manoa. Yet, I would not have been able to

solve problems in translating from Samoan to English and English to Samoan

without having great assistance and support from Luafata Simanu-Kultz of

University of Hawai'i at Manoa and Suluga Lameta of Peace Corps Samoa.
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The interviews with Japanese employees were conducted in the Japanese

language that I later translated into English. I tried to render the content of the

stories rather than give a word-for-word translation; the limitations of the

translations should be considered.

1.4.4. Quotations and the Orthography of Samoan Language

. In this study, the words or phrases that appear in brackets [ ] are my additions

to original quotations, to make them easier to understand. The words or

phrases appearing in parentheses ( ) are my translations from the original term

or phrases.

For citations in the Samoan language, in order to keep with modern

orthographic conventions of the Samoan language, the apostrophe is used to

represent the glottal stop and the letter g represents the velar nasal (pronounced

'ng'). Because I was not able, with this font, to reproduce the macron, I have

instead used the caret symbol A to represent long vowels.

1.4.5. The Use of Term "Girls"

The factory girls in this study mainly refer to female operators on the shop

floors. I chose to use the terms "girls" and "factory girls" in this thesis in lieu of

using the terms "young women" or "female factory employees," because of

considerations related to language and class. In the Samoan language, the term

teine (girl) generally refers to unmarried young women or girls, but it also refers

to married women of any age in some contexts such as village politics. In a
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village setting, both married and unmarried women who are descendants or

adopted members of village families belong to a social organization called

aualuma (daughters of the village, or village girls) (SchoeffeI1979). The aualurna is

distinguished from the women's group ofjaletua rna tausi (wives of the matai or

cheif) and the untitled women who belong to the aualuma are often referred as

teine regardless of their ages (see O'Meara 1990; Shore 1982; SchoeffeI1977). In

view of this, I use the term "factory girls" to refer to the female employees

focused on here because the majority of them are "untitled" (non-matm)

operators in the factory society who, regardless of their age, are treated like girls

by their supervisors and leaders.

1.4.6. Studying the "Others"

On the subject of studying "others" one of my friends who is an anthropologist

always reminds me of one thing: When we write about "others," we should write

in the same way that we write about our own families in order to minimize

misinterpretations and hopefully avoid insulting the others' culture. I think this

is sound advice. Since I am not Samoan, I may have misrepresented Samoan

people in this thesis, but throughout this study, I do keep in mind that I am

writing about people who welcomed me with warmth and treated me like one

of their own family whenever I went to the islands.
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CHAPTER 2
ANALYTICAL CONSTRUCTIONS OF FACTORY GIRLS

2.1. Images of Factory Girls

When I was an elementary school child, probably in a social studies class, I

watched a film about girls working at a silk spinning factory in early 20th century

Japan.1 The lives of the factory girls were portrayed as miserable. They worked

in unhealthy conditions for long hours, had short lunch breaks, and were served

very basic food. When their male supervisors found defects or infractions, the

girls were fined or received corporeal punishment and were also subjected to all

forms of sexual abuse. Nevertheless, it was next to impossible for the girls to

run away from this cruel and oppressive environment because the majority of

them joined the factory's workforce to help pay debts their families owed the

company. Escape from the factory would result in the employers retaliating

with economic and physical measures against their families. Therefore, many of

the girls endured their circumstances and were released from the burden of

grueling work only after becoming incapacitated by diseases, such as

tuberculosis. At the end of the film, one of the main characters died on her way

home from the factory, dramatically representing an inert victim who sacrificed

herself for her impoverished family, the silk factory, and the growth of Japanese

industry. When the film finished, we shed tears of compassion for her. Her life

1 This film called "Ah, Nomugi-touge (Nomugi Pass)" is based on non-fictional narratives of
daughters of peasants in the Sinshu area
in Japan. They commonly lived in shabby dormitories of export-oriented silk-spinning
factories and worked for more than 12 hours a day for seven days a week. The main slogan of
such factories was to support the Fukoku Kyouhei (wealth and military strength) policy, under
which the Japanese government tried to enhance the wealth and military strength of the
country.
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illustrated how the endurance of factory girls underpinned Japan's economic

development.

Almost 100 years after the events depicted in the fiIm, there are millions of

factory girls in developing countries working at export-oriented manufacturing

plants owned by multinational corporations (MNCs). Just as the factory girls in

the film, many of them toil in order to support their families. Their self

abnegation and their cheap labor ultimately aid their country's economic

growth.

There is a tendency in development literature to depict factory girls as

being inert victims, super-exploited by MNCs (Leckie 2000:79-87; Rigg 1997:27;

Slatter 1994:34; Emberson-Bain 1994:167-169; Harrington 1994:85; Femandez

Kelley 1983; Elson and Pearson 1981). The basis of these analyses considers the

way in which MNC factory girls are under unavoidable structural constraints to

accept wages that are insufficient to sustain subsistence. However, there may be

a gap between these analytical constructs and the actual experiences of young

women in multinational employment. The gap arises, Ong (1991: 279) points

out, when theories do not catch up with the creativity of the factory girls'

responses to the dizzy changing society in the 21st century. This chapter reviews

theoretical analyses that underlie the structural constraints on MNC factory girls

and then considers how these arguments silence the young women's vibrant

voices.
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2.2. Theoretical Analyses of Factory Girls

2.2.L Factory Girls in The Structures of MNC Industrialization

Structuralism scholars, such as Immanuel Wallerstein, developed the world

system theory arguing that global capitalist economy is structured in a way that

the economic core (i.e., metropolitan countries or MNCs) unilaterally

accumulates profits from the exploitation of labor in economic peripheries (i.e.,

developing countries) (Peet and Hartwick 1999). In this system, a close

relationship between these two economic entities results in perpetuating

workers' poverty in the periphery. Thus, the theory predicts that the quality of a

factory girl's life willnot improve as long as she is employed by a MNC.

. Despite the world-system theory's claim. that detaching from the core is

needed to develop economies in peripheries, developing counties have become

closer to metropolitan countries and MNCs as a result of global economic

restructuring. Since the 1980s, development organizations, including the World

Bank and International Monetary Fund (IMF), have directed developing

countries to open their markets, touting the notion that market liberation is a

remedy to their stagnant economies.2 In order to reduce trade barriers, these

2In its 1984 economic report, the World Bank stressed "outward-orientedn development and
argued that open trading would enable developing countries to increase productivity and
foreign exchange earnings, both of which would lead to efficient industrialization (Peet and
Hartwick 1999:55). Parallel to the bank's policy, powerful metropolitan countries such as the
United States and Great Britain promoted neoliberalism to allow markets to administrate
wage, prices, and trade again for economic growth in developing countries. In his State of Union
in 1985, President Reagan said: "America's economic success...can be repeated a hundred times in
a hundred nations. Many countries in East Asia and Pacific have few resources other than
enterprise of their own people. But through free markets they've soared ahead on centralized
economies" (cited in McMichael 1996:149). In his speech at the North-South conference in
Canrun in 1981, Regan addressed the success of market liberalization regimes in East Asian
economies, calling this the "magic of the market" (Escobar 1995a: 93).
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organizations proposed economic restructuring schemes that addressed policy

reforms to the governments of many developing countries. The policy reform

agenda usually involves three areas: public expenditure reduction aimed at

stabilizing a country's trading position, taxation reform aimed at increasing

saving and investment and decreasing consumption, and institutional reform

aimed at allocating resources efficiently (Peet and Hartwick 1999:55-56). More

specifically, for those countries with limited resources for raw materials and

limited savings, this agenda typically means bargaining with foreign direct

investors for their untapped resources, such as a prospective workforce. One

outcome of this globally implemented economic restructuring is a broad spread

of labor intensive export-oriented MNC factories throughout developing

countries (Louie 2001: 6).

Though it promised that the "reform" would improve the standards of

living in developing countries similar to that of metropolitan countries, global

economic restructuring appears to have increased social polarization. For

example, a MNC factory contributed to economic growth by expanding

manufacturing but their workers' quality of lives worsened. The factory's profit

was mainly repatriated and other benefits were shared only among the foreign

investor and the local elite, but not with factory workers. Instead, the workers

were paid inadequate wages and remained in poverty.

Emberson-Bain argues that this situation "is symptomatic of the structural

insecurities that have faced workers in export manufacturing zone" (1994:167).

Under the guidance of economic restructuring schemes, the governments of

developing countries are first required to deregulate internal conditions, an
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agenda that typically involves offering non-unionized cheap labor and various

tax-exemptions in order to promote internationally competitive industries and

attract MNCs (Leckie 2000; Slatter 1994). They are continually required to cater

to the MNCs by holding down labor conditions (Harrington 1994) because profit

from labor intensive manufacturing is tied to the amount of labor the factory

owners can exploit from their workers (Louie 2001:4). Otherwise, the MNCs

might shift their factory operations to where the benefit is highest. Factory

workers, on the other hand, cannot even form a labor union to protest their

working conditions because the labor movement might push factory owners to

locate other sites where there is less resistance from labor. Loss of an MNC

factory is always a considerable threat hanging over governments as well as the

workers who depend on the factory employment for cash income. Therefore,

the workers have no alternative but to accept insufficient wages. In this

situation, factory girls appear as being constrained to accept unsatisfactory

multinational employment.

2.2.2. Feminization of Industrial Work

One major characteristic of current MNC factories is its labor-intensive

manufacturing including automobile parts, garments, electronic equipment,

shoes, and canned food, all industries that are operated predominantly by

young, single women (ILO 1985:31). To enhance the understanding of this

feminization of industrial work, feminist theorists such as Fernandez-Kelly (1983)

assert that an approach to structural constraints can reveal the concealed fact that

labor exploitation is rooted to class and gender.
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Elson and Pearson (1981) argue that women's participation in feminized

workplaces intensify their vulnerability to exploitation and subordination to

men. They attribute the feminization of industrial work to ingrained stereotypes

about women's work. These stereotypes include: women have naturally nimble

fingers and are willing to perform repetitive and tedious assembly line work for

long hours (ILO 1985; Fuentes & Ehrenreich 1984); women are secondary wage

earners who accept low wages (Saptari 2000:156); women submit to tough

discipline (ILO 1985:29); young single women are temporary workers who

resign from work due to marriage or pregnancy before their wages become

high (ILO 1985:32).

Feminist theorists argue that MNCs hire female laborers because they can

use these stereotypes about women's work to justify low wages and minimize

production costs; in so doing they keep up with the highly competitive world

market (Leckie 2000; Emberson-Bain 1994:156; Fernandez-Kelley 1983; Elson and

Pearson 1981). By hiring male supervisors, such gender-specific manipulation

works particularly well in a society where patriarchal practices disciple girls to

obey male authority. It is not surprising that MNC factories often replicate a

patriarchal structure and feminize the shop floor for profit maximization. In

other words, MNCs do not employ men for performing similar assembly tasks

because male labor implies "higher wages, better working conditions, and more

flexible work schedules, all of which would increase labor coast and reduce

capitalist gain" (Fernandez-Kelley 1983:219).

Feminist Marxists such as Heidi Hartmann (1984) also argue that women's

participation in capitalist activities increases their vulnerability to patriarchal
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exploitation within their households because women's wages affect the hierarchy

built upon the notion that men dominate women through material wealth.

Emberson-Bain (1994: 155) reports on the extreme vulnerability of Fiji's MNC

tuna cannery girls, exploited by the company and abused by male family

members as they frustrated at being economically dependent on a female's

income. Elson and Pearson (1981: 31) condemn the feminization of industrial

work as imposing new forms of gender subordination on factory girls.

2.3. The Gap and Limitations of Theoretical Analyses

These analyses divulge factory girls' extreme vulnerability to labor exploitation

as a result of entering multinational employment. It is important to realize,

however, that these research findings often overemphasize manipulative aspects

in order to underline the importance of questioning current development that

rarely takes account of the impacts on female laborers (see Emberson-Bain

1994:150). This may obscure the actual voices of factory girls and leave a major

gap in the analytical constructs of the girls' roles in MNC factory operation.

Two possible problems arise from such analytical constructs. First, these

analyses tend to homogenize source of the girls' struggles that are rooted in the

political, economic, or class structures under which they live. However, the girls'

lives are complex and they struggle with multiple layers of constraints,

composed of cultural demands, social obligations, and family expectations, to

name a few. For example, through her extensive review of literature on MNC

factories in Asia, Ong (1991:280-281) discovered that while the source of the

factory girls' constraints is commonly described as being rooted in inequitable
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power relations based on class interests, their suffering is actually due to power

relations solidified by cultural values and obligations. Their struggles are rooted

in the clashes between indigenous values and industrial priorities. Pessar (1995)

also point outs that a woman's experiences in patriarchy and capitalism varies

depending on time and space in addition to her nationality, ethnicity, culture,

religion, class, age, and education (see also Wolf 1992). These studies indicate

that without recognizing the complexity and diversity of young women's lives,

the portrayal of factory girls becomes an uniformed image, loosely linked to

their respective experiences.

Secondly, these theories underestimate the creativity of the factory girls in

responding to their new circumstances. For example, though it may be true that

the traditional notion that women have "nimble fingers" and are "docile" helped

mobilize women into cheap factory workforces, the argument that the relation

between patriarchy and capital accumulation only aggravates women's

oppression in all patriarchal societies is debatable. Lim's (1983) research on

young women's dilemmas in a patriarchal society unveiled that the factory girls

are emancipated through MNC employment because it provides a temporary

escape from traditional practices and social obligations. Her study suggests that

without acknowledging young women's capabilities, the effects and impacts that

the economic restructuring and MNCs have on young women's lives cannot be

understood accurately.

Because the complexity of their lives and capabilities have not been

examined thoroughly, factory girls appear as monotonously faceless, toneless,

and powerless. Consequently, they appear to be "asked to speak only as victims,
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not as the trail blazers they truly are" (Louie 2001:3). A key to reducing the gap

lies in the question posed by Piers Blaikie, a political ecologist. Blaikie asks:

Is it the right of the author (development experts, academics, and
development institutions) to represent the object of development, rather
than the latter to represent themselves, tell their own authentic stories and
let them be heard above and over the master narrative of author? (1998:
6)

That said, careful attention to factory girls' voices is imperative in understanding

the factory girls' participation in MNC factories and, in a broader sense, the

economic restructuring, because it is their experiences of being in multinational

employment that is being analyzed. Miriam Ching Yoon Louie, the author of

Sweatshop Warriors (2001), encourages us to return to the original source, the

factory girls. Louie says:

Listening to the women means returning to the source, to the heart of
what today's struggles for justice and dignity are all about. Just as the
women have stepped forward, pushed themselves harder, and struggled
to take on new challenges with oh-so-scarce resources, so each of us is
called upon to do the same, wherever we may work and live, which
whomever we consider our sisters and brothers, co-workers, and
community. We must ask ourselves individually and collectively what we
are doing to challenge the pyramids of oppression we face. Turning
down the volume of the elite's chatter, we must train our ears to listen
harder to hear the vibrant voices and lyrical leadership of grassroots folks
on the bottom, the foundation rock of mass movements (253:2001).

Theoretical analyses are indeed necessary, especially for exploring the

manipulative aspects of MNCs so that the way development is designed may be

improved. Yet, I consider that it is equally important not to persist in using a

single theoretical rubric but to employ multiple approaches that explore the girls'

narratives and embody their daily experiences at MNC factories.

In order to be sensitive to their actual experiences, the next chapter

considers how local norms and notions might have affected young women's
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perceptions of multinational employment, with specific reference to young

Samoan women. What are the social and cultural aspects that lead the girls to

take jobs at MNCs?
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CHAPTER 3
THE FACTORY GIRLS AND FA'ASAMOA

3.1. Fa'asamoa

Fa'asamoa is often translated as the Samoan way of doing things. In the course of

over 2,000 years of Samoan history, the meaning of Fa'asamoa has varied

depending on time and location because there is no solid definition of cultures or

traditions that carries over from generation to generation.3 Regardless of the

changes, the Fa'asamoa has always been a central concern of Samoan people who

identify and assert their cultural roots through their traditional institutions. For

them, anything that is not in accordance with the philosophy of Fa'asamoa is

inappropriate behavior for Samoans.4 Shore explains its complexity:

When Samoans speak or sing about aganu'u (culture), they stress those
aspects of social life associated with dignity and respectful deference...In its
Samoan sense, "culture" is closely linked with control and the social
institutions and understandings that are associated with control. It is,
therefore, not surprising that in the extraordinary elaboration of
sociocultural institutions, their meanings, and the symbols through which
they are understood-a complex that constitutes to Samoans their
aganu'u, theirfil'a Samoa -great emphasis is placed on a complementary
dual organization that has power to order experience and guide behavior
(1982: 221-222).

The Fa'asamoa is not merely a tradition but is the strongest authority that directs

3In 1830, the first European missionaries came to Samoa, and in 1900, the Samoan archipelago
was divided into two separate political systems. Germany took over the western islands,
which were called German Samoa, and the eastern islands became a territory of United States,
American Samoa. In 1914, New Zealand took over the control of German Samoa and it became
known as Western Samoa. In 1962, Western Samoa became the first sovereign independent
nation in the Pacific. In 1997, the country took the term Western out from its name and
officially became Samoa.
4 Malama Meleisea, a Samoan historian, translates Fa'asamoa as "in the manner of the
Samoans; according to Samoan customs and tradition" (Meleisea 1987).
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people in the society. This chapter explores the implication of the Fa'as6moa for

young Samoan women in terms of how traditional institutions relate to their

factory employment. Traditional cultural practices may appear irrational to

others, but they are based on rational principles that motivate girls in their lives.

Although it is impossible to examine the complex variability of the Fa'as6moa

here, an understanding of its essence may provide specific insights into the roles,

responsibilities, and dilemmas of the factory girls in contemporary life. I begin

with an exploration of Samoan notions of self, family, and work that embody

Fa'as6moa principles.

3.2. Samoan Notions

3.2.1. Samoan Notions of "Family" and "Self"

"Tausi matua (support or service of one's parents)."

"Money for fa'alavelave (family entanglements or obligations)"

These are the most common expressions I heard when I asked Yazaki factory

girls about their reasons for working there. Their chief incentives are "family."

In order to understand the girls' perceptions of MNC factory employment, it is

crucial to recognize Samoan notions of family and its relationship to the notions

of self because family is central to Samoan life. O'Meara explains, "if developers

don't understand what family means to Samoans, they would not understand

anything at all" (1990: 129).
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In Samoa, the 'aiga (extended family)5is the fundamental unit of the social

structure and all 'aiga are administrated and represented by their matai (elected

chiefs), who also manage the family land. Within this family system, all family

members work hard to help the family but in different ways according to their

respective roles dictated by Fa'asamoa. Regarded as the family's greatest source

of labor, Samoan youth are required to obey and serve their elders (O'Meara

1990: 78). Their dedication to their parents continues into adulthood because

they are forever regarded as children of their parents and willingly care for them

(Fiaui and Tuimaleali'ifano 1997: 16). Fiaui and Tuimaleali'ifano explain the

Samoan ideology concerning the care for parents or tausi matua:

Samoan children are expected to honor their parents all the days of their
lives by providing shelter, food, clothing, and other living necessities for
their parents. Samoans see this as a way to return to the parents some of
their kindness and love while taking care of them when they were young
(1997: 10).6

Tausi matua is a reciprocal obligation between children and parents; parents tausi

(care for) young children who then tautua (serve) the parents. As children

become adults, they, in turn, assume the role of tausi (caregiver) for their elderly

parents.7 They also think they will be blessed for their tausiga (taking care of

others or support) of their aged relatives. Within this belief system, the factory

girls may be proud of their employment because their wages enable them to

5 In this chapter, the English term family refers to immediate family or family members who
live in the same household while the Samoan term 'aiga also refers to familial descent group
or extended family.
6 Note that tausi rnatua applies to both male and female children.
7 Fiaui and Tuimaleali'ifano (1997: 10) also explain that tausi rnatua is "almost a photocopy of
the Fifth Commandment in the Bible which talks about the ideal Christian relationship
between children and parents" (1997: 10).
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serve their parents and their hard work is rewarded with the acknowledgement

of their tausiga. As Fiaui and Tuimaleali'ifano (1997:17) further note, "To

Samoans, all alternatives lead back to the "'aiga" or family-the family is center to

one's pride of being Samoan."

Because family is at the center, "self" comes secondary. Traditionally,

people are expected not to be overly self-assertive. Fiaui and Tuimaleali'ifano

explain the traditional notion of self:

Samoa and its culture do not expect nor require the individual to overly
stress himself or herself out in an effort to accomplish great things so
he/she can be considered as having lived a productive life (1997:4).

This does not mean that Samoan people are "self-less" but rather they are taught

to stress that "self" belongs to others. An individual is regarded as a unit in a

family or a group organization, whose principal task is to behave in conformity

with group decisions (Mageo 1998). Within this mind set, the society does not

expect an individual to be self-assertive, self-centered, and self-interested.

One example of young Samoan women's notion of "self" is portrayed in a

documentary film called Teine Samoa: A Girl ofSamoa (1998),8which is about a

daughter accepting her role in the family. The following is a synopsis:

Sina is a 17-year-old girl, living in a rural village in Samoa. Since she
finished high school two years ago, she has been staying home where she
does the cooking, laundry, and cleaning, and also helps with fishing and
plantation work. She says, "I have stayed to help my family but I'm
thinking now is the time for me to go to the town of Apia, so that I can
train to be a nurse. I think this would be the best way for me to serve my
family." But when she tells her father about her decision, his answer is
"no" and he says that she should stay home and help her mother and
work on the plantation. Later Sina reflects, "I have learned that Samoan
culture is more than 2000 years old, and in all that time, the most

8 Teine Samoa: A Samoan Girl (1982) [Videorecording] Evanston, IL: Journal Films.
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important thing has always been the family, the 'aiga, this has always been
the center of our life. When I first heard that my 'aiga wanted me to stay,
I was sad for a while, it seemed to be very hard thing. However, I am
happy to accept what they wish. It is best I remain here to love and serve
them and support my grandfather. This is the way we have always done
things." (Teine Samoa: A Girl ofSamoa 1982).

According to Fa'asamoa principles, abiding by family decisions is the mark of

well-behaved Samoan children. Like Sina, Samoan girls are expected to defer to

the decisions of older family members or people who hold positions of authority

in the community. But for today's young Samoans who have been influenced by

Western lifestyles through films or overseas relatives such group-decision

oriented Fa'asamoa ideology is frustrating. They may even feel that such a

traditional notion needs to be contested. Says Leinani, a girl from a film titled

When I Grow Up (1996):9

Let teenager to talk. We're growing up and it's about time to let us make our

own decision. Compare to her [mother] time when only [surrounded by]

traditionallije, I'm living now is European influences and traditional life. [It is]

hard but not our choice to live in this difficulties.

Figiel (1996:135) also offers an insight into contemporary girls' feeling about

"self" in the following poem:

Girl lessons

"I" does not exist.
I am not.
My self belongs not to me because "I" does not exist.
"I" is always we,
is a part of the 'aiga (family),

9 When I Grow Up (1996) [Videorecording] Suva, Fiji: UNICEF, AUSAid, and Refracted Angle.
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a part of the 'Au a teine (girls' group),
a part of the 'Aufaipese (choir),
a part of the 'Autalavou (church youth group)
a part of the A'oga a Ie faifeau (pastor's Schoo!),
a part of the A'oga Aso Sa (Sunday School),
a part of the Church,
a part of the nu'u (village),
a part of Samoa.

Sia Figiel, Where We Once Belonged

The poetry shows that some girls are struggling with the social expectations that

confine them. As a result, they may take any opportunity, such as factory

employment, if they see it as a place where they can be more self-assertive.

3.2.2. Samoan Notions of ''Work''

Despite the fact that German colonial administration considered Samoans to be

"naturally indolent,"l0 people on the islands are hard workers although their

notions of work differ from those colonizers. According to Franco (1985), the

traditional Samoan notion of "work" is centered on two significant social

transactions: one is tautua (service to chief and family) and the other isfa'alavelave

(in this context, the mutual support for life-cycle events through the extended

family network). A key to understanding the Samoan perception of tautua can

be found in the popular saying "'0 Ie ala i Ie pule Ie tautua (the way to gain

10 In the mid 199h century, as plantation activity in Samoa grew, the German colonial officers
brought in Melanesian and Chinese laborers largely because the Germans characterized
Samoans as unreliable laborers who were only to be of subsidiary usefulness (Moses 1973:102)
(Further explained later in this chapter).
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authority is through faithful service)" (Milner 1993: 245)Y Franco explains that

this proverb indicates that possibilities for inheriting chiefly titles operate as an

incentive for Samoans to serve and this, at the same time, encourages people to

work diligently (1985:23). Among younger generations, the traditional tautua

philosophy may not operate in the same way it did in the past;12 however, the

core concept of the system-the "honoring cycle" or "status gaining cycle"-still

seems to play an important role in their daily life.13 For instance, an individual's

hard work or service reflects on the group to which the worker belongs, and this

group's honor in return reflects on the honor of the individual as a member of

the group. This tautua cycle helps explain young Samoan women's attitudes to

factory employment. For example, a factory girl worked extremely hard and

eventually achieved a supervisory position at the plant. Since she had a slightly

higher wage as a supervisor, she could buy a stylish TV set'Pr her family in her

home village. The TV made the family the focus of admiration within their

village. This attention made her proud of her family as well as of herself. Village

peers recognized that her family's increased prestige was made possible by her

hard work at the Japanese plant. She became a more useful member of the

family and the community's recognition motivated her to work harder. At the

same time, her family's achievement motivated neighboring girls to take wage

employment in order to give their families the same mark this family gained.

11 Samoan notion of work is also discussed in Chapter 1.
12 According to Meleisea (2000:83), "there are signs all around us in Samoa today that they are
no longer willing to carry out their communal responsibilities." This may indicate changes in
Samoan ontology of "self" among modern Samoans.
13 O'Meara (1990:162) discusses the devaluation of traditional tautua cycle among young
Samoans today because they believe paid jobs bring a guaranteed reward for their service
while tautua reward is invisible and not necessarily always guaranteed.
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Shadrake and Diermen (1998: 3) explain the other aspect of modem

tautua-the duty to share. In the philosophy of modern tautua, paid workers are

expected to share their earnings with their family, community, and church in the

form of donations. All of these obligations sometimes absorb a worker's entire

salary. According to Shadrake and Diermen, this dedication reflects the belief

that "the more that is given, the greater the gain in status for the donor." But it

also reflects the competitiveness; the family feels shame if they cannot make a

donation to the church. Therefore, they often make a desperate effort donate

even if their income is insufficient to meet daily needs (see When I Crow Up 1996).

Within the tautua cycle, some factory girls and their family continue to struggle

with the shortage of money regardless of the extra income because demands of

itiiga, community, and church increase according to the family's income growth.

As long as they try to maintain their status or reputation through participating in

the modem tautua cycle, this struggle may continue.

Fa'alavelave is the other core social transaction that is practiced by Samoan

people. The fa'alavelave is often interpreted as family entanglement or family

obligation since it usually involves financial expenditure and also requires

obligatory participation in various family affairs (Fiaui and Tuimaleali'ifano 1997:

9). The affairs can be anything from big events-such as a wedding, funeral, or

chief's title installation-to little matters-such as baby-sitting or looking after

the house. Among the most common obligation is providing money, traditional

exchange items, various foods, and labor. It should be noted that the importance

of money is increasing in modernfa'alavelave (Yamamoto 1990:94). This
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fa'alavelave practice is something that Samoan people generally cannot avoid.

Mayer explains:

Within the context of family bonds and its support system, there is little
else that can take precedence over participation in these events termed
fa'ali1veli1ve (entanglements) including commitments to employment and
business needs (1989:12).

Because of the obligatory aspects of the fa'alavelave, many Samoans have a

negative attitude toward this traditional practice, referring to it as a burden of

the Fa'astimoa (O'Meara 1990; Shore 1982). On the islands, I repeatedly heard

locals complaining about numerous fa'alavelave that rarely allowed them to have

spare money.14

Nevertheless, they also understand the fa'alavelave as an instrument for

deepening the ties of kinship that spread throughout the islands and overseas to

such places as New Zealand, Australia, and the United States. Fiaui and

Tuimaleali'ifano explain thatfa'alavelave are "auspicious cultural elements that lay

the foundation for continued cultural perpetuation" (1997:9). While some

Samoans feel burdened by this traditional practice, they also gain various social

and economic rewards from practicing it. Shore notes:

If Samoans constantly complain about the burden that these various sorts
offa'ali1velave impose on them in terms of money, time, goods, and
energy expended, one cannot but notice at the same time a sense of
exhilaration, of heightened possibilities for the reaffirmation of old
relationships and the creation of new ones (1982: 169-170).15

14 A very popular T-shirt in Samoa says, "Tele fa' alavelave, e Uai se tupe" (plenty of
obligation, no money). People often ascribed the economic successes of 'afakasi (part-Samoan
people) to the cultural status of 'afakasi, whosefa'alavelave obligations come from only one
side of their family line.
15 There are some opposing views of the system offa 'alavelave claiming that it no longer works
as well as it did in the past; however, one of my Samoan friends refuted this stating that it had
never worked well, even in the past.
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To eyes of outsiders, the fa'alavelave appears to be operating almost

incomprehensibly. One day I encountered a factory girl who complained that

her family's fa'alavelave absorbed her entire wage and this made me wonder why

she felt obligated to help others when she earned so little. But the next day, she

was all excited about going to New Zealand; her relatives had paid for and

arranged for her air ticket, visa, accommodation, and job. I wondered why they

would do this for someone who was only a distant cousin. These exchanges

seemed irrational until a Samoan friend gave me a clue.

Palagi (westerners) put their money into banks for their financial security,
but we Samoans invest in humans; it's just a different way of being secure
for the future. 16

In this light, fa'alavelave is rational. For Samoan people, the two traditional social

transactions, tautua andfa'alavelave operate as significant instruments to invest

money and service in order to gain status and a sense of security for their future.

Since the factory girls' primary incentives for entering the factory is to help

support their family's fa'alavelave, it is possibly to consider that they see this

employment as a convenient way to earn money for participating in the tautua

andfa'alavelave investmentY

3.3. Traditional Roles of Young Samoan Women

Considering Samoan notions of self, family, and work, it becomes clear how the

traditional institutions, such as tausi matua, tautua, and fa'alavelave, shape girls'

16 See also O'Meara (1990: 79).
17 Since an operator's position at the factory requires neither specific skills nor previous
working experience, many local people regard factory employment as a convenient instrument
for earning cash (Discussed further in Chapter 6).
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reasons for becoming a factory girl. Besides these incentives, the way in which

they are disciplined can be another driving factor in taking the wage

employment.

To help children identify their social responsibilities and cultural

obligations, parents as well as elder family members, customary make every

attempt to discipline them from a young age. Children are taught to behave

appropriately according to the Fa'asamoa principles and this discipline carries over

into adulthood (Fiaui and Tuimaleali'ifano 1997: 16). Girls especially, are

rigorously disciplined to ensure that their behavior, expression, attitude,

movements, and appearance conform to social norms and village rules.

Household chores, traditionally divided by gender, are usually tasks for

young family members. Boys take care of tasks that require physical strength,

such as Samoan earth-oven-cooking and plantation work, while girls do what is

regarded as "light work" such as modem cooking, laundry, cleaning, child care,

and other jobs near the house (Shore 1982: 225). The girls' tasks, however, seem

to be far from being "light work/' especially from my non-Samoan viewpoint,

because these jobs usually involve heavy manual labor due to the lack of electric

appliances in many households. In the film When I Crow Up (1996) one girl says,

Life in village is tough. Washing, cleaning, and...like slaving a whole day.

Young women's constraint in this traditional discipline can also be inferred from

the following story about Samoan girls by Sia Figiel:

The pastor's faletua [wife] taught us girls how to sew, how to dress, how to

behave. Whenever we didn't behave, she would pull our ears or pull our hair or
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slap our faces ... no matter how tall we were, no matter how tall we become. 18 We

were not allowed to laugh too much or too loudly. We were taught to be meek.

We were taught to be humble, again. We were taught also to offer our seats to

anyone older than us, regardless oflocation-may it be a crowded bus, a crowded

public toilet in Apia, a crowded anything. Don't walk and eat...Never walk

around alone at night...Never wear pants on the malae19 or at the pastors' house.

Never wear high-heels. Never wear make-up. Never go to church without a hat.

Never go bra-less to church. Never speak with the 'k' in your mouth.20 Never

pray for yourself-you should pray for the whole village and for the whole Samoa

(1996: 137).

Living under these circumstances, girls may think of escaping to where

those responsibilities and regulations cannot influence them. Yet running away

from home is not so easy. No matter which family branch or village a girl

chooses to live with, her roles and duties would be essentially the same. Like

Sina, the girl in the aforementioned film, Samoan girls are expected to remain in

the village to help the family until they marry (Shore 1982: 227). Once they finish

schooling, girls in rural villages generally rarely go anywhere without a

chaperone and infrequently meet new people from outside their community

while boys are relatively free to travel to other places (O'Meara 1990: 103-109).

Having been taught the limit of their territorial space, some girls might idealize

18 Tanielu (2000: 51) notes that discipline that involves physical punishment for children is not
uncommon among Samoan people because they are influenced by a belief according to the
Samoan proverb '''0 Ie sasa e tatau i Ie tua 0 Ie vale (stupid people deserve a beating.)" See also
O'Meara (1990: 109).
19 Malae is the open space in the middle of a village.
20 Modem Samoan language has two styles of pronunciation, often called k-style(colloquial
style) and t-style(formal style). K-style uses a pronunciation that substitutes k for t, g for n,
and I for r. Although k-style is the most common form of spoken Samoan, t-style is used in
writing and religious and educational situations.
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Apia, the capital city, as a place of freedom. Shore provides the following

insights from girls, contrasting the rigid structure of village life with the Westem-

influenced life in the urban areas:

Here in Samoa, I am not really free anywhere I go. There are so many different

chores to be done. In my understanding of the word, the only place you can be

"free" is in the "town." Just eating, bathing, going to have some fun, and

sleeping. There's nothing to enslave their thoughts and feelings as there is here

(Shore 1982: 161).

In Apia, people live in an enlightened way. They live a good, clean life. Here in

the rural area, life is very different. In the urban area, you wake up in the

morning, drink your tea, while here you wake up and immediately begin to do

your chores, since your chores to get done are always heavy on your mind. You

can only eat at noon, when the morning chores are finished .. .(Shore 1982: 161).

Compared to the girls of Shore's time (1970s and 1980s), or Sina's (1980s), today's

Samoan girls in rural villages may have a little more "freedom" as there is

definitely a "closing of the gap" between rural and urban lifestyles on the islands.

The regional gap was reduced because, along with the development of roads and

the improvement of transportation, more people came to travel from village to

town and the growing numbers of TV and films extensively conveyed new

lifestyles.

However, while I was in Samoa in 2000, I met some girls in rural villages

who considered Apia to be socially remote or far removed from what they were

taught to be an appropriate lifestyle, although the town is relatively close

geographically since it takes less than one hour to get there. They told me:

Apia is a bad place; many, many bad people are there. They don't stay
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with family and just walk around the town all day, everyday, so don't go there,

it's bad for you.

But, at other times, they said:

I want to go to town, I want to see Apia, not stay there for long, but just to see

what is there, what people like...but you know...1have to help my mum, look after

my family, because they need me.21

Apia may be like Pandora's box that lures them to run away from their family's

high expectations and cultural demands including the drudgery of domestic

chores and a boring daily routine (O'Meara 1990: 111; Shore 1982: 158-167). They

are attracted to city life, but in the face of trying to be good daughters, they need

convincing reasons to move beyond the village.22 Taking a factory job in town

can be one of these reasons because the employment provides young women

with culturally acceptable excuses, such as financial support for family, to satisfy

their prohibited desires.

Living between the two conflicting priorities-traditional cultural

demands and the aspirations of a changing society-today's young Samoan

women are frustrated. 23 Through her study on today's young Samoan women,

Tupuola (2000:66) reveals that they tend to view Fa'asamoa as being based on old-

21 They of course have been to Apia but their meaning of "to go Apia" is to go there to live, for
example, by taking a job there or to live there for a while at a relative's place.
22 One of my Samoan friends recalled that when she was a teenager she tried to make all efforts
to stay on the school campus in Apia as long as she could in order to avoid chores at home.
23 Many young Samoans are struggling with their family's high expectations and the authority
of traditional institutions. In the saddest case, they express their distress or other emotions by
committing suicide since open hostility is considered to be bad behavior. For this reason,
Samoa has one of the highest rates for youth in the world (O'Meara 1990:109). See also Cote
(1997) who discusses cultural disfranchisement of Samoan youth.
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fashioned expectations and gender-biased philosophies that need to

acknowledge modernity and Westernization. It does not necessarily mean that

young women do not appreciate the Fa'asamoa or try to entirely refute it;

however, they would like to have a little more space to be self-assertive and

demonstrate their capability to do things on their own.24 Leinani, a girl from

aforementioned film, says:

We're brought up to believe that our culture is the way to survive [so we should]

never lose our culture. We knew culture is our family, which always back us

together (When I Crow Up 1996).

3.4. Fa'asamoa and Wage Employment

While the Fa'asamoa bothers some girls, it also enables them to resist being tied to

paid labor. Samoa's traditional social institutions, such as 'aiga (extended family)

network and land tenure system, ensure that the factory girls will continue to

have alternatives to the wage employment,25

The Samoan 'aiga network alleviates, in many ways, the degree of

obligation girls may feel to support their family because it provides financial

security. As people exchangefa'alavelave in various forms through the 'aiga

network, many families are financially supported by foreign remittances when

24 As to young women's space, in her articles on young women and Samoan culture, Tupuola says,
"Writing this article is itself is a cultural violation; within the social norms of traditional fa'a
Samoa I, as a young Samoan women, have no acquired right and privilege to speak of and about
the Samoan culture" (2000:63). This indicates how limited space young Samoan women have
for speaking up.
25 According to the factory management, approximately 55 percent of young female workers
resign within one-year of taking employment and their average length of employment is only
two to three years (Discussed further in Chapter 6).
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they face economic difficulties.26 The globally extended 'aiga network helps

maintain the migration chain and sustain a standard of living that depends on

foreign remittances (Macpherson 1994). Therefore, even if their factory

daughters are the sole paid labor in their households, factory wages are not

necessarily the last resort for many families for financial security. Having

secured an alternative income source, parents may not insist on their daughters

working at the factory and girls can resign from the employment without feeling

guilty about stopping the flow of cash to the family.

Samoa's land tenure system also supports girls' choices regarding factory

employment. Over 80 percent of the country's land is held by customary tenure,

which is controlled by matai and is available for subsistence farming by people

who desire it (Hooper 1998: 17). The land provides food products such as

coconuts, cocoa, and other staples including taro, yams, breadfruits, bananas,

and ta'amuP These crops require relatively little effort to cultivate (O'Meara

1990: 55). Endowed with such natural crops, the family sustains itself as long as

someone takes care of plantation. In addition, the Fa'asamoa philosophy of

sharing encourages people to accommodate others if they need temporary

26 Hooper (1988: 22) reports that Samoa currently has ST $100 million in annual remittances. It
is interesting to note that these family members sending money home from places like New
Zealand or the United States are often former employees of MNCs such as Yazaki who left
employment to take similar jobs abroad (Further discussed in Chapter 6). For instance, there
are over 100,000 Samoans living in New Zealand as of 1996, and about half of them are
immigrants. About 30 per cent of the Samoan workforce in New Zealand is engaged in
manufacturing industries (Sa11'LOan People in New Zealand 1998).
27 A root crop similar to taro.
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shelter (Fiaui and Tuimaleali'ifano, 1997).28 It comes as no surprise that the local

population has rarely experienced hunger.

Living in such an environment, where the combination of the 'aiga

network, the land tenure system, and the Fa'asamoa philosophy ensure

subsistence, people have little fear of an impending crisis. If they seldom feel a

desperate need for cash to buy food or to pay for accommodation, their

attachment to wage employment remains relatively low.29 However, this

security does not always mean that Samoan people do not have to enter into a

wage contract with capitalists. Besides their daily bread, they need a regular cash

income for children's education and for maintenance of the fa'alavelave. Though

people are proud of their traditional way of living, their desire for capital is

growing because they wish to have some of the amenities of modern life.

O'Meara describes the ambivalence toward money within the traditional society

in which a Western lifestyle is increasingly seen as prestigious:

This is the rural Samoa that Samoans can afford on their own. It is a
world of thatch and corrugated iron, matches, and firewood, of pebble
floors, muddy footpaths, and dugout canoes. It is a delightful world in

28 Fiaui and Tuimaleali'ifano explain that the philosophy of sharing or freely giving is
centered on the Samoan belief of "what goes around comes around" (1997:10). On the islands,
every time I had trouble, such as missing a bus, having car trouble, or losing my way, there was
always someone who offered me shelter and food. I also heard stories about people who
temporally accommodated a stranger who became a part of the household. At my home-stay
family, there was a man living in their storeroom in the backyard. According to the family, he
initially came to their place as a carpenter when they renovated their house but one day he
brought his stuff and started living there. Currently, the family also provides him with daily
meals. The family thinks this situation is fine because he needed a place and can housesit for
them.
29 This may be compared to the main motivating factor for the importing of laborers by foreign
agro-business interests in the 19th century (see Meleisea 1976). According to Moses (1973: 102),
the German colonial administration recruited laborers from Melanesia and China to fill a
shortage of workers on their colonial plantation industry, since they characterized Samoans as
"naturally indolent and unreliable labor." Interestingly, one of three main colonial plantations
where those foreign laborers worked was in Vaitele, where the Yazaki Samoa factory is
currently located.
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many ways, but far from Eden. Contrary to popular Western belief, it is
not a world of ease and leisure, except for those [who] are old and
important. Nor is it a world that can presently pay for the things its
people want-the pickup trucks, better houses, books for the schools,
better medical services, a better more varied diet, electricity and the
household fixtures that go with it, and clothes they do not have to stitch
themselves or buy second-hand from Australia. Villagers often speak
proudly of the good life in Samoa where they can 'aifua (eat free)-as
opposed to life in New Zealand or America where they believe that
people will starve if they have no money to buy food. But Samoans also
often speak of their mativa (poverty). Some of them chafe at the lack of
opportunity or the slowness and conformity of village life, hoping to
leave for Apia or New Zealand. Many others enjoy village life, wishing
only that they had more money. As my friend Nu'u, once remarked: E
lelei Samoa (Samoa is good). Food is easy to get." Then he added with a
sorrowful laugh, "But Samoa is also bad. The search for money is very
hard!" (O'Meara 1990:19-20).

In addition to desiring Western commodities and lifestyles, they are struggling to

manage to raise money that can maintain their capitalized traditional institutions.

The traditional institutions prevent girls from being tied to wage employment,

but ironically, at the same time, cultural demands launch them into taking paid

labor to perpetuate the virtue of Fa'asamoa practices and systems.

Without understanding the complicated compatibility between the

Fa'asamoa and capitalist activities, development organizations direct the

government of Samoa to dismantle the country's traditional institutions by

referring to these as being hindrances to economic development. The next

chapter outlines Samoa's economic situation as characterized by the

development organizations including the World Bank and Asian Development

Bank and the reform agendas they proposed to the government of Samoa for

economic restructuring. Then it examines the historical context of the Japanese
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wiring plant that moved its operation from Australia to Samoa in 1991 in

response to Samoa's structural reforms.
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CHAPTER 4
SAMOA'S ECONOMY AND

THE JAPANESE WIRING FACTORY

4.1. We Are Samoa

Samoa/ the greatest place ofall,

She is green and blue, lush with beauty,

Our hearts are pure as gold.

Touch someone with tears ofjoy,

Touch someone with smiles oflove,

Oh, what a happy feeling, from such happy people.

We are Samoa, people from the sun,

We are Samoa, and our heritage lives on.

Teach the world humanity and hospitality,

We are Samoa, and God we trust in Thee.

Jerome Grey, We Are Samoa.

Jerome Grey, a famous Samoan singer, sings of the beauty of his country and

people in the song called We are Samoa. As the lyrics describe, Samoa has a

significant area of fertile land and rainforest. Just as the song portrays, Samoan

people are proud of their country, culture, and heritage. While I was in Samoa, I

was frequently asked: "Do you like Samoa? Do you think Samoa is a good

country?" When I responded, "Yes, I like Samoa and think Samoa is a good

country," people would nod with big smiles and proudly say, "Samoa is a good

country, isn't it?" Then I thought to myself: I don't know how many Japanese

today are truly proud of being Japanese, although I definitely think many

Japanese are proud of made-in-Japan products.
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On the islands, I also often heard people saying, "We are poor. We have

no money because Samoa is a poor country." Since this did not sound

convincing, I asked several local friends whether Samoans actually consider

themselves to be "poor." All of them gave me almost same explanation:

Samoans do not think of themselves and their country as being really "poor"

because no one is dying of hunger on the islands; people say it only when they

compare themselves with people in rich countries. Despite Samoans' perception

of themselves and their country, the world defines them as "poor" through using

economic yardsticks, including the annual growth rate of GNP per capita, leading

the United Nation (UN) to classify the nation as a less developed country. In fact,

Samoa is listed as one of the globe's 48 "poorest" countries.

Poststructural scholars such as Arturo Escobar (l995b) may explain such

divergent opinions about economic well-being by referring to his argument that

the notion of underdevelopment in the Third World is constructed by the First

World through the basis of Western scientific measurement and rationality. He

asserts that West has created an imaginary reality of the Third World that

deceives Third World populations in believing the delusion that they are

economically deficient. This chapter examines two conflicting views of Samoa's

economy, which Escobar may call the "imagined reality" and the "real situation,"

and considers what sort of local voices about Samoans' immediate needs have

been left out of Escobar's argument. It then explores the implication of Yazaki

Samoa, the Japanese wiring factory, for Samoa's economy and needs through

reviewing the country's reform agenda posed by development organizations.
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4.2. Samoa and the Economy

4.2.1. Cloudy Sources of Economic Growth

Despite the UN's classification of Samoa as a less developed country, it has a

higher standard of living than many other developing countries in terms of

access to food, primary education, safe water, and other welfare indicators.

Their relative advantage can be attributed to Samoa's productive agricultural

sector and to the substantial inflows of foreign remittances and aid (Fairbain

1993:234).1 Nevertheless, development organizations, including the World Bank

and Asian Development Bank (ADB), consider Samoa's economic prospects as

being grim. From their perspectives, the country's economy appears to have

intrinsic disadvantages because of its geographical remoteness, small population,

and modest natural resources that make the islands economy fragile (ADB 1995).

The organizations conclude that Samoa's four major possible sources of

economic growth-foreign remittance, external aid, agriculture (including fishing

and forestry industries), and tourism-are all unstable. Foreign remittances and

aid are unpredictable because they are susceptible to economic fluctuations in

addition to social and political conditions in host and donor countries. Levels of

foreign remittance will decrease because of changes in new migrants' remittance

behavior (Bank of Hawaii 1997:11), and levels of external aid will decline due to

the loss of the region's geopolitical significance for metropolitan countries

following the end of the Cold War (Watanabe 2000).

1 The agricultural sector accounts for 40 per cent of the nation's GDP (ADB 1998) and the total
aid accounts another 40 per cent from 1991 to 1992 (UN 1998).
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Although the tuna fishing industry has recently grown rapidly, 2 it was

hardly regarded as a stable source of economic growth because the agricultural

industry is vulnerable to climatic disasters. The two devastating cyclones, Ofa in

1990 and Val in 1991 caused considerable damage to Samoa's agricultural sedor,

including one of its major export agricultural crops, coconut, which was

estimated to be unavailable for over two years. While Samoa was in the process

of recovering from this calamity, its main domestic and export staple, taro, was

blighted by a leaf disease (ADB 1998).

Neither tourism is viewed as a likely means of strengthening economic

development even though the number of visitors to the islands has recently

increased.3 Tourism is dismissed as a source of revenue because over half of the

visitors are not recognized as genuine tourists but as transnational Samoan

visitors from New Zealand, Australia, and the United States. Central to

improving Samoa's tourism is the provision of more international standard hotel

accommodations and the development of attractive tourist packages (AIDAB

1994). Without any major plan for improving transportation, accommodation,

and tourist attractions, tourism is not considered to be an immediate source of

significant economic growth (Bank of Hawaii 1997).4 .

2 The total value of fish export increased from ST $1.9 million in 1996 to ST $32.6 million in 1999
(Keith-Reid 2000: 18).
3 The number of foreign visitors increased from 73,300 in 1996 to 85,120 in 1999 (Keith-Reid 2000:
17).
4 The islands operated a limited numbers of incoming flights due to the financial crisis of the
national airline, Polynesian Airlines. Due to the first long-range leased aircraft for its direct
flight to North America, the airline incurred losses and liabilities that accumulated to
approximately US$ 18 million (The World Bank 1995). In 2000, Polynesian Airline's restarted
services to Honolulu and Los Angeles but I met some local elite who are skeptical about this new
flight because of the failure of direct flight in the past. As to accommodation, the islands
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In addition to these doudy prospects for the country's economic future,

Knapman (1994: 340), an economist, indicated that MIRABs countries such as

Samoa would come to rely more on external assistance because aid and

remittances tend to divert local residents from agriculture and undermine their

efforts, resulting in a loss of skills and a reduction in the country's capacity to

produce. Consequently, Samoa appeared to have few endogenous sources of

economic growth during the 1980s. The Bank of Hawaii report stated that, "the

country needs other sources of foreign exchange to pay for consistent and

sustainable economic growth" (1997:11).

4.2.2. Alternative Views

Richard Brown (1998), an economist, points out that the assumptions about the

remittance-decay hypothesis are rarely valid because his research findings from

Samoan migrants in Australia indicate that the passage of time hardly provides a

significant change in migrants' attitude towards remittance.6 Macpherson (1994),

a sociologist, also argues that there would be much less cause for suspecting

remittances to decline if migrants' motivational factors for investing

currently has about 700 hotel rooms (as of 2000) and occupancy rates in 1998 are averaged around
35 per cent (Keith-Reid 2000:17; Peteru 1998b: 35).
5 The term MIRAB (migration, remittances, aid, and bureaucracy) describes the way which
some Pacific island nations developed their economies through using such sources (Bertram and
Watters 1985).
6 Brown (1998) deems that research on remittance trends may have different outcomes
depending on the researcher's knowledge of what factors most affect migrants' attitudes.
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in their home country were considered? To nourish foreign remittance inflow

some families actually confer the matai (chief) title on their overseas kin. The film

titled A Chiefin Two Worlds (1992) illustrates such a tactic through the story of a

male Samoan migrant in California accepting a matai title from his wife's village

in Savai'i in order to reconnect himself to the homeland. In the film, a local man

from the village says:

The malai system these days is that titles often go to overseas kin as a way
of obtaining finance for family and village projects in Samoa [although] of
course it is important that new title holders be closely related to the title
through descent (Van der Ryn 1992).

This story indicates that people on the islands developed a unique strategy to

sustain their economy through a combination of the 'aiga network, foreign

remittances, and traditional titles.

As for external aid, Wendt (2000:151) reports that the total amount of

foreign aid is actually increasing.8 Japan, for example, has been the biggest aid

donor to Samoa since 19959 and is unlikely to withdraw development assistance

to the country. Along with its growing interests in the islands' marine resources,

the Japanese government has been using aid to strengthen political ties with

Samoa (see Tarte 1998). Thus, there is no decisive evidence validating

assumptions that foreign remittances or aid will decline.

7 Macpherson (1994) suggests that commitment of migrant Samoans to send remittances will not
decline at least until their parents and siblings die or join overseas migrants. He characterizes
the migrants' relatively strong commitment to remittances as a way of connecting themselves to
the homeland with residential aspirations in the future. Ahlgurg and Brown (1997) call this
"the intention of one day returning."
8 Over the period of 1992 to 1998, foreign aid to Samoa increased from US$ 27.9 million to US
$33.4 million (Wendt 2000:150). Japan, Australia, New Zealand, Germany, and China are
Samoa's major donor countries (as of 2000).
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Tourism can be considered a driving factor fostering the economy if

trends of transnational Samoan tourists are taken into account. Since their

purpose is usually to visit their 'diga or to attend traditional ceremonies such as

weddings, funerals, and matai title installation, it is safe to assume that those

transnational Samoans spend more money than ordinary tourists through gift

giving, .fa'alavelave, or souvenirs and may activate local markets.1o The islands'

lack of international standard hotel accommodations and tourist attractions

probably does not directly affect the number of this type of "tourists" because

their primary purpose is not sight-seeing, and they are usually accommodated

by their 'diga on the islands.

Considering all of these factors, Samoa's economic future may not be as

cloudy as the development organizations predict. Fry (1997) asserts that

through their bleak forecasts of Samoa's economy, these development

organizations convince the island nations that economic restructuring schemes

are necessary. His argument concurs with Escobar's notion of an imaginary

reality; yet, their analyses tend to marginalize actual local voices. Despite

Escobar's argument that economic insufficiency is not a dominant source of

people's struggle in the "reality" of Third World, Samoa's local residents appear

to be craving for a way to solve economic insufficiency.

9 The total of Japan's aid to Samoa of 1999 since 1995 is US$ 178,32 million (ODA Hakusho
2000).
10 Since overseas Samoans have begun to increasingly acquire symbolic meanings associated
with more traditional exchange items, such as fine mat, they spend much on the mat for their
fa' alavelave both in Samoa and abroad (see A Chief in Two Worlds 1992).
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4.2.3. Wage Employment

Although agriculture remains the core source of subsistence for over 70 per cent

of the islands' population, a source for cash income is a necessity in today's

Samoan life (UN 1998: 41; Hooper 1998:26). Local residents, especially those who

lack a regular source of cash income other than subsistence agriculture, are

craving for a source of cash income. Yet the country can provide wage

employment for only 30 per cent of the more than 4,000 annual high school

graduates. Therefore, there is a strong demand for wage employment.

Advertisements for unskilled factory workers in Apia are heavily over
subscribed despite the low wage offered. For example, a one-day
recruiting campaign for the Star Kist factory in American Samoa saw over
3,000 local hopefuls queuing for one of the 300 jobs (UN 1998:41)Y

Along with the rise of living expenses, the UN reports that, due to depressed

agricultural returns caused by the cyclones, local residents have come to prefer

wage employment as a more stable income source (UN 1998:41). They are

hungry for wage employment, a demand that might have pressed the

government to expand job opportunities.

4.3. Economic Restructuring

4.3.1. The "Reform" Agenda

Development organizations encouraged the government to develop the private

sector by bringing in foreign direct investment and expanding wage

employment opportunities (see ADB 1999; Bank of Hawaii 1997). To create an

11 Star Kist is one of the two fish canneries located in Pago Pago, American Samoa. There are
about 4,500 employees working at the two canneries, the majority of whom are labor immigrant
from the independent Samoa (North 1991).
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enabling environment that attracts foreign direct investment, they advised

deregulating the existing traditional institutions, including the land tenure system

(AIDAB 1994: 3). Since communal land occupies 80 per cent of the country's total

area, which, in general, cannot be legally alienated, the government has limited

land for public and industrial use. The Bank of Hawaii's economic report

addresses this issue specifically.

Since the land market is essentially customary and Western land market
principles play limited roles, acquisition of land by means other than
purchase of freehold land or lease from the government or government
sponsored projects can present challenges to foreign interests (Bank of
Hawaii 1997: 11).

In 1990, the government established the Samoa Land Corporation and

subdivided some land formerly held by the Western Samoa Trust Estate

Corporation to be available for lease by tender (Hooper 1998: 41).

The AIDAB (1994:4) views Samoa's opportunities for manufacturing as

being restricted because of its small domestic market, though this is not

necessarily a disadvantage for an export-oriented plant that requires intensive

low-cost labor. They also directed the government to establish the Industrial

Free Zone Act of 1974, a generous package of tax concessions, in order to find a

niche for Samoa in the international market and to promote the country's export

potentiality to foreign direct investors. In 1986, the government established the

Enterprises Incentives Act to provide various tax-exemptions, including tax

holidays of up to 15 years and tax-free dividends (AIDAB 1994: 34).

As a result of these reforms, Samoa began to look like a profitable site for

export-oriented manufacturing. The country's attractive incentives are
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illustrated in a business manual called Doing Business in Western Samoa (1991:10-

11).

-Duty-free imports of building materials, raw materials, vehicles, and
equipment.
-Completion within 24 hours of custom inspection of incoming or
outgoing commodities.
-Ten-year exemption from tax on products derived from export business
in the Free Trade Zone.
-Companies registered or licensed under offshore financial centers acts do
not pay income tax or other duties or any direct or indirect taxes.
- Repatriation of invested capital, dividends, net profits, royalties, and
license fees.
- Full cooperation of the Department of Economic Development, the
Minister of Labor and the Public Works Department.
- Free lease of a site by the Free Zone Corporation on which there is a
newly constructed, fully serviced factory building. The rent is set at the
current cost of construction and providing services.
- Electric power preferential.

In addition to the various tax exemptions that guarantee substantial benefits, the

key "problem" of access to land was mitigated by the offer of "lease of a site with

fully serviced factory building." The business manual also anticipates some

aspects of societal conditions that may be attractive for potential investors:

- Land ownership is restricted; however, leases of up to 40 years are
possible (1991:2).
- Numerous scholarship and training schemes are under way in an effort
to train unskilled local population.
- No regulations covering monopolies and antitrust or restrictions on
acquisitions and mergers, no securities markets, and no regulations over
pollution in Samoa (1991:16-17).
- No union movements in the private sector (1991:30).
- No requirements that shareholders, directors, or secretaries be residents
of Samoa (1991:24).

The manual describes Samoa's user-friendly conditions by clarifying the

negotiable land tenure, the availability of non-unionized cheap labor, the
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dispensation with environmental concern, and the possibility of monopoly. The

business manual continues:

The government [of Samoa] hopes to attract labor-intensive industries in
such fields as clothing and handicrafts, and expand emplOYment
opportunities through such industries as electric products and optical
goods. Investment that brings with it technical knowledge, skills, and
modem methods is especially welcomed (1991:8).

In 1991, a Japanese company was attracted by these generous concessions and

decided to start a labor-intensive manufacturing plant called Yazaki Samoa,

bringing with it technical knowledge and various production methods according

to Japanese business strategies. "This is a major catch," Tuileapa Sailele, the

islands' former Finance Minister, said in reference to the company's choice to

make its main Pacific base in Samoa (Aiavao 1992: 51). The government believed

that the company would be a major source of new jobs for the local population,

accelerate economic growth, and ultimately bring a higher standard of living.

4.4. A History of Yazaki Samoa 12

4.4.1. The Mother Company

Yazaki Samoa is one of 136 overseas branches of a Japanese group company

called Yazaki Corporation whose headquarters are in Tokyo.13 The corporation

is a multinational enterprise that uses 100 percent Japanese capital. It produces

automotive wiring harnesses and other types of automotive instrumentation,

including taximeters, microcomputers, gas meters, optical fibers, solar cells,

U The official name of Yazaki Samoa is Yazaki EDS Samoa Ltd.(YES). EDS stands for Electric
Distribution System.
13 Yazaki Corporation is called Yazaki Sogyo in Japan.
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security systems, and other electrical components. Presently, Yazaki is the

largest supplier of wiring harnesses to the international automotive industry and

accounts for more than 20 per cent of wiring manufacturing in the global

market. One out of every five cars in the world relies on the company's wiring

harnesses (Yazaki 1999a: 8). An automotive wiring harness is a piece of

equipment that integrates electric lines and multiplex systems in a car and

distributes power to various electrical components. The processes of

manufacturing wiring harnesses relies heavily on manual operations in order to

respond quickly to incessant changes in clients' demands due to new car

models.14

Yazaki Corporation started in May 1929 as a small family business and

eventually grew to global proportions. Currently, it has operations in over 30

countries and employs more than 100,000 people throughout the world. Many

of its manufacturing plants are located in developing countries including the

Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia, Colombia, Argentina, and Samoa.

According to Yasuhiko Yazaki, the president of Yazaki Corporation, the

company has a strong sense of mission to provide benefits to the local

populations of developing countries through their operations. He explains that:

As a member of the international community, Japan can no longer decide
matters according to its own standards and convenience. Up until today,
matters are decided by the homogenous cultural standards of Japan;
however, we are entering an era which requires a mutual understanding
of different cultures to decide matters. This is not something to be looked
at pessimistically, but rather as a beneficial business opportunity (Yazaki
1991a:1).

14 Interviewee #34: June 6, 2000.
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As the president states, the corporation values different ways of doing things.

The question is how effectively has this philosophy influenced the daily

operations of these plants (discussed further in Chapter 7).

In order to develop an ability to deal with different cultures, Yazaki

headquarters has been sending its new Japanese employees for the last six years

(as of 2001) to overseas branches such as Yazaki Samoa for two weeks as part of

the company's training program. After the training, the new employees

describe their experiences in Samoa with insights such as these (Yazaki 1999b):

Until I went to Samoa, I had thought I did not need to go overseas since I believed

Japan is "number one" for everything, but now I know I was wrong.

I told a Samoan girl from the factory that Samoa may be a poor country but people

here have many valuable things which we Japanese lost [on the process of

industrialization] but cannot replace, so please don't lose yours. She, however,

accused me ofnot understanding what Samoans really want now.

What I learned through this training is that I never want to be in the assembly

line again.

Staying in Samoa and watching people there, I was ashamed oflapan's

deceitfulness.

In Samoa, what people asked me about Japan was everything related to money.

This made me wonder how rich a country Japan is.

It was too boring on Sundays in Samoa, nothing to do, but [on weekdays] it was

sweltering hot on the shop floor.
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These comments provide a key to understand how the ordinary Japanese youth

measures life in Samoa in comparison with their country's standard of living

standards. According to the company's report, the training program brought

good results for those employees who went to Samoa, particularly with regard

to their increased ability to deal with other cultures. Yet, whether such ability

has actually been demonstrated in the company's overseas operation is

questionable.

4.4.2. New Site

About the time that cyclone Ofa ravaged Samoa and caused serious damage

throughout the islands, Yazaki Australia was looking for an alternative site for its

Melbourne automotive parts manufacturing plant. The company was facing

difficulties in Australia because of the Australian government's new tax policies

for the auto industry. As a result of the policy reform, Yazaki Australia's clients

began to insist that the company cut its costs. IS At the same time, the company

was being pestered by a dispute with the unions and had to deal with the

relatively high wages for local employees (FraenkelI998:52).16 These

circumstances urged Yazaki's headquarters to look for a new site outside

Australia for its wire harness manufacturing operation.

The governments of Samoa, Fiji, and Indonesia fiercely competed for the

new site by guaranteeing the company cheap laborers (Sasabe 1994). In

addition, Samoa offered 15 years of tax-exempt concession, while Fiji offered

15 Interviewee #30: June 23, 2000.
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only 13; yet, Fiji boasted a superior transportation system. Indonesia's attractive

offer was the cheapest labor. Consequently, Samoa enhanced its bid by offering

to build a 8,100 square meters plant for Yazaki to least it at the cost of US$ 2.25

million loaned by the National Provident Fund (Aiavao 1992:51). Besides those

government's offers including various tax exemptions, the company also found

that Samoa would be an advantageous location for its manufacturing operation,

as wiring harnesses produced in the country could be exported to Australia and

New Zealand duty free under the provisions of the South Pacific Regional Trade

and Economic Cooperation Agreement (SPATECA). Curiously, the Samoan

Observer, Samoa's largest newspaper, reports another dimension of the story

regarding the competition for Yazaki's new site among Pacific island nations:

It [Yazaki] ruled out PNG because of political instability, the Solomon
Islands because of malaria, and some of the micro-states such as Kiribati
and Tuvalu because of their small labor pool. The finalists were Fiji (with
the highest labor costs), Tonga and Western Samoa. Tonga was keen in
tax-free, duty-free, and trouble free, but its rates were a quarter higher
than Western Samoa's and the labor supply was only one-quarter size.
What finally tipped the scales was the enthusiasm of Western Samoa's
politicians and bureaucracy (Thomas 1993: 34).

The question of which stories have more reliability remains ambiguous though

these stories do indicate that Samoa had serious competitors for this foreign

direct investment. A Japanese manager added to these practical reasons saying:

We used to have afactory in New Zealand and had hired mostly Samoan and

other islander migrants. In the plant, we had an impression ofSamoans as "good

16 The former Australian manager from the plant told the Samoan Observer, Samoa's largest
newspaper that "I knew the factory's labor cost problem in Australia was insurmountable. The
auto companies were giving us merry hell on our prices" (Thomas 1993: 34).
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and happy" workers, so, when this shifting came up, Samoa already was one of

our interested destinations. 17

On the basis of these considerations, the headquarters of Yazaki decided to locate

the new site in Samoa.

4.4.3. The Early Phase

In May 1991, this plant was established with Japanese capital of approximately

US$ 21.5 million as a branch of Yazaki Australia and named Yazaki Western

Samoa Ltd. In October, it started its operation at four locations around Apia

town, all of which were under Australian management. Each of the factories

operated simple assembly manufacturing for four respective clients, hiring a

total of 1,389 local workers.18 Many of these workers were recruited through

either radio advertisements or directly by Yazaki staff. A Japanese manager

explained the way the company persuaded local women to join the newly

established industry:

We went to places like the market or supermarket where they have many people

gathering, and asked them individually if they want to work with us. Then gave

them some details including the date and the place for interview, and asked them

to bring their friends. It wasn't that difficult; we soon had enough people to start

up the operation. But since we didn't select employees as seriously as we do

now, I would say, at that time, the factory was facing difficulties, particularly

quality ofworkers and thus job efficiency.19

17 Interviewee #35: June 23, 2000.
18 The number was submitted the Yazaki Samoa management (June, 2000).
19 Interviewee #35: June 23, 2000.
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From 1992 to 1994, the company successively expanded its facilities and

operation.20 During these three years, the company was struggling to put its

manufacturing plans into action with a focus on improving the quality of its

workforce.

The factory's local employees, likewise, were struggling to adjust to this

newly-emergent MNC factory culture, particularly its long working hours and

unsatisfactory wage rates.21 Eventually they went on strike. It was the first

industrial strike in Samoan history.22 On January II, 1993, about 200 employees

of Yazaki Samoa marched on Parliament to protest their pay rates and working

hours (Thomas 1993). Astonishingly, the Prime Minister stepped in to mediate

with the strikers (Sasabe 1994: 52-55; Aiavao 1993), perhaps because he felt that

such a dispute could result in losing Yazaki and scaring off other potential

foreign investors. He told the strikers:

Yazaki did not persuade the government to allow its operation in Samoa. We
asked Yazaki to come in. Ifyou are Samoan and you love your country, return to
work (Sasabe 1994: 54).

Sasabe (1994), Thomas (1993), and Aiavao (1993) reported that, because the

dissidents had little support from their own government, the strikers were

. promptly replaced by new recruits. A worker who was involved in the strike

offers a more complex account of the incident:

20 Number of Yazaki Samoa employees: 1,386 (1991); 1,493 (1992); 1,528 (1993); 1,715 (1994);
2,264 (1995); 3,620 (1996); 2,114 (1997); 1,620 (1998); 1,555 (1999). (Yazaki Samoa Management
June, 2000).
21 According to Sasabe (1994), the company paid ST $1.25 per hour and overtime was frequently
required.
22 In 1981, the Public Service Association (PSA) went on strike. About 4,000 people, members of
PSA and their supporters, marched on Parliament for an increase in their salary (Franco
1985:252). Yazaki is the first one in the manufacturing sector.
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We went on strike for raising our pay. We were standing outside of the gate and

singing a song while other people were working on the lines. The company said,

operators must attend the lines but not the strike, ifgo on strike, no pay. But I

needed pay, so, daytime, I went outside for standing and sing songs, and come

back at night shift, and work... .after the strike, I went to the manager and ask

him, saying "please, please, I want to work, so I'm still working here now.

[Some] other operators did the same but other people found other jobs.23

Her story tells that some Yazaki girls were cleverer than were described because

they managed to participate in the strike and yet keep their jobs.

Because the factory is owned by a Japanese company and came from

Australia, the workers expected they would earn New Zealand or Australian

wages. Therefore, they were excited about receiving some of the country's first

and long-awaited industrial jobs at the beginning. Soon after, however, they

found that the factory's working conditions were only slightly better than that of

other local places, a disappointment that drove them to the strike (Thomas

1993:34). This strike shook up the local residents to reconsider what bringing

foreign direct investment means to Samoans, particularly with regard to

working conditions. Aiavao (1992: 54), a local journalist said, "Not everyone is

happy with the way Western Samoa's relatively low labor costs are sold to

investors." Koroseta To'o, the director of the Public Service Association, said he

wishes to see employers reconsider the starting rate because he strongly believes

that they can afford to pay more even if it cannot compare with New Zealand or

Australia wages (Aiavao 1992: 54).

23 Interviewee #9: June 21, 2000.
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The public was also critical of Yazaki's profit-oriented operation because

the company requires its employees to work on Sundays in this Christian

country. Samoan Observer ijuly 2,1993), local newspaper, often ran local voices

as follows:

"Yazaki Samoa, galulue i Ie Aso Sa. E le'i fa'asaina e Iesu galuega le/ei, galuega
fa'aloa i Ie Sapati....
(Yazaki Samoa, working on Sunday. Jesus did not forbid good works,
work that extends into the Sabbath...).

Yet, there were alternative views on Yazaki. A different tone of response was

carried in Samoan Observer (May 13, 1992).

As recorded by United Nations, Western Samoa is listed as one of42 least

developed countries in the world.24 Do we want to be on that list forever?

Creation ofemployment or new resource is the only solution to development. We

should all welcome Yazaki and such large investors into the country. If there

were 10 Yazaki in the country, we the ordinary Samoan would be better off. Low

wage is better than sitting under a coconut tree...How would you like to read an

add in the papers or hear the radio "Need one girl for work" [and then] the next

day you go to apply for the job and there are 40 girls? If loyalty to profits is a

crime, put me on the list. Everyone and everything in life survives on a profit...

We, in Samoa depend on the fa'a Samoan family. Now we depend on the Yazaki

family. ~t is the difference? Survival is our concern. Bless the government

for laying the read carpet out for Yazaki right from the start. We need Yazaki.25

It appeared that the public was thrown into the confusion between

unsatisfactory wages and the possibility of losing a stable income source.

24 Presently, the UN categorizes 48 countries as least developed country.
25 Samoan Observer, May 13, 1992.
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At that time, the company received frequent complaints from its clients

regarding delays, defects, and a relatively low quality of the product. The

factory was facing an immediate need for an improvement in product quality

and increased productivity, as these had profoundly affected the credibility of the

entire Yazaki Corporation.26 The Yazaki Samoa management was disappointed

with their operation and local employees because they had not been able to

achieve targeted profits. The aforementioned Japanese manager said:

We had agood relationship with Samoan migrant workers at the factory in New

Zealand, so we had high expectations about the Samoan workforce, but people

here are a little different.. Y

In order to improve the products' quality, the headquarters has been sending

Japanese technical personnel to its Samoan branch since 1993, and, in 1994, it

started emphasizing the Japanese style of discipline in order to train local

employees to be an efficient workforce.

4.4.4. New Stage

In the same year, 1994, along with the closing down of Yazaki's New Zealand

factory, Yazaki Samoa moved from final assembly manufacturing to whole

assembly manufacturing because the company found that they can reduce

manufacturing costs by expanding its operation in Samoa.28 As part of this shift,

across a two-year period, Yazaki Samoa sent 79 local employees to Japan for a

26 Interviewee #34: June 6, 2000.
27 Interviewee #35: June 23, 2000.
28 Interviewee #34: June 6, 2000.
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six-month job training sessions at Yazaki Corporation's training center. The

company's goal was to help those Samoan employees better understand the

process of manufacturing wiring harnesses. I interviewed a girl who went six

years ago to Japan on this training program:

It was agreat experience, 1wanna go back to Japan. People are nice and factories

are so clean...1wish 1can go back, but the company stopped this program because

only afew ofus still work here. Other people, they went to Japan, but didn't stay

long, only me and a couple more still work at Yazaki.29

According to her, the majority of workers sent to Japan subsequently left the

factory primarily because they were disappointed about not being promoted

promptly after the six-month training; however, even the promoted workers

resigned. Some of these former trainees found other jobs while others just

stayed home. Of the 79 people who participated in this program, only one

employee was promoted to senior manager level. According to a Japanese

manager, the company stopped this program because it was not productive

(worker's high rate of resignation is discussed in Chapter 6).30

In 1995, as Yazaki Western Samoa became an independent subsidiary, the

headquarters changed from Australian to Japanese management. In 1997, when

the country changed its national name to Samoa, Yazaki Western Samoa again

changed its name, this time to Yazaki EDS Samoa LTD (YES). This name, or as

locally called Iasaki, is well-known throughout the islands.

29 Interviewee #10: June 21, 2000.
30 Interviewee #34: June 6, 2000.
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4.4.5. Present Features of Yazaki Samoa

Yazaki Samoa is located in the Vaitele Industrial Complex on the outskirts of

Apia. The plant covers 25,470 square meters on the company's premises of

41,240 square meters. The plant currently employs approximately 1,700 people.

Both the president and vice president are Japanese and, in addition, there are 12

Japanese staff members working as managers, technical supporters, and a

translator. Ten of them were sent from Tokyo headquarters and two were

locally hired. There are three Australian managers, eight Samoan managers, and

30 locals who are employed at the supervisor level or above. From the

management on down, all the employees are encouraged to work toward

increasing productivity and improving the quality of Yasaki Samoa's sole

product, the wiring harness.31 All Yazaki Samoa wiring harnesses are exported

to Australian markets and the major buyers are Toyota (which buys 53 per cent

of the harnesses for their Corolla and Camry models), Mitsubishi (which buys 28

per cent for Maguna), and General Motors (which buys 19 per cent for

Comodor).

Due to the efforts of its employees and technical improvements, Yazaki

Samoa eventually succeeded in obtaining QS 9000 certification, a testament to the

high quality of its product.32 The company reported this achievement as follows:

31 Mr. Tsuda, the president of Yazaki Samoa, says in the company's report that Yazaki
management and employees formed a united workforce for the improvement of the quality of
wiring harness, recognizing that the dignity and insight of its employees reflected in the
quality of Yazaki products (Yazaki Group homepage).
32 QS 9000 is an International Standard Organization (ISO) accreditation given to those
companies that meet certain standards. The company is required to set up a quality system
using guidelines as set out under the standards of ISO, and to audit the standards twice a year.
QS 9000 is required by many automotive companies in order to set up business with them.
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These [local workers] activities were indeed useful and significant for
Yazaki Samoa, providing all the people of Samoa with a sense of pride
and confidence. As a result of this opportunity, the entire staff have
dedicated themselves to realizing the slogan, "Quality, Economy,
Promptness," and to satisfying customers next year and on into the 21st
century. For this accomplishment we are deeply grateful for your
support of Yazaki Samoa (Yazaki Group homepage).

QS 9000 is an essential accreditation for permitting the Yazaki Samoa operation

to reach the next level, an achievement that confers the seal of a world class

product on their wiring harness. A Samoan official from the factory stresses that

this achievement reflects Samoa's economic future:

Other big companies overseas are probably looking at how we would fare. If

Yazaki is successful here, they can see potential, but if it goes down, then I guess

it gives a message to other companies as well (Peteru 1998a: 19).

His comment implies that whether Samoa can attract more MNC factories

depends on Yazaki Samoa's well-being.

With the improvement of production quality, Yazaki Samoa currently has

an annual revenue of approximately US$ 40 million.33 The government

considers this investment a great success particularly because it created

thousands of jobs for local population and has contributed to the country's

economic growth, which has been on the upswing sinceo199S. They attribute this

success to their compliance with the reform agenda (Wendt 2000:149). Tuilaepa

Sailele Malielegaoi, the former Minister of Finance and now Prime Minister,

proudly says, " The government is convinced that the key to sustained economic

growth is a healthy and competitive private sector" (Brown 1999: 14).

33 This sum was submitted by Yazaki Samoa management (June 2000).
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While the government views Yazaki Samoa as beneficial and believes that

the country's economic restructuring is successful, a question remains: how do

local residents, particularly those young women who assemble the wiring

harnesses all day long, see the role of the Japanese wiring factory in their daily

lives?

4.4.6. Introduction to Yazaki Factory Girls

At the factory, 75 to 80 per cent of shop floor operators are women whose

average age is about 22 years old and 60 to 70 per cent of them are single. Their

staring salary"is ST $1.56 (approximately US 52 cents) per hour; ST 10 cents is

added to this each year. All the workers at the factory are members of Yazaki

Samoa Employees' Association. The regular working schedule at the factory is

from 7:00 am to 3:55 pm, Monday through Friday, though overtime work is

frequently required. The common overtime hours extend the working day to

5:00pm, 7:00pm, or 10:00 pm, and from 7:00 am to 3:55pm or 5:00pm on

Saturdays. During the busiest times, overtime work is required on Sundays as

well. The company provides transport for overtime workers and different

transportation is also arranged for those workers who live in certain areas such

as distant villages.

The factory workers have a 15-minute tea break, from 9:00 am to 9:15 am

for the first group, and from 9:30 am to 9:45 am for the second group. When

overtime work is required until 7:00 pm or 10:00 pm, the workers have another

15-minute tea break from 4:30 pm to 4:45 pm. Their 40-minute lunch break is

from 11:30 am to 12:10 pm for the first group, and from 12:20 pm to 1:00 pm for
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the second group. The company provides free milk or tea for the morning tea

break and a free lunch that is valued at ST $1.40.

On the shop floor, there are 46 assembly lines divided into two sections:

pre-assembly and final-assembly. Each of eight sections has its own supervisors

and is divided into four sub units according to the particular types of automobile.

Major tasks at pre-assembly involve cutting, stripping, bonding, and clipping

wires, while tasks at final-assembly are actual assembly on conveyor belts.

Every line has about 20 to 40 operators, a line leader to control the line's

productivity with assistance from a sub-leader, and a quality controller (QC) to

assure the product's quality.

Yazaki Samoa girls' factory lives center on where the government and the

Japanese company embrace each other's economic policies. Their working

conditions are controlled to meet the company's industrial objectives and the

country's economic goals. From such an environment, what benefit can the girls

reap? Do the girls also embrace the factory culture? What aspects of the

workplace affect their lives? Has their standard of living improved? What types

of young women become factory girls? What does working at the factory mean

to young Samoan women? The next chapter considers case studies of female

shop floor operators at Yazaki Samoa and attempts to provide a vivid portrayal

of the daily life of factory girls. It aims to explore the affects of economic

restructuring by examining the implications of multinational employment for

young Samoan women's lives at a micro-socioeconomic level.
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CHAPTER 5
THE LIFE OF A FACTORY GIRL

5.1. Purpose of The Case Studies

As Harrington (1994: 56) observes in her study on MNC garment factories in Fiji,

much of the recent development literature tends to disregard the human face of

industrialization initiatives. The literature dominantly relies on quantitative

approaches and generates hypotheses that use empirical data; therefore, its

analyses are frequently detached from actual factory workers' day-to-day

experiences. Case studies, on the other hand, provide a vivid portrayal of the

individuals' experiences through their own eyes and voices, enabling us to place

factory workers at the core of our analyses of MNC operation. This chapter

focuses on the case studies of three young Samoan women who entered the

newly-emergent industrial culture.1 Their stories explore their self-perceptions

about factory employment and life at the microeconomic level. Although the

voices I present do not represent all Yazaki factory girls, they do help us

understand what type of person may become a factory girl, the incentives that

exist for taking such employment, and the impact of the job on the workers'

daily lives. These case studies are principally based on data collected through

both formal and casual interviews with three operators from the factory's shop

floor and from my observations of their daily lives while I stayed at their homes

and worked with them on the same assembly lines.

1 I chose these three workers from among other Yazaki girls who also offered me home-stay
because they offered a variety of their home locations that possibly could have affected their
roles as a wage earner in the family.
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5.2. The Case of Tasi: "Breadwinner" 2

5.2.1. Tasi and Her Family

Tasi is a 21-year-old girl who has worked at Yazaki Samoa as a shop floor

operator for almost four years. She lives with her family of eight in a village in a

peri-urban area. Her family includes her parents, three brothers, ages 29, 25, and

23 years old, a 19-year-old sister, and a nine-year-old boy adopted from her

older sister who lives in American Samoa. Although her wage is not the sole

income source for this household, Tasi is an important "breadwinner," whose

weekly wage of roughly ST $100 is the pillar of the family's day-to-day

subsistence.3 Since Tasi's father has been sick, one of her brothers has been

taking care of the family's plantation that grows taro, banana, yam, and ta'amu;

he also sometimes sells these crops at the market in town. Another brother

works at the soap factory in town earning about ST $70 a week, while the other

brother, having resigned from Yazaki, where he worked for five months, stays

home and also helps on the plantation.4 Tasi has three other brothers who

migrated to New Zealand and American Samoa; they send the family

remittances totaling approximately ST $400 a month. Her two elder sisters are

married and live in American Samoa and another village in Samoa. Tasi's

younger sister, who has a delicate constitution, stays at home and is given

massages by her mother each day.

2 All names here have been changed.
3 ST, Samoa's currency ta ia. ST $1 is about US 30 cents of 2002.
4 According to Tasi, her brother quit the factory job because he was tired of riding the crowded
bus to the factory every day.
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Tasi and her family live in a Samoan-style house that consists of two

connected rooms, each of which is about 20 square feet, and an eating-house

located behind the house. In Tasi's family, the mother prepares the meals and

does most of the housework with the help of the nine-year-old boy (when he is

not at school), while the two brothers prepare crops outside the kitchen for

dinner.s At dinnertime, the family usually gathers in the eating-house where her

father recites the evening lotu (prayer). The lotu is followed by a hymn led by

Tasi, if she returns home in time from work. In his daily lotu, her father shows

his appreciation for Tasi and her brother for their hard work at the factories and

expresses his gratitude to God for giving them the opportunity to have those

jobs. After the lotu, dinner is served, first to Tasi's father and younger sister, and

then to Tasi and the brother who works at the factory.6 The eating-house is

often full of people at dinnertime since Tasi's brothers frequently invite their

friends to meals. The friends talk about the activities of their rugby team or their

church youth group, and sometimes they even stay over night at the house. Tasi

enjoys this gathering very much, not only because she is keen on the church

youth group, but also because she likes people visiting her house. She says, "E

miinaia 'aiga Samoa, 'a'ai fa'atasi, nonofo fa'atasi (The virtue of the Samoan family is

to eat together and stay together)."

On Sundays, Tasi goes to church twice, first at 8:00 am and then at 3:30

5 Samoa's major crops such as taro, breadfruit, and yam are usually cooked in an umu
(traditional earth oven). Traditionally, preparation of umu cooking is considered men's work.
6 I witnessed many times that Samoan families do not eat at one time but eat separately.
Commonly, guests and elders eat first and children and others last. In that sense, Tasi is given
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pm, as she and her family are devout Christians. After the first service, her

family has To'ona'; (Sunday lunch), which her brothers usually prepare, while she

rests, recovering from the fatigue of daily factory labor. Between the church

services and before she takes a nap, she often joins her friends from the church

youth group are gathering at somebody's house and planning for their next

events or just chatting. At the time of this study, they were gathering almost

every night to practice speeches, a play, and a dance performance for an

upcoming church event. Although Tasi missed many practice sessions because

she worked overtime, she ultimately managed to participate in her group's

presentation at the event and shared the joy with the friends when the group

was awarded prizes. For Tasi, the church holds a substantial position in her daily

life. She donates ST $5 each week to the church while her family donates ST $20

every two weeks to their pastor and ST $40 each month to the church. Tasi said

her parents and bothers are glad she is employed at the wiring factory because

her weekly income supports the family's daily needs and provides money to

donate to the church?

5.2.2. Tasi's Factory Days

Tasi stopped attending school when she was 16 years old in order to help her

mother; three years and nine months ago, when she was 17 years old, she took a

respect as an income earner is demonstrated by being served meals second while her mother eats
after Tasi. Tasi's younger sister, who eats first, is exception because of her condition.
7 Tasi's mother considers Tasi's weekly-paid salary a convenient way to meet daily financial
needs because they receive remittances only once in a month or two months and the other
brother receives his salary fortnightly.
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job at Yazaki Samoa, where she currently works as a visual inspector. She

decided to join the factory because, after her eldest brother migrated to New

Zealand, she felt responsible for helping to maintain a cash income to pay for her

family's subsistence includingfiz'alavelave. Hearing about an opening at the

Japanese wiring factory from her village peers who work there, she decided to

apply.s After passing an exam and an interview with a Samoan manager, she

was initially hired as a taping operator and later promoted to inspector.

Tasi's task as visual inspector on final-assembly line is to carry out a final

check of the manufactured wiring harness by comparing it to a picture of the

completed product and re-measuring the dimensions of each part. She does not

consider her job simple or easy since she feels a strong sense of responsibility for

assuring the quality of the products. Tasi enjoys working at the factory because

it allows her to meet new people. While working, she can talk, make jokes, and

even sing with co-workers; therefore, she does not become depressed even

though she has to stand for more than 11 hours a day, as overtime is required.9

In addition, she repeatedly said, "Malosi teine Samoa (Samoan girls are strong); I

don't get tired." Unlike some of the other girls, Tasi does not complain that the

lunch the company provides is too small, as she usually does not eat it. lO Instead,

8 At the time of this study, 23 women from her village were working at the factory. Like Tasi, a
majority of current operators obtained information of the factory's opening positions through
their village peers. The company commonly puts fliers about job openings on the information
boards at the factory because, according to a Japanese manager, this is the most effective
advertisement in Samoa. Interview #35: June 23, 2000.
90n the shop floor, I often heard the girls singing alone or as groups. They sang all kinds of
Samoan songs, such as hymns, traditional songs, and popular songs, but seldom sang any English
songs.
10 I often heard Yazaki girls complain that the lunch was too small (Discussed further in
Chapter 6).
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she pays an extra ST $1.25 and shares the special meal with her friend. Tasi says

she is quite satisfied with the conditions at her workplace, except for the stressful

relationship with her supervisor. She describes her female supervisor as 'oke

(always telling people off). The supervisor pressures her and the other operators

to meet certain quotas by scolding them frequently. Having witnessed the

behavior of her supervisor, although the latter position offers higher wages, Tasi

prefers to stay in her current job rather than be promoted to a supervisory

position because she does not want to take on such a potentially oppressive

responsibility.

On workdays, Tasi wakes up at 5:30 am and takes the 5:50 am bus to the

factory and the bus ride takes almost 50 minutes and costs her ST 50 cents one

way. She sometimes wishes the company would change its starting time from

7:00 am to 8:00 am so that she could sleep a little longer. She can get the

company to provide free transport home when she works overtime. When a

long period of overtime is required, Tasi often comes home as late as 11:00 pm,

and on such occasions, her father or mother or brothers meet her bus on the

main road, as there are no street lights to their house. As she arrives home very

late, she usually does not eat because she is exhausted from the long hours of

work and has no appetite; she showers and goes straight to bed. However, Tasi

desires to work overtime on weekdays and on Saturday, too, because she can

make more money. Her basic wage is ST $ 1.71 an hour and this makes roughly

ST $60 a week; but she can make over ST $120 if she works overtime. "lvWnaia

tele Ie 'ova /mimi (overtime is very good)," Tasi says.
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5.2.3. Tasi and Factory Employment

Tasi does not think her life has changed considerably as a result of entering

factory employment, although her role in the family has shifted from that of

dependant to that of cash provider. l1 Still, she simply feels fortunate to have a

job at Yazaki as her parents express their gratitude for her work when she gives

them her wages every Friday. Tasi says:

Fiajia, mafa'amtilO, 'ua 'oufaigaiuega i Ie vtiiaso, 'ua maua maile taui, ma'ua

maua Ie tupe, ,iafa'aaogti efai fuafuaga 0 Ie 'tiiga.12

(I'm happy when my parents compliment my work, saying that because
of my daily work we are rewarded and our family has some money and
are able to pay its expenses.)

Tasi receives money from her parents for her weekly bus fare and for other

needs. She hardly spends any money on herself, however, since she scarcely

uses cosmetics and her daily clothes are mostly gifts from overseas relatives.13

Her wages are mainly used for supplies such as sugar, salt, and soap, for church

donations and, more importantly, for fulfilling the family and village fa'alavelave

obligations.14 Tasi and her mother frowned and repeatedly said:

Samoa has many manyfa'aiavelave, Ii fiafia (not happy), e Ii mtinaia (it is not
good).

11 I asked Tasi the same question using specific examples such as the amount of time that she is
now required to spend at the factory, but she still considers that her life has not changed.
12 The interview with Tasi was conducted in English though she sometimes switched to
Samoan. Interview #11: June 25,2000.
13 Tasi said that she only buys deodorant, as she thinks of it is a basic necessity for girls. It costs
her ST $7.
14 Sugar and salt cost about 50 cents per pound. Soap costs about ST $1.80. The family sometimes
buys onion (50 cents per pound), tinned fish (ST $2.30 per tin) and noodles (80 cents per packet).
Basic staples like taros and yam, and coconuts are obtained from the family plantation.
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Tasi wants to keep her paid job in order to continue supporting her

parents as she regards money as essential for sustaining a family in

contemporary Samoan society. She thus expects she will be working at Yazaki

next year, but if not, she will look for another job. At other times, however, Tasi

says she wants to work at Yazaki Samoa for as long as she is alive or for at least

10 more years although she cannot actually think of what she will be doing in

five years' time. Tasi understands the value of capital in today's Samoan life,

though she does not care about monetary wealth as much as she cares about

family bonds. She believes that a good life is that living with the family of which

each member makes the effort to better themselves according to their respective

social roles and capabilities. She says:

It's good that family stay together because all ofus work together when we don't

have money. Men my father and brother sell taro, and we have some money, I

don't go to work, but this time, I go to work and my brother goes to work to help

ourfamily, and my brothers work on the plantation for the family.

Even if there are more opportunities overseas to accumulate wealth, Tasi is not

willing to go because she regards life outside of Samoa as not easy as living on

the islands. Life overseas requires money for everything, while in Samoa a

person rarely has to pay for food, drink, and accommodations.ls Tasi's dream,

therefore, is to stay in Samoa and support her parents until they die. But she

whispered to me a couple of times that her biggest dream is to go to Rome and

15 Since Tasi had a chance to go to New Zealand, she often uses" overseas" and New Zealand
interchangeably.
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visit the churches there, and if not Rome, then somewhere far from Samoa

where she does not need to worry about her family's ja'alavelave. 16

5.3. The Case of Lua: A Girl from a Rural Village

5.3.1. Lua and Her Village

Lua is a 19 year-old girl who is a new recruit of Yazaki Samoa, having started

there just three weeks before this study. She lives in a village located on the

other side of the island of Upolu; it takes about two hours by bus to travel to the

factory. Her village is a small and tidy little community where the majority of

the houses stood neatly in two rows along the main road facing each other.17

There are two small general stores at the each end of the village road and it takes

only 20 to 30 minutes to walk from one side to the other. The road is a central

spot for young people's activities, particularly after dinnertime. Girls, especially,

go on errands to the stores as a convenient excuse to get away from their house

chores and to meet their friends and chat.18 Lua says she likes going for a stroll,

as it is the best way to meet friends. Yet, she rarely goes beyond the stores

because, according to her, the area outside the village is unsafe for young girls,

especially after dusk.

One night, Lua and I went for a stroll along the road more than five times.

First, we went to the store to purchase soap. Then we went to the store on the

16 In a sense, Tasi may see New Zealand as similar to Yazaki, a place to work for contribution to
family needs. While New Zealand does not offer "freedom," Rome fulfills that dream of
"disconnecting" from 'aiga obligations and living free.
17 People can see others living across the street since a vast majority of them live in traditional
Samoan houses, which have no walls.
18 In this way, girls and boys can meet with someone they are interested in.
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other side of the village to buy a bottle of juice. Following this we went to the

house of Lua's friend to check whether the friend was home, but we soon came

back since she was not there. Next we went to the store again because Lua's

sister needed to go there and asked us to come with her. A little later Lua's

friend came over to her house and asked us whether we wanted to stroll with

her into the store, so we went to the store again. Finally, Lua asked me whether

I wanted to see a funeral that was being held ten houses away from Lua's house,

so we left her house yet another time.19 For each trip, we spent about 40

minutes to one hour, although it takes only 10 to 15 minutes for the round trip

since Lua's house is located almost in the middle of the road. We walked

extremely slowly and sometimes stopped for a while and chatted with other

people who were also strolling around the road. Their questions to Lua were

mostly about the stranger (me) who stayed at her house and her new job at the

Japanese wiring factory. Since people get news promptly through the grapevine

on the road, it appeared that everybody in the village knew that Lua now

worked at Yazaki. They also recognize other Yazaki employees in the village

and the things the company offers to and requires of its workers.

Because everybody knows what is happening to their village peers in

detail, it seems that the presence of the factory girls in Lua's village is stimulating

other girls to take wage employment. In most cases, this meant taking a job at

Yazaki Samoa. One night, a few girls were chatting in Lua's yard and one said:20

19 The village residents came one after another to watch the funeral from a distance.
20 Note that voices here are reconstructed from my fieldwork notes.
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Lua was just like me until three weeks ago. She was staying home and just

helping her mother, but now she's working at Yazaki and earns money. So, I

think I should go there and get some money like the other girls working at Yazaki.

And a 27-year-old woman, who lives with her husband and three children, said:

I think, I should get a job at Yazaki and help the family bemuse my husband mn

look after both my kids and plantation. So, it's betterJor me to go there and make

some moneyJor ourfamily like Lua does.

Another girl, who had worked at Yazaki for three years but currently works as

security guard at a school, said:

Yazaki was ok but standingJor so many hours each day killed my legs. I was tired

ofstanding all day long and listening to supervisors scolding us operators. But

the reason I quit was because we earned so little.

Since several people from the village work at Yazaki, the village residents have

heard various stories about factory employment that were not uncommonly

quite negative; however, like the two women above, village girls still hope to

travel beyond the village.21 The aforementioned 27-year-old woman said:

I heard some bad stories about the company, but I think working at Yazaki must

be much better than just staying home because staying home doesn't make any

money. So, village people like us should go to Yazaki because there are jobs for us.

Lua also had heard that operators at Yazaki stand all day long in a muggy

environment, work under pressure from supervisors, and are provided a plate

21 At the time of this study, 10 people from this village were working at Yazaki Samoa.
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lunch that is too small to fill a Samoan stomach. Nevertheless, Lua applied for a

job at Yazaki and started working three weeks ago as a wire lay up operator.

5.3.2. Lua and Paid Employment

Lua decided to take wage employment because she felt a strong responsibility to

sustain her family's livelihood after the family lost a stable source of remittances.

Lua's elder sister had worked at her uncle's store in American Samoa for almost

two years and had been sending home about ST $300 to ST $400 each month.

However, the sister had resigned and returned to Samoa a month earlier

because her mother missed her company.

Lua lives with nine other people in a large Samoan-style house and two

smaller houses. The members of her family include her grandfather and

grandmother, parents, two younger brothers, two adopted children, and the

elder sister who just returned from American Samoa. Lua also has an older

brother but he stays with his wife at his wife's village and sometimes sends a

remittance to the family. Lua's father used to work as a temporary electrician

fixing power lines on the other side of the island but, at the time of this study, he

was staying at home. Therefore, after Lua's sister came back from American

Samoa, the family rarely had a source of stable income and had to rely on

irregular financial support from overseas relatives.22 As Lua is the second oldest

daughter in her family, she felt that it was her tum to take a job to meet the

family's immediate cash needs such as fa'alavelave and church donations.

22 Lua's parents have brothers and sisters abroad who financially help her family. The family
has a costly four-wheel-drive truck that was gifted by relatives in New Zealand.
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Before she took the job at Yazaki, Lua thought about taking a job as a

housekeeper at a nearby large resort hotel, a is-minute drive from her house.

After all, she decided not to apply for it because the wage was lower than

Yazaki's starting rate. When she heard that Yazaki had positions available, she

asked a village peer who works there to bring her and her friend Duma, a girls

from the family in front of Lua's house, the application forms. Then, they went

to the company to take the written entrance examination. In the exam, which

was in English, Lua was asked why she wanted the job, and she wrote, "I need

money for my poor family." Lua, however, does not really consider her family

to be "poor" because they have an excellent access to natural foods such as

various crops, fish, shellfish, and crabs, as her family compound faces the ocean.

Further, they can always call upon overseas relatives and ask for financial

support if the need arises.23

5.3.3. Lua's Factory Days

Lua wakes up 4:00 am and catches the 4:1S am bus to reach the factory before its

starting time of 7:00 am because the journey takes almost two hours and the bus

. runs only once an hour in her district. The bus is regularly full of passengers

who are employees of Yazaki or other workplaces in the town area and students

who attend schools in Apia.24 This long-distance commute seemed to me to be

23 When the need arises, people often make an international collect call to their overseas
relatives from a public phone at a community house on the village, asking for support. This is
also considered as fa'alavelave.
24 Workers like policemen or some hotel employees have to get to Apia before 7:00 am. Taking a
two hours bus ride at 4:00 am for going to work or school is not out of the ordinary for people
living in that area.
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fairly uncomfortable because, in the jam-packed buses, young females like Lua

are customarily required to sit on the laps of other passengers, frequently male,

traveling over bumpy roads.25 In addition, the ride before dawn was actually

very cold in June. I naively imagined that those commuting girls would already

be exhausted by the time they reached the factory, even though they are

accustomed to riding on overcrowded long-distance buses. But, Lua put me

straight, "Uni, e malosi a'u" (I don't get tired; I'm strong), though she did mention

that the factory was a long way off. She reaches the factory a little before 6:00

am and awaits the start of work in the canteen with Iluma while other workers

drink morning tea and eat light breakfasts.26

Lua's task as a lay up operator is to set up the electric wires for the taping

operators according to instructions that are pinned on boards installed on the

conveyor. She does not consider her job easy, primarily because she is still a

little nervous in the new environment, though Lua is fairly content at her

workplace. She particularly enjoys socializing with co-workers on her assembly

line, but she is unhappy about her female supervisor who incessantly pushes the

operators to achieve certain quotas. Because of the supervisor, Lua rather feels

under pressure working on the continuous conveyor-belt, although she is

allowed to leave her position anytime and go to the bathroom or drink water

with the permission of her line leader. She also gets tired standing for long

25 Mu (19%) says, "an ideal way of getting a quick appreciation of Samoa culture is to take a
ride on Samoa's unique bus system." In the crowded bus, young people are expected to give up
their seats for older passengers as they are commonly referred to as "father" and "mother."
26 Many employees also stay by the factory's gate smoking, chatting, or drinking tea until the
start of work. There are food stands selling drinks and snacks that are cheaper than ones in the
factory's canteen.
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hours on the muggy shop floor and having to make do with a lunch that she

considers too small for her.

Since Lua was still in her third week of the training period at the time of

this study, she was rarely required to work overtime and thus only made

approximately ST $60 each week.27 During the past three weeks, she gave the

entire salary to her parents and, in return, they gave Lua the bus fare for the

next week, sharing the rest with the grandparents. When her parents expressed

their gratitude to her for her hard work at the factory, Lua was happy and felt

that she would work at Yazaki for as long as she could. Her employment

certainly has influenced her elder sister who is now planning to start at the

wiring factory despite some negative stories about the workplace Lua told her

sister. Yet, Lua does not admit that there are any alterations in her life as a

consequence of joining the factory.28

For Lua, a good life means staying with her parents in Samoa, helping

sustain her family and maintaining their reputation in their community. Thus,

she considers that the factory employment meets her notion of the conventional

path to achieve good life as it helps her family livelihood. Lua said that her

dream for the future is to have an "appropriate" marriage because she does not

want to disappoint her parents by eloping or cohabiting with her future partner.

She believes that having a formal marital relationship and raising children

properly maintains a family's reputation.

27 Lua learned about the company's policies and the procedures of manufacturing wiring
harnesses through the two-weeks training period that the company offers for its new recruits.
28 Again, I asked Lua the same questions about the change using specific example and she
recognized actual shifts in her daily schedule, though, she does not think her life overall has
changed.
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Two days after this study, Lua's employment was terminated by the

supervisor because she and lluma ran away from the assembly line and did not

return until several days later.29

5.4. The Case of Kolu: A City Factory Girl

5.4.1. Kolu and Wage Employment in an Urban Village Life

Kolu is a 20-year-old girl who has worked as a taping operator at Yazaki Samoa

for four and a half years. She lives in a village about five minutes by bus from

the factory. Despite the short distance, Kolu frequently asks one of her cousins,

who is a taxi driver, for a free ride to her workplace when she needs more time

in the morning to get ready for work. She wakes up around 5:30 am, though

she usually spends longer than one hour to dress herself since she braids her hair

elaborately and stylishly dresses to be "cool." She even wears high-heeled shoes

for work although she is fully aware of that such stylish shoes are unsuitable for

a standing job like hers.30 At the factory, she associates mainly with Lelei, a girl

from her line, who also dresses in stylish outfits and this makes them rather

popular on the shop floor.31

29 Burna's employment was also terminated. Since I could not see Lua, the reason for this
episode was unknown. Lua stays at home now and helps her mother, according to her neighbor I
sawin town.
30 On assembly lines, not a few girls wear high-heeled shoes but, while working, they
frequently take turns trading their stylish shoes with someone who wears flat and comfortable
sandals; otherwise they stay bare footed. They understand very well that this type of shoe is
impractical for their work but they wear them, perhaps, because they want to look "cool" as
they can afford to buy such fancy shoes by their own money. These shoes are available from
about ST $25 to ST $30 at the free market in town. A Japanese manager noticed an increase of
the female operators dressing in stylish outfits, compared to when he came to Yazaki Samoa in
1997. Roughly, one third of the girls on the shop floor dress in T-shirts and lava lava (Samoan
sarong).
31 I heard that several male employees are interested in them.
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Kolu earns approximately ST $100 to ST $120 weekly when she works

more than 20 hours overtime. She gives the entire salary to her parents, but in

return her mother gives her ST $30 to ST $40 weekly, and more if she needs it.

Although her major incentive for working is to support her parents, her mother

tells her that she can use her earnings solely for her own purposes. Therefore,

Kolu sometimes spends most of her money on clothes and food.32 As is

common among Apia girls, she often cruises town after work when no overtime

is required, usually with Lelei. Lelei is also able to spend one third of her wage

on her own things since her family has other members to sustain its livelihood.33

In the weekend evenings, although Kolu does not drink, she occasionally goes to

nightclubs with her sisters to enjoy the music and dance. On Sundays, she

mostly spends all day at church activities, as she is a devoted Christian. She goes

to church at 9:00 am usually donates 10 per cent of her weekly wage, stays there

until afternoon, and participates in Sunday school where she teaches hymns and

helps with the clerical work.

5.4.2. Kolu and Her Extended Family

Kolu lives with her extended family consisting of 23 members who stay in three

separate houses. She, along with eight other people, stays in the western-style

house that has three-bedrooms. It houses her eldest sister and the sister's baby,

32 Oothes in Samoa are quite expensive, although the prices depend on the quality. At the
market, aT-shirt usually costs from ST $20 to ST $35 and a ladies top cost more than ST $45.
The second-hand clothes shops are popular among young people and sell made-in-Australia or
made-in-USA clothes at reasonable prices. At those shops, stylish casual dresses can be found
from ST $20 to ST $30 and higher.
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her cousin and the cousin's husband and their three children in addition to the

cousin's mother. Kolu's cousin takes care of all the domestic work there while

Kolu and the other two members have outside employment. The eldest sister

works as a waitress at a popular bar in town earning ST $2.00 hourly; and the

cousin's husband works as an engineer at an electric company earning ST $3.00

hourly. The house's big living room is well equipped with electric appliances

such as a microwave, TV, VCR, refrigerator, and large CD stereo set. These

articles were gifted from Kolu's brother and sister in New Zealand who remit ST

$150 to ST $200 to Kolu's parents every two to three weeks.

Kolu's parents live a couple of minutes away from Kolu with her bother

in-law and nine children whom the parents adopted. In this house, the brother

in-law and one of the brothers have paid jobs while the father works on the

plantation for the family's subsistence. Kolu's mother sometimes weaves fine

mats for the family's ja'alavelave, though most of the time she is busy looking

after the young children. Kolu's other sister, who lives in another house, takes

care of the domestic work at the parents' house while her husband works at the

beer factory, which is located next to Yazaki. Each of the three households has

wage employees to pay their respective bills, but the family members seem to

support each other financially; therefore, her mother always tells Kolu that she

can resign from her job anytime although her parents appreciate her support.

33 Lelei's parents tell her that she does not need to worry about their livelihood as long as she
can earn money to buy her own cigarettes. One packet of cigarettes costs between ST $4.50 and
ST $5.00. People often buy a single cigarette at 25 to 30 cents.
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In the evening, the family members commonly gather at Kolu's house

and watch movies rented from a store.34 As neighbors are invited too, there are

often more than 15 children and 15 adults in the living room enjoying the movie;

it seems like a little theatre.35 Kolu likes people to come to her house, though

she sometimes escapes from the crowd and goes to play billiards at her friend 's

place or visits he~eldest sister at the bar. She gives a wry smile and says, "There

are too many people at my house because my parents love people and love to

adopt kids."

5.4.3. Kolu's Factory Days

After she graduated from secondary school, Kolu went to college for a year but

decided to look for a paid job to support her parents.36 She has worked at the

Japanese wiring factory since she was 17 years old. Her task as taping operator

is to tie up electric wires, which are set on jig boards, using three different types

of safety tapes. Although her job requires neatness and some degree of speed

since the boards are installed on successive conveyor belts, Kolu enjoys her job

regarding it as easy. She says that she can handle the pressure of working on

successive conveyor belts because she is able to pause the process anytime by

pressing the button on the conveyor line if she fails to keep up with the

assembly.37 Kolu hardly feels tired from standing for long hours each day and

34 Rental videos cost about ST $4.50 per night.
35 Some neighbors even stood outside and watched the movie through the windows.
36 In Samoa, the education system is based on compulsory primary school (years 1-8) and junior
secondary school (years 9-11), and after that some people go on to college.
37 The company management considers the pausing bottom is causing a serious problem because it
directly affects the productivity as the assembly is frequently suspended for long and it
happens many times in a day.
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has few complaints about the company meals. One of very few wishes for the

company is to change the factory's starting time from 7:00 am to 8:00 am.

Although she generally enjoys socializing with co-workers on her assembly line,

her relationships with other female employees are also sometimes less than

satisfactory. Kolu feels that she does not get along well with some operators,

simply because, as she describes, those girls have "different hearts."38 Overall,

however, she is fairly satisfied with current workplace, especially because she has

a congenial relationship with her supervisor. According to Kolu:

Other supervisors put a lot pressure on operators... they say, kope fai, kope fai

(hurry up) all the time. But my supervisor is a good woman. We love our

supervisor; she's a good lady. She doesn't push us to work and she doesn't swear

at US.
39

Kolu does not mind working overtime, not only because she can earn more

money but also because she feels she reserves her right to refuse overtime work.

IfI don't want to work overtime, I tell my supervisor and she says, pule a'oe (up

to you), so when I want to go to fa'alavelave, I ask and she says ok. Overtime is

up to me and I have no pressure.40

Kolu does not think her life has changed much as a result Of entering a

manufacturing industry; however, she is now hoping to change her lifestyle. As

a first step, she is taking a computer course at her church every Wednesday from

38 Through interviews and my observations, I recognize that there is some degree of tension
between girls on different assembly lines, probably because their sense of rivalry for
productivity or for the attention of particular male employees.
39 Interview #17: July 2, 2000.
40 Interview #17: July 2, 2000.
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5:30 pm to 7:30 pm, to learn basic computer skills including Windows and

typing.41 She started this course because she regards having computer skill as a

way to obtain an office job. At Yazaki's office, she notices that many female

employees her age have computer-related positions that pay higher wages than

does her position as shop floor operator.42 Kolu desires to work in an office

because she believes that a good job is one that pays well and that will lead to a

better life. Kolu says, "Computer skills will help me achieving a better future."

Kolu appears to be moving toward the goal steadily; however, during my

last visit with her, she confided in me that she plans to resign from Yazaki and go

abroad next year on an 18-month mission for her church. Kolu believes that

leading a good life involves helping other people; she sees missionary work as

the best way to serve others at this point in her life. After completing her

mission, she plans to return to Samoa and look for a computer job or find a

husband who shares her beliefs. Kolu has not yet told this important decision to

her parents because she is afraid that her mother would miss her dearly.

5.5. Discussion

The above stories reveal the girls' self-perceptions about their jobs and the ·types

of opportunities available to young Samoan women employed by the MNC

factory. Yet, since these case studies are only snapshots of the three girls during

41 It is a tuition free course and she has about 20 classmates.
42 Starting rate for office workers is also ST $ 1.56, though they often have some kinds of
allowances according to job tasks. However, because operators work longer overtime hours than
office workers, operators often earn more than office workers.
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June and July 2000, contrasting situations could surface by focusing on other

employees at different times.

All three girls see factory employment as a way for them to earn cash to

tausi matua and contribute to.fa'alavelave. Their initial incentive is financial

security, though the impact of factory employment on their daily life varies.

Tasi's case illustrates that a Samoan girl may not be bound to factory

employment although her family relies on her income for day-to-day

subsistence. Because her family has alternative sources of income such as the

family plantation and remittances, Tasi reserves the right to resign from the

factory (as her brother did). Therefore, she sees factory work as merely a

temporary task to continue until other family members are able to take over the

responsibility. I would argue that the ideology of such segmented-work

responsibility is supported by the combination of Samoa's traditional social

institutions of communal land ownership and the 'aiga network system. For

young Samoan women such as Tasi, whose family maintains both traditional

institutions, factory employment means a supplementary capital supply when

previously stable income is cut off.

Lua's case demonstrates that life in a small, rural community and the

accompanying intra-village dynamics influence sensitive young women,

launching them into taking action. Lua became a factory girl because, on the

basis of her village peers' evaluation, she deemed that it was the best step for her

to take. For those girls in Lua's village, however, joining the factory may be an

adventure rather than a serious commitment. After all they have relatively little

knowledge of both the advantages and disadvantages of having wage
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employment because the village has few permanent full-time paid laborers to

observe. Young women in rural districts, such as Lua, probably sees factory

employment more as a way to escape from their monotonous village life and

meet new friends than as a source of stable cash income.

Kolu's case portrays a life of a city-bred girl from a family in which the

idea of wage employment is well established and is seen as an opportunity for a

young woman to achieve some economic independence. Since Kolu's household

has other family members who are employed, it is not primarily her

responsibility to make money for the family. This circumstance gives Kolu more

freedom than either Tasi or Lua in terms of how she spends her wages. It also

accelerates her association with a consumer culture although her initial

motivation was to offer financial support to the family. For city girls such as

Kolu, factory employment functions as a source of capital enabling them to dress

up and embellish their adolescent days.

Interestingly, despite some increase in household income as a result of the

factory employment, the three girls are barely aware of any significant changes

in their family's livelihood. One possible explanation lies in Tasi's case. While I

was staying in Tasi's house, I heard her father say several times, "We are a poor

family; we don't have money," even though his children were bringing stable

incomes to the family. Perhaps those wages are not well adjusted to the high

cost-of-living in Samoa, 43 but it is more likely that the father's anxiety can be

43 Besides food, the Tasi's family pays utilities and expenses for the boy's school. Water costs
about Sf $185 per tap yearly. As electricity costs ST 60 cents per unit monthly, houses such as
Tasi's, which have very basic electric appliances, have monthly electric bills that run between
$15 and ST $30 while Kolu family, which is well equipped with electric appliances, probably
pay about Sf $150 to ST $180.
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attributed to the family's increased participation infa'alavelave as the family

income increased. According to the philosophy of the Fa'asl1moa, as a family

earns more, it needs to contribute more. Fiaui and Tuimaleali'ifano explain that

"it is culturally appropriate to share personal resources with those who are less

fortunate (1997:12)." In other words, any increase in wealth is immediately

distributed throughout the fa'alavelave obligation network and for that reason

Samoan families often have little chance to accumulate their own wealth. Tasi's

family continues to struggle to meet their own needs despite the factory

daughter's hard work.

All three girls have elevated their status within their families and

communities through their employment. The improvement at the household

level is most clearly indicated in Tasi's case. Tasi's family shows their respect to

her by serving her dinner second, whereas before she presumably was the last

person to eat as a young-unemployed daughter. As to their status in the

community, all three girls are now able to donate part of their wages to their

churches, a contribution that helps them consolidate their positions in their

religious communities.44 Another common alteration in their daily practices is

that the girls gained some independence through their employment. For

example, Kolu increased her economic autonomy; she has more control over

what she purchases. And Lua, now able to leave her small village community to

meet new people, has more social freedom.

44 In Samoan churches, each donation is regularly announced by the donor's name and amount
during services (see O'Meara, 1990).
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All three girls see their employment at the MNC factory in a positive light.

They see that their hard work is rewarded and that their parents and

communities are grateful. For them, factory employment appears to be a

feasible instrument to contribute to their family and church.

While these three case studies shed some light on young Samoan

women's self-perceptions as factory employees, their daily experiences within

the factory premise remain relatively unexposed. Tasi, Lua and Kolu have said

that they enjoy working there although some aspects of the workplace

including the wage, the shop floor's temperature, the hours of standing, the

small lunch, and the oppressive relations with supervisors-seem to be

unsatisfactory. Why do the three girls hardly dispute their wages when it has

been argued that MNCs have super-exploited young women by hiring them

with low-pay? Why and what aspects of the multinational employment make

the girls say they enjoy working on the muggy shop floor? The next chapter

attempts to explore young Samoan women' everyday experiences in the wiring

plant and tries to answer the questions posed hereby rethinking the meaning of

factory employment to young Samoan women.
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CHAPTER 6
THE FACTORY CULTURE

6.1. Conflicts and Compromises

Yazaki Samoa celebrated its 10th anniversary in 2001. Since 1991,

thousands of local women have passed through this wiring plant where

automobile industrial culture, Japanese business philosophy, the Samoan

government's developmental policies, and +the Fa'asamoa meet. In this hybrid

factory culture, young Samoan women must negotiate the conflicting priorities

of these distinct interests and ideologies as well as their own desires. During the

decade of the factory's operation, some progress towards compromise has been

made (discussed later in this chapter). Yet, clashes remain and still create

dilemmas for the factory girls. Development literature often outlines less-than

satisfactory working conditions at MNC factories; however, it frequently lacks

detailed investigations of each aspect, particularly the causes of conflicts.

This chapter captures some aspects that underline conflicts at the

multinational workplace by employing various voices from Yazaki Samoa. It

explores how young Samoan women's daily experiences within the hybrid

factory culture have affected the quality of their lives. What cultural and social

values from the girls' daily lives have been exploited through entry into factory

employment? And what opportunities have been given to them for achieving

their aspirations?

This chapter is primarily exploratory and descriptive rather than

analytical. Instead of simply attempting to prove or disprove that MNC

operations are despotic or exploitative, I present the discord that young Samoan
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women face and the compromises they make while working at the factory in

order to reconsider what becoming a factory girl means to those women.

6.2. Discipline

6.2.1. The Rules of the Company

Yazaki Samoa's operational policies and rules are established in accordance with

a Japanese work ethic, the parent company's business philosophy, and an

analysis of production efficiency based on data from past performances.

Management acquaints the employees with its policies and rules through

training, daily operations, and written notifications posted throughout the plant

premises.1 At the center of the shop floor, for example, a huge signboard hangs

from the ceiling proclaiming the Yazaki philosophy:2

'0 'oe mo 'i taJou 'uma, '0 'i tatou 'uma mo 'oe.
(One for all, all for one.)

The management regards placing employees under certain discipline as the best

way to improve the efficiency of the workforce. They emphasize the significance

of observing the company's regulations in order to increase productivity and

survive in the competitive automobile industry. The company has even adopted

village customs, for example Komiti, a village style cleaning patrol (discussed

later), and modified its rules in order to be more applicable to local customs. Yet,

the factory girls complain of the company's rules being too Japanese. They

1 A large space on the shop floor is filled with all kinds of notifications, which are written
mostly in the Samoan language and often followed by illustrations. Various instructions
written in Samoan are posted at each manufacturing process station to guide the operators.
2 This philosophy is also printed on the operators' aprons and the company's signboard in the
streets.
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regard Yazaki rules as being too strict and the concepts as foreign and

inapplicable to locals.

A Factory Girl: I like the company but there are just too many rules. It's

stressful because it's like we are bound to the regulations in everything we do in

the factory. (C) 3

A Local Official: Most of the business manners here in Samoa are adopted from

the western world, and people are used to dealing with New Zealanders or

Australians, but Japanese ... there's a lot ofpeople get frustrated from it, people

really don't understand the Japanese way. It just sounds so incomprehensible; it

may not be the best way to manage things here... (P)4

Among the many complaints about the rules I heard on the shop floor, the most

common subjects were punctuality and tidiness.

6.2.2. Punctuality

Yazaki is very strict about punctuality. Because tardiness causes serious

problems for the factory's operation, the company closes its main gate at 7:00 am

sharp in order to shut out latecomers and serve as a warning. Even if it took the

workers two hours to get to the factory and cost them bus fare, latecomers are

3 Interviewee #5: June 20, 2000. In this chapter, I treat all of my informants' voices equally.
They appear in italics although they were collected using different methods, which are
categorized using the following initials: (D: voices directly quoted from formal interviews; C:
paraphrased voices from casual interviews; TI: voices from casual interviews which are
translated from Japanese into English by the researcher; TP: voices from personal conversations
which are translated from Japanese into English by the researcher; P: voices from personal
conversations; and R: reconstructed voices from personal conversations recorded in my field
notes).
4 Personal Communication: June 23, 2001.
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sent home unless they have special permission. In the case of operator, this

required permission from line leaders or somebody in a higher position.

Factory Giris:

Yesterday, I came only five minutes after 7:00am, but I couldn't come in, that's

too strict, only five minutes... (R)

I used to work in New Zealand. Over there, your hours are flexible ...as long as

you turn up to work, that's all that counts. But over here, ijyou're late, don't

bother to come. Isn't that too strict?(D)5

I woke up 5:00am, but I still couldn't come in time because I missed the 5:15 am

bus, and took the next bus, but it was too late. Samoa doesn't have many buses,

very bad... (R)

I came late because the bus had too many people. I couldn't get in, but the

supervisor said I can't work, so I have to go home... (R)

The local transport circumstances seem to be the main cause for tardiness among

the factory girls. Because the buses in Samoa are normally packed during the

morning rush hours, they often leave passengers behind even though the bus is

the only means for most people to get to the town.6

A Japanese Manager: I understand the inconvenience of the transportation on

this island to some extent; but still, too many workers come late. Rainy days are

headaches. Many people come barely in time, and to make matters worse, it takes

longer to start the operation because they don't carry umbrellas; they're soaking

5 Interviewee #1: June 15,2000.
6 Although the country's law limits the buses to carrying 33 passengers, many buses,
particularly in the morning rush period and on long-distance routes, often carry from 50 to 60
passengers (see Mu 1996).
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wet, and the floor, too, is wet, and needs to get dry.. ., It's a real problem for our

productivity. (TIY

A Samoan Manager: We can't afford to wait for people who come in late because

we set up the numbers, target, and object control, so it really causes production

delay. The only reason we close the gate at 7:00 am is that before we formed the

rule, people were still walking in at 9:00 am ... (D)8

The management argues that the rule is not groundless:

A Samoan Manager: The gate security reported when people came in late,

wrote their names down so we could analyze who was coming late. We found

that latecomers were mostly from nearby villages. So, in '97, we formed the rule.

Those decisions and rules were made based on analysis.. .data from the past, but

they [the operators] usually don't know about it and complain... (D)9

Not surprisingly, this Samoan manager also disclosed that he usually brings

latecomers into the factory if he thinks they are late for a valid reason, such as

problems with transportation, because, from a Samoan perspective, the rule

about tardiness does not give all employees a fair chance.lO

The company is strict about tardiness not only because they consider its

effects on productivity, but also because they regard it as a sign that an

employee is not mentally prepared for work. For the same reason, the company

7 Interviewee #34: June 6, 2000.
8 Interviewee #26: July 15, 2000.
9 Interviewee #26: July 15, 2000.
10 Since only the senior managerial class and some office stuff are provided with company cars
and are allowed to use company parking, the great majority of employees are bus commuters
with a small number of employees who have arranged rides.
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is stem about the uniform code and even sends away operators if they forget to

bring their company ill or apron.11

A Factory Girl: 1came before 7:00 am, but 1forgot my ID and the gate security

said no, 1can't come in. Only ID... /forgot it because / took it offwhen 1washed

my apron yesterday...1can't work, why is it so important? (R)

A Japanese Manager: 1personally think that the uniform code should not be

seen as a company regulation but as a very basic issue ofworkers' attitude.

Forgetting ID or apron simply indicates a person's lack ofspirit as a worker, so 1

hope we can discipline such people by sending them home. ffi)12

Perhaps because of the strict regulations, incidents of tardiness and workers

coming without ill and apron declined; however, whether this decline indicates

an increase in understanding about the significance of punctuality among the

local employees is uncertain. Interestingly, Samoan people are used to strict

rules since the villages, churches, and schools have strict regulations about

people's punctuality; in fact, violators of these are usually given warnings or

fines (see O'Meara 1990: 42-45, Shore 1987:107-120).13 In this context, it is

conceivable that the source of the factory girls' main gripe regarding punctuality

lies beyond the company's rules (discussed further later).

11 In Japan, there is a definite spoken and unspoken dress code for workplaces, even if a
particular workplace does not require a uniform (see Japan Travel Bureau 1991). Caring about
one's appearance is usually considered very basic manners and may be compared to the
regulations on dress at boarding schools.
12 Interviewee #34: June 6, 2000.
13 In Samoan churches, for example, it is common that doors are closed at a certain time and
latecomers fined; people are required to wear white cloth and women are expected to wear
hats.
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6.2.3. Tidiness

Yazaki requires that local employees comply with standard Japanese work

etiquette, which is understood as "65" at the factory. The "65" refers to the

Japanese terms, Seiri (organizing), Seiton (putting things in order), Seikestu

(tidiness), Seisou (cleaning), Shistuke (discipline), and Shukan (customizing). The

principles of 65 are displayed on the large board on the shop floor, along with an

explanation in the 5amoan language.

Seiri: Siaki mea e mana'omia ma mea e Ie mana'omia. 'Ajai e tele mea e Ie
mana'omia, e tatau ona 'ave' ese.
(Check things that are needed and things that are not needed. If there are
many things that are not needed, they should be taken away.)

Seiton: Teu lelei mea 'uma i 0 latou tUlaga ma fa'atulaga sa '0 e sili ona lelei.
(Keep things in their positions and put them in the proper positions.)

Seikestu: Teu lelei mea 'uma ia mama ma ia matagofie i Ie va'ai i taimi 'uma.
(Keep things clean and beautiful to the eye at all times.)

Seisou: Fa'amama nofoaga 'ou te faigaluega ai i taimi 'uma.
(Keep my workspace clean at all times.)

Shitsuke: A'oa'o mafa'amasani i Ie mama '0 mea 'uma e pei a 0 lou lava 'aiga.
(Learn and get used to all things being clean, as you would do at home.)

Shokan: I fa pulea lelei lau 'amio.
(Govern your behavior.)

E Mafai Ona Faia Mea 'Uma f Lou Fa'amaoni.
(Everything can be done with integrity.)

Perhaps because the "65" philosophy has filtered extensively into the factory, the

majority of operators on the shop floor consider that their workplace is very

clean.14 But I heard quite a few girls were grumbling at the regulations on

14 According to Grevel-Lameko's survey (2000: 79), 86.5 per cent of her respondents answered
that their working environment is clean.
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tidiness, particularly when supervisors reprimand the operators in the presence

of colleagues and nag them to tidy up their workstations. IS

Factory Girls:

This is ok, it's clean, but the superoisor swears at us to do more... [t's a

headache, and she doesn't know this is causing our production delay. (C)16

Here in Samoa, this is clean, but managers think not, so we need to clean more.

Why? (R)

A local manager believes that the factory's environment is clean compared to the

islands' other workplaces, although he admits that it may not be up to the

standard of factories in Japan and other metropolitan countries. According to

Japanese work ethic, the company stresses the significance of "6S "discipline, a

very basic set of principles for an efficient workplace.

A Japanese Manager: I don't know why the Samoan workers toss away rubbish

everywhere... they throw wrappings ofchewing gum, candies, cigarettes, and

other snacks everywhere on the premises. Ifwe don't instruct them on the

tidiness, our factory will soon be full oftrash and will no longer be an efficient

workplace. I wonder if there is any education on cleanness in this country.(TI)17

Despite his wonder, Samoan people are generally hygienic, since they are strictly

disciplined to pay careful attention to cleanliness from an early age (see O'Meara

1990; Shore 1982). In the village setting, for example, residents cautiously

maintain a certain level of tidiness and cleanness in their households under the

inspection of the Komiti (the village Women's Committee). According to village

15 Being ashamed or embarrassed in public is something that Samoan people most fearful of.
16 Interviewee #5: June 20, 2000.
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code, villagers whose households do not meet a certain level of cleanliness may

be fined. I8 In this light, the company's policies on tidiness or cleanness are also

not completely foreign to the Samoan factory girls. Recently, the management

adopted the village practice and formed a Komiti in the factory to be in charge of

tidiness on the shop floor, but its effectiveness has not been studied.

6.2.4. Missing Tools

The management requires its employees to have a sense of responsibility and to

take care of their work tools. The company supplies operators with the

necessary tools such as tape measures or cutting pliers, but does not provide

replacements, hoping in this way to educate the workers to be accountable for

their respective equipment. It means that if the operators lose the tools the

company provides, they have to pay for the replacements from their own

money.

A Japanese Manager: We consider losing a work tool is a sign ofa lack of

earnestness to work; so, we hope they can learn from this rule and understand

their accountability as workers. (PI)19

This rule is based on a Japanese belief that people would never lose things they

need for work if they were meticulous and earnest about their jobs. Yet, because

Samoan workers are unfamiliar with such Japanese labor philosophy, the

company's replacement policy provokes feelings of antipathy in the operators.

17 Interviewee #35: June 23, 2000.
1&Yhe Women's Committees facilitate a wide range of ne~ and traditional activities in
villages, including handicraft manufacture, heath services, savings and loans schemes, and
education for children. (see O'Meara 1990: 99-103; Shore 1982: 102-109; SchoeffeI1979).
19 Interviewee #34: June 6, 2000.
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Some girls even feel strong anxiety about the policy because the tools are by no

means inexpensive for the operators as compared with their hourly wages and

their tools "disappear" quite frequently.

In the morning on the shop floor, soon after the starting bell, girls can

often be heard yelling at each other because they cannot find their own working

tools-for instance a tape measure for inspectors-and suspect colleagues of

using them. They run around neighboring assembly lines looking for their tape

measures and then typically dispute with other workers, as illustrated by the

following dialogue:

"Where's my measure? You used my measure yesterday, where is it?"

"I don't know."

"You used it, where's my measure?"

"Maybe Lima has it, she was using it too."

"She said she doesn't know either, so where's my measure?"

"Ka'ilo (Don't ask me any more)."

One morning, when a visual inspector found that her tape measure had

disappeared, she was very disappointed but refused to buy a new one. She said:

I don't wanna buy a new one because I already bought two. It costs a lot. I don't

wanna buy it again because I need money for my kids and family. (R)20

Another time, I saw a crimping inspector who looked dejected all day because

she could not find her measure. Her co-worker said:

She's very unhappy because she can't find her measure. Supervisor scolded her

to buy a new one. lfeel sorry for her because those are not cheap... (R)

20 As her assembly line has two visual inspectors, she was sharing the tape measure of a co
worker in the same line; though, this made their pace of work slower than usual.
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A missing tool causes production delay because it prevents the operators not

only from starting work right away, but also from concentrating on the job, as

they feel depressed knowing they must purchase a new tool.

On this shop floor, despite the Japanese belief, a "missing tool" is not

necessarily a sign of a lack of earnestness, but something that the factory girls

cannot avoid. What may also be called "employee theft" is common, according

to Anae (1990), in many cases, is unavoidable because it is related to the

philosophy of Fa'asiimoa (sharing).21 Reporting on the high frequency of missing

tools at a local coconut factory, Anae explains:

Samoans live in a sharing economy, which gives all access to resources
available ... [thus, even though] stealing is unacceptable to the Samoans, in
their eyes they were not stealing because they worked there; company
property was common property to all (1990: 150).

For the same reason, missing tools are daily events in school classrooms.

In addition to this cultural philosophy, missing tools also imply that some

degree of hostility exists among the operators, which sometimes takes the form

of stealing a rival's tools. When the aforementioned visual inspector found her

tool was missing, she indirectly pointed out the line QA (quality assurance) who

works next to her and openly stated:22

21 The subject of missing tools is quite controversial and open to debate. Some people regard this
kind of happening as "theft" or "stealing," while others consider it to be "sharing." A local
business owner told me that a couple of times he saw implements that he had supplied to his
workers on sale at the market.
22 At the end of the final assembly lines, there are three inspectors working next to each other
to review the quality of manufactured products. The task of line QA, or quality assurance, is to
make a final inspection of the products. Line QAs are assigned to work on assembly lines but
they belong to a different the department than the visual inspectors and other operators.
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A Factory Girl: I knO'W who did this, I knO'W it, that's her, because she wants to

get me in trouble.., (R)

A Samoan manager did not agree with the point that the girls deliberately

obstruct their peers because of their sense of rivalry; instead, he said:

A Samoa Manager: In a big workplace like Yazaki, we must have strict rules to

control the numbers. While I sympathize with those who lose their tools, I believe

they should have some sense ofresponsibility and look after these carefully during

work; so we have to have rules to deter them from making it a habit. (P)23

6.2.5. Discipline and the Ruler

The management believes that the current rules are the company's best

apparatus for effectively training their workforce.

A Japanese Manager: I don't think our rules are too strict but the best way to

improve the workforce's efficiency for this type ofmanufacturing. We thus want

to introduce a more Japanese style ofdiscipline into our daily operation, especially

the operator level, in accordance with Japanese work ethic. Since supervisors and

the majority ofline leaders understand the significance ofour rules, training

operators would be the next step to improve our productivity.(TI)24

But at the same time, the management indicates the difficulty of training local

employees in accordance with the Japanese work ethic:

23 Personal Communication: June 23, 200l.
24 Interviewee #35: June 23, 2000. I met some Samoan employees at the factory who show
loyalty to the company and have a solid commitment to their job. Interestingly, it appeared
that their commitment to the Japanese company is significantly stronger than that of modem
Japanese workers who have relatively little attachment to their company.
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A Japanese Manager: It is not easy because Samoa's concept ofdiscipline is

rather different from ours. I sometimes wonder why we need to use discipline to

encourage such basic manners... Is this because ofcultural differences?(TI)25

What he means by "basic manners" is symbolically indicated on the poster that

warns employees against carrying out certain activities on the shop floor.

For example, it forbids employees to use a hand trolley as a roller board or to

use cardboard packaging as a sleeping mat. This poster has pictures that

reinforces its message and a warning that reads:

'0 Ie 'a fa'ate'aina 'oe pe'a mauaina '0 efaia ia tulaga. Fa'afetai: pule'aga.
(You will be fired if you are caught doing those things. Thank you: the
management.)

Anae's research (1990) on a coconut-processing factory in Samoa suggests

that local workers only understand discipline that they can relate to; other forms

are useless. If this argument is true, it is not surprising that Yazak.i's current

discipline is less effective at making young Samoan women "efficient" and

"accountable" workforces than the management supposes. As the local official

mentions, Samoan people are generally familiar with Western styles of

discipline since these codes infiltrated discursively the islands during colonial

times and continue to be re-enforced through Western philosophy, education

systems and films. The Japanese style of discipline, on the other hand, is

relatively unknown in Samoa, as most locals seldom interact with Japanese and

25 Interviewee #35: June 23, 2000.
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have little knowledge about Japan.26 In this light, it is understandable that the

Samoan factory girls are frustrated about being compelled to deal with alien

customs every day.

There are some counterexamples to the above argument. Although the

factory girls complain that Yazaki policies are too Japanese, the basic concept of

some rules such as those on punctuality and tidiness are not totally foreign to

Samoan workers. As I mentioned earlier, local churches and schools are

relatively stem on tardiness and dress codes and village Kmniti rules encourage

cleanness. One possible explanation for this paradoxical reaction is that the

factory girls are unfamiliar and uncomfortable with the way in which their new

authority, the Japanese, punishes the employees when they violate the rules. In

Samoa, showing mercy for breaking agreements or promises is always expected

because mercy and forgiveness are highly valued as virtues of Fa'asflmoa.27 The

company policy, however, hardly shows mercy toward employees for breaking

rules regardless of situations. This severity makes the factory girls feel that their

Japanese employers are unbending and hence their rules too rigid. In this sense,

it can be argued that the factory girls are rather discontent with the inflexibility
~-4'I'..(t:

of the rulers than the rules themselves. Therefore, the girls say:

A Factory Girl: We are different from Japanese; we cannot be like them.(R)

26 Through my experience of working and living in western societies, I found that one of the most
striking contrasts between the Japanese style discipline and the Western style of discipline at
the workplace is the degree of flexibility for regulations. Generally, the Japanese style offers
few exceptions for regulations regardless of reasons while, in the Western style, regulations can
be flexible depending on situations. In other words, Japanese are customarily disciplined not to
expect rules to be flexible for personal reasons.
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Interestingly, Grevel-Lameko's survey (2000: 67) shows that more than 80 per

cent of her respondents preferred the current Japanese management to the

Samoan management. Perhaps because the operators have relatively few

experiences of being directly yelled at by Japanese managers mainly due to the

language barrier that exists between them, the girls favor the Japanese

administration over Samoan supervision.28 The girls' direct supervisors on the

shop floor are Samoan women who exert considerable pressure every day on

the operators to achieve the targeted quota of manufacturing.

6.3. Gender and Power

6.3.1. Pyramid Society

Samoa is regarded as a highly patriarchal society that is similar in structure to

Yazaki Samoa where an overt pyramidal power-class system is in place. There

are basically eight major occupational strata: the Japanese president and vice

president are at the top of the pyramid, followed by general manager, senior

managers, departmental managers, supervisors, line leaders, sub leaders, and

the operators, who are on the lowest stratum.29 While 75 to 80 per cent of the

total operators are female, at that time of this study, there was only one female

out of 38 managerial personnel in the factory. 3D Despite the male-dominated

management, patriarchal exploitation does not always materialize among the

27 A Samoan proverb says,"Emanatua pule, 'ae Ie manatua fa 'alae6 (Those who are merciful
are remembered, but those who are ruthless are forgotten) (Milner 1993).
28 Grevel-Lameko also suggests that this survey outcome is attributed to the language barrier
between Japanese management personal and local employees (2000:67).
29 Other occupations such as clerical work, technician, engineer, and quality control are not
included in this stratum. The managers are Japanese, Samoans, and Australians.
30 The gender ratio among operators was provided by a manager in the human resource office.
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operators in daily operation because seven out of nine supervisors on the shop

floor are females. 31 Yasaki factory girls are working under the jurisdiction of

Samoan women.

6.3.2. Gender Division on the Shop Floor

Although some gendered division of labor takes place, the occupational

hierarchy is built according to classifications of capabilities and skills rather than

gender and age in the shop floor level.

A Samoan manager: We basically arrange positions for new workers according

to their test scores and suitability for the jobs, which we establish by observing

them through their training periods. But those heavy tasks, like carrying bundles

ofwires or boxes, and risky jobs like machine cutting, usually go to males because

those are better suited to boys. We often arrange office jobs or complicated,

machine-related jobs for those applicants who are among the top one third on the

test.(R)

The company seems to give similar degrees of opportunities, such as training,

wage, and promotion to both female and male employees on the shop floor.32

Generally, jobs are quite open to both sexes, as shown in the text of a poster

announcing an opening position at the factory that apparently open to any

applicants regardless of their gender or age:

31 In her study on Japanese factories in Malaysia, Ong (1990:403-406) criticizes the patriarchal
job hierarchy in the factories and claims that it enhances the concept of male domination and
female obedience through the daily interaction between male supervisors and female operators
on the shop floor.
32 Promotion to management level has different criteria and which may relate to the gender
hierarchy. The female manager was promoted from a supervisory position (see Grevel-Lameko
2000: 82). Currently, the gender ratio for office work is nearly 1:l.
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Requirements:33

• Experience at assembly line and understand inspection method.
•Very good attendance and perfonnance background.
•Must be honest and reliable.
• A letter of recommendation.

Training opportunities also seems to be given equally to both genders:

A Female Line Leader: One day, I saw an opening for training in Japan, so I

applied for it. At that time, I was already a line leader but it was open for all ofus.

I saw a movie and had an exam, which was math and about the assembly ofwire,

and had an interview. Then I got it. I went to Japan for six months.(C)34

While employees do not seem concerned about age or sex discrimination, some

girls complain about existing favoritism in the factory by local managers and

leaders:

A Factory Girl: Getting a position at the office is not really open because

management picks people according to their connections to the candidates. You

know, on this island, who you know is more important than what you can

do. (C)35

However, some positions other than management are also occupied

predominantly by men. 70 to 80 per cent of mechanical tasks, including

computer programming, machine maintenance, engineering, as well as cutting

machine operators and jobs that involve conveying such as stock taking and

packing, have male laborers, while 90 to 95 per cent of total operators at taping

and lay up are female. On the other hand, 75 to 80 per cent of line leaders and

33 Some notifications, such as this opening position announcement, are available only in English.
34 Interviewee #10, June 21, 2000. In recent years, the company has been sending a few employees
to Japan for six months to one year in order for them to obtain mostly technical or
administrative skills.
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sub leaders are female, a percentage that is comparable to the gender ratio of

total operators. Concerning the gendered division of tasks, employees say:

Factory Girls:

Those (pointing to stock-taking tasks at the warehouse) are boys' jobs. I

don't want that because I'm a girl. (R)36

(A Female Cutting Machine Operator) Other operators think I'm a little

strange because I'm working with boys, but I like this job; this is so suited me.
(C)37

Guy leaders are good because they don't yell. They talk to us nicely, and do

funny things to make us laugh, so you don't feel bored and you wanna work for

them. But like my supervisor, she always yells at us, and puts pressure on us,

hurry up, hurry up... I wish I had a male supervisor.(D)38

A Male Line Leader (indicating a local male manager): We call him father,

because he's on our top, and old, so he's like afather to us.(R)

A Japanese Manager: For the future ofYazaki Samoa, I think we should change

the proportion ofour male and female employees from the current 2 to 8, to 0.5 to

9.5. We prefer a female workforce because manufacturing wiring harnesses is

obviously 'women's work.' Men's hands are too rough for our jobs. Can you

imagine Samoan boys working on such minute tasks with their huge hands?
(TP)39

35 Interviewee #5: June 20, 2000.
36 Since Samoa traditionally has a clear gender division (discussed in Chapter 3), the factory
employees tend to characterize each position as job for either female or male.
37 Interviewee #37: June 23,2000.
38 Interviewee #7: June 21, 2000. Grevel-Lameko (2000:82) also reports that about 95 per cent of
her informants (female operators at Yazaki) affirm that they generally prefer male leaders
rather than female because male leaders can develop a rapport with the factory girls despite
their sternness.
39 Personal Communication; June 23, 2000.
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6.3.3. Female Leader-Operator Relationship

Supervisors, with assistance from line leaders, are responsible for observing the

assembly lines and motivating operators in order to increase productivity and

control the quality of products, according to Yazaki's quality policy:40

,0 Ie'a tatou saunia ni 'oloa silisili Ie leleli e tusa ma Iefua, fa'atulagaina i Ie
lalolagi efa'avae.
(We are going to prepare outstanding merchandise based on the standard
established worldwide.)

Silisili lona lelei. E taugofie 'auina atu i taimi fa'atapula'aina.
(Be outstanding. It is cheap if [products are] sent as scheduled.)

The leaders, however, frequently overuse their authority and exert pressure on

the operators in order to meet the targeted quota for the day. They are shouting

incessantly from right after the starting bell until the day's operation finishes.

According to Grevel-Lameko's survey (2000:82), about 70 percent of operators

experienced some sort of stress as a result of overbearing female supervisors.

Factory Girls:

I wish they don't yell at me like that. I feel like crying. I want to cry because it's

hard.(D)41

The supervisor is much better now; before, she was walking around the factory

with a stick... (R)

[Leaders] treat us like slaves... this is not a happy place to work.42

Supervisors and line leaders can at least say "please" or "thank you" instead of

yelling at usY They shout at us all the time, especially when someone makes a

4{) Each supervisor observes from 100 to 300 employees, while a line leader observes about 20 to
40 operators.
41 Interviewee #13: June 27,2000.
42 A quote from Peteru (1998: 19).
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defect. My supervisor uses bad words to us, which make us feel we don't want to

work for her. (C)44

A Female Line QC: .. .you know, when people make mistakes, I first talk to them

nicely; then after about another hour or another five minutes, I have to do it again

and do it again, same mistakes...no concentration... that's a hindrance to the

assembly. (0)45

A Samoan Manager: I warn supervisors and line leaders to stop using false

language, but it's very hard because they don't understand why it's wrong,

especially those who come from rural villages. Operators are not their daughters;

they can't do what they do at villages.(R)

6.3.4. Devaluation of Cultural Practice or Opportunity

Because of the existing occupational hierarchy, some younger employees are

given a sizable degree of authority over those in the strata below them, despite

the Samoan tradition that requires younger people to show respect to elders.

Quite a few girls mentioned that power-relations between younger supervisors

or line leaders and elder operators cause the erosion of traditional customs and

make them feel uncomfortable (see Grevel-Lamaeko 2000).46

Factory Girls:

I know they (the leaders) have their own rights; that's why they don't respect

older people but... but [their] relationships to the older ones (operators) is not

43 According to Fiaui and Tuimaleali'ifano (1997: 6), it is expected among Samoan people that
"questions are always to be responded to politely and the words 'please' and 'thank you' are
used to communicate with all people, young and old."
44 Interviewee #5: June 20, 2000.
45 Interviewee #17: June 30, 2000. Line QC refers to the person who controls the quality of
manufacturing.
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good because I compare to Samoan culture... yeah, not good, because I imagine

my mother is getting shouted at... (D)47

Our [female] superoisor forces us to fill in all the official forms in English even

though she knows some ofus are not really good at English. One day, an older

lady on our line wrote her reason for being absent but it said, "Me need to

looking baby." The supervisor picked up this, and read it at the briefing and made

afool out of the lady. I felt so sorry for her because she is much older than the

supervisor who is supposed to respect the old lady ...(R)

A Female Line Leader: I warn older ladies, but don't shout because I think if I

shout at them, I feel like I'm shouting at my mother, so I have to tell them nicely

or give them an official warning, but other leaders .. .swear, shout, that's not good.
(D)48

Such exaggerated use of power by the younger leaders over elder operators is

attributed to the supervisors' strong obligation to carry out appointed tasks such

as the daily achievement of targeted quotas. Thus, their tensions arise when

operators put in considerable overtime to compensate for production delays.49

The production office determines the length of overtime for each line at

the final assembly and then figures daily production targets for each line using

the following formula:

46 According to a Samoan manager, this is also seen at other workplaces and schools in Samoa,
where younger overseas educated employees or students, for example, make their influences felt
on their elder domestically educated counterparts. Interview #26: July 15 2000.
47 Interviewee #15: June 29,2000. Young people are required to show respect to elders according to
Samoan tradition.
48 Interviewee #10: June 21, 2000.
49 A local official also mentioned that supervisors may put extra pressure on operators at the
time of their job assessment because their salary is partly determined on the basis of their line's
productivity.
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Attendance x Hours of Working x 1.04 (figured efficiency) =Target Quantity

For instance, one assembly line had an attendance of 32 operators and each of

them was required to work for 11 hours in order to produce 285 wire harnesses,

the production target for that day. The supervisors, with the assistance of line

leaders, strongly urge operators to achieve the targets, not only because those

leaders are well-trained to think of productivity as the first priority for a

manufacturing industry, but also because they are under pressure from the

production managers. The managers demand that the supervisors regulate

operators in order to achieve the target every hour so that the company can

survive in the highly competitive automobile industry.

A Local Official: The auto industry is very competitive, so we cannot waste

our time looking at the impact ofthe industry on a culture. The company can

easily produce the same products at a much cheaper price in locations like

Thailand, Vietnam and other Asian countries, which are not considered as

"isolated" as Samoa. It's a cutthroat industry. So, what else we can do?(P)50

In a sense, all employees at Yazaki Samoa may be placed in the pyramid of full

pressure to preserve and improve production efficiency with the buyers for

wiring harnesses occupy the top strata of the pyramid.

The supervisors are supposed to motivate operators to achieve their

targets, but they frequently immoderately pressurize operators. Therefore,

many operators consider the supervisors' behavior is ill-treatment and

inappropriate. For those operators, the supervisors are the main source of strain

50 Personal Communication: June 23, 2001.
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at work.51 By witnessing supervisors' behavior, the factory girls tend to

reluctant to be promoted to supervisory positions including line leader because

they are unwilling to do something that may be anathema to their tradition and

to their fellow workers.

A Factory Girl: Even though the pay is better, I don't wanna be a line leader

because it's a hassle. It's hard to shout at people all the time, but if I do, they

won't like me any more...(R)

A Former Line Leader: I was a line leader but I stepped down because I quit

my job once. The pay is lower but I prefer being just an operator, because there

is less stress.(R)

On the other hand, some girls view this occupational hierarchy as empowering

for them. They can gain promotion on their own merits and are motivated by

seeing others promoted, so they wish to become a supervisor themselves,

posses power, and receive a higher income.

Factory Girls:

Actually, Yazaki's system allows us more freedom than many other places in

Samoa. I can see more chances. In our society, we young girls always have to

show respect for others, we have no freedom. (C)52

I want some more money, you know, because ifI go up like a line leader or sub

leader, then I will have an allowance. So I try my best to get good marks for

performance... (D)53

51 All of Grevel-Lameko (2000: 80) respondents agree that the way leaders treat them is more
stressful than the nature of their work.
52 Interviewee #37: June 23, 2000.
53 Interviewee #6: June 20, 2000.
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A Female Line Leader: I don't wanna change my job. I wanna go up, step by

step, so next is supervisor.(D)54

Three of the seven female supervisors I talked to told me in confidence that they

enjoyed their roles on the shop floor.

A Female Supervisor: I was an operator and promoted to be a sub leader

because I knew all my tasks and always achieved the target. And, I was promoted

to be a line leader and then supervisor because I had a good record ofperformance

and attendance; 1'd never missed work. I think the most important thing as a

worker is, whatever the top says, we should obey or at least try our best to listen;

this is my respect for the company. So, I want my operators to respect me like I

listen to the managers; but sometimes it's difficult to tell operators like that,

because they have a different attitude toward the job-some are not serious about

their work. The operators complain about overtime, but don't understand that I

don't like overtime work either, since my pay is based on salary and those extra

hours are already included, but I think it's better to obey management, and show

my respect. I believe my job is a very good job. (C)55

6.3.5. Solutions

A Factory Girl: I think many people use fa'alavelave as a reason for resigning.

They say somebody in the family is sick and they have to stay home. They say so

because if they decide to come back to work, it will be okay with the leaders. But

their real reason is their unhappy relationship with their supervisors. They can't

stand them, but they can't to do anything about that; that's why they quit.(C)56

54 Interviewee #10: June 21, 2000.
55 Interviewee #3: June 20, 2000. It took this employee four years to obtain her current
supervisory position which brings her about Sf $1,200 monthly.
56 Interviewee #1: June 15, 2000.
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The factory has a labor association called Yazaki Samoa's Employees' Association

(YSEA), which meets once a month with a senior manager to discuss problems

and to try to resolve issues raised at meetings. All the employees are members

of YSEA, though Grevel-Lameko's research (2000: 85) reports that very few of

the factory girls comprehend the function of this association. At the same time,

the girls are afraid that their private stories might spread if they consult with

company people, and thus they often share problems only with their friends and

their family and tell the management nothing. The following interview,

however, is the voice of a factory girl who ascended the power pyramid and

won her labor dispute.(D)57

Have your leaders told you to work overtime?
My line leader told me to do overtime on Saturday, my Sapaki (Sabbath), even though
she knows that 1'm Seventh Day religious (Seventh Day Adventist), so I talked to
supervisor, but still, they said that I have to work overtime.

So, what did you do?
I was sitting and thinking about other people who can talk to my superoisor, and then
one ofmy friends told me who to talk to. 58 I should follow the paper. She said the paper
says if I need help, I should talk to my line leader first, and if the line leader can't help me,
I should talk to my supervisor next. If the superoisor can't help me, I should talk to the
manager, and ifhe can't, then go to see the senior manager. She said, next, I should go
to see a production manager. So, I went to see the manager and asked him for help, and
he said, "Ok I can help you." I told him about that I'm not gonna come on Saturday
because it's my Sapaki. But he was like, indirectly suggesting that I should look for
[another] job somewhere else in Apia [if I don't wanna come] ...and said, we're
Christian but still [able to] come to work on our Sapaki. So I said to him, thank you
very, very much.

57 Interviewee #7: June 21, 2000.
58 This work instruction titled "Who to call in case of difficulty" is posted at each station on the
shop floor informing operators of possible counselors to contact if a problem occurs.
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But you didn't wanna give up?
I said I stick to what I believe, I'm not gonna give up, so I was thinking.. .whose the
manager I can go to next? Then, I went to see a senior manager.

You're so brave...
Yeah, because I didn't wanna give up my religion. So, I went to the office and asked the
girl sitting there who is the senior manager, and she goes, you just walk in the door, and
look to the right, and you'll see him sitting there. I said thank you and went inside,
looked around, and turned to my right, and can see the man looking at me, because you
know only the office staffcan go through the door. I asked him ifhe's the senior manager,
and he said yes. I said I really need your help about my sapaki. I already went to the line
leader, the supervisor, and the manager, but they can't satisfy me; still they want me to
work overtime tomorrow, Saturday. He asked my name, and who's my line leader and
supervisor, and he goes, "Tomorrow, ifyou feel like staying home, because it's your
sapaki, you should stay; it's your own decision, we don't force overtime work." So, now
I don't work on Saturday, but they (the line leader and supervisor) don't care about
me that much, because I don't work on Saturday.

Since then, do you feel you always have a choice about overtime?
Yeah, but I support overtime every day, except Friday, because our sapaki begins at six
o'clock [pm] on Friday.

Does your line leader or supervisor ever say anything?
Well, sometimes they get mad at me, and say why are you going home while other
operators are still working. But it's my choice and my choice is going home.

Have you heard other people's stories like yours?
Yeah, a girl on the other line, she went to talk to the senior manager...not about sapaki,
"about the supervisor. The supervisor used some nasty words to her, and she got mad.
So, she went to the senior manager and asked him for help.

And did he help her up, too?
Yeah, he called the supervisor to the office and told her that she doesn't have a right to
insult other people; they come here to work, they do not come here to be insulted. They
come here to find money to support their family and needs. Then, she (the supervisor)
understood and came back and apologized to her and other operators.
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What would you have done, if the senior manager didn't give you a good
answer?
....Maybe I'd have gone to a Japanese manger (laughs).

Have you heard about the Yazaki Employee Assodation?
Yeah, I heard about it, but some people complain about how often they meet, like every
day, every month, but still don't see that many things improved, so I don't know...

So, if your friends here have problems, would you tell them to go to the senior
manager and ask him for help?
No, I tell them to see the line leader first and supervisor, like step-by-step, because he
(the senior manager) would say that they should talk to the supervisorfirst and go to
him last.

Do you like your job?
Yeah, I like it because the people who run the company are very good. They support
people at work. They support us to preserve our right to [refuse] overtime work.

The factory girls may be at the bottom of the pyramid of pressure, but this

worker proved that the pyramid is not completely indestructible.

Besides the company's strict rules and their relationship with high-

pressure supervisors, the factory girls are conflicting with other aspects of the

workplace, which discussed next.

6.4. Less Satisfactory Aspects

6.4.1 Starting Time

The factory girls are early risers since production begins at 7:00 in the morning.

In order to be at the factory before the work bell, the majority of Yazaki

employees, particularly those who live on the outskirts of town or in rural
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villages and bus commuters, rise before daybreak. I often heard the girls

complaining about the early starting time.

A Factory Girl: I wish the company started a little later, because I'm tired ofala

i le po (wake up in the night).(C)59

A Local Official: Some workers wake up like 3:00 am because they live far from

bus routes and need to walk for longer than an hour to the main roads to catch the

4:30 am bus. That's why when they need to work overtime till 10:00 pm, they

make a joke, they wish they can sleep at the factory so that they can save the trip

and sleep longer.(R)

A Japanese Manager: We set this starting time with two practical concerns.

One is that, because the shop floor doesn't have air conditioning, cooler morning

hours are the best for higher productivity on tropical islands like Samoa. Another

reason is that the early start helps reduce the incidents of tardiness due to the

morning rush. So, we prefer to start manufacturing in the early morning.(TI)60

As this manager explains, it does not seem likely that the factory's starting time

will change; many of the factory girls will continue to be required to wake up in

the dark and catch the first or second bus. However, such conditions are not

unique to Yazaki factory girls; early buses from remote villages are always jam

packed by commuters. For those Samoans who live in remote villages, wage

59 Interviewee #11: June 25,2000.
60 Interviewee #34: June 6, 2000. Another Japanese manager told me that he would prefer to
start work earlier than 7:00 am because it definitely helps increase his efficiency. I asked him
about what would happen to those employees who need to wake up at 3:00 am or 4:00 am to get
to the factory in time. It seemed that he was not aware of them, maybe because he can reach
the workplace in time even if he wakes up after 6:30 am, since he has a car and lives close to
the factory.(R)
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employment means to wake up before daybreak and travel by jam-packed

buses.

6.4.2. Overtime

Overtime work is one of the most controversial issues among the factory girls.

Some workers view overtime as agreeable to a certain degree because it helps

them increase their weekly earnings.61 But at the same time, they feel under

strong pressure to accept overtime work as it is recurrently forced by the line

leaders or supervisors. Although management explains that the operators are

never ordered to work overtime, the girls say that if they do not work overtime,

the leaders treat them as if they are betraying friends, since assembly lines

require collaboration. Thus, many girls feel that they have little choice but to

work overtime.

Manufacturing often continues until as late as 10:00 pm on weekdays,62

and the factory is open from 8:00am to 5:00pm on Saturdays and sometimes

even opens on Sundays. Operators' opinions about overtime work vary. The

following are voices from the assembly lines on which the workers are most

regularly required to work extensive overtime hours, often including Saturdays

and Sundays.

Factory Girls:

I feel tired but sometimes I feel fit. I like my line but I wanna transfer to another

line because they don't have much overtime.(D)63

61 As Tasi and Kolu said in Chapter 5.
62 The factory's operation regularly finishes at 3:55 pm.
63 Interviewee #15: June 29, 2000.
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My father didn't say anything, but my mother said the overtime hours are not

good for girls, because she worries that something might happen to me so late at

night. So I think overtime till 10 o'clock is not good. But if/finish at 10 o'clock,

they [the company] take us home by company car; it's good. But if/finish at 7

o'clock, / have to walk home. (D)64

(This operator started work three months ago)Since / started, I've had one

or two days offwhen / got sick. / usually work until 10 o'clock, and work on

Sundays too, so 1don't have much time to see my family. But that's ok because

the supervisor told us, we have no more overtime next week or next month. (C)65

/ work everyday until late and work on weekends, too. / feel tired but not that

much, maybe because I'm young. / like my job very much, but I don't know why.

It's fun to work here. Like today (Friday), supervisor said, we can finish at 7

o'clock, so we're planning to go out to RSA.(C)66

Sometimes / finish work early and go home, but my children don't want to come

to me, because they think I don't want them, because 1'm not at home the whole

day, everyday. They still like me but, like [when] they wake up, they always go to

grandma.. .I feel sad sometimes.(D)67

A Male Line Leader: / know my operators are tired so I understand why they

don't show up to work or make defects. Tome, this job is very good, because we

have lots ofovertime so that we can make more money. Even ifI work on Sunday,

64 Interviewee #15: June 29, 2000. The company provides transport for overtime workers after
5:00 pm, butthere are also special arrangements for people who live in certain areas, like this
informant who lives close to the company.
65 Interviewee #17: June 30, 2000.
66 Interviewee #37: June 23, 2000. RSA is one of the most popular nightclubs in Apia among
Yazaki operators.
67 Interviewee #6: June 20, 2000.
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I can still go to Church after work, and I don't really miss myfamily because I

don't have parents or wife or children. (R)

Overtime is required to make up for production delays and emergent orders

from clients in Australia. Such emergent orders, however, intensify production

delay.

A Samoan Manager: Production delays are caused by orders from customers

that distort format operation here, and cause overtime work. (D)68

The company previously used night shifts and 24-hour-a-day manufacturing in

order to catch up with production, but they stopped this practice in 1997 because

the nighttime operations were less efficient than expected. Therefore, at this

point, the factory has no alternative but to prolong its manufacturing hours and

request operators to work overtime in order to meet production demands. The

competitiveness of the automobile industry puts a great strain on the factory

girls.

6.4.3. Heat

Heat is another major concern among Yazaki operators. Around 10:30 am, the

temperature in the factory building rises steadily and tl1e atmosphere on the

shop floor becomes stifling.69 Although some parts of the shop floor are cooler

than the central area and the comers, almost all of operators perspire profusely

68 Interviewee #26: July 15, 2000.
69 Offices are equipped with air-conditioning units. While working on the shop floor, my face
was always dripping with sweat although the degree of humidity depends on location. This
experience made me understand why so many operators wore towels around their necks to catch
the perspiration.
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as they work at their tasks. There are multitudes of ceiling fans, but they are

barely effective as they are installed too high?O The factory building has

windows but for some reason, they are always closed.

Factory Girls:

It's really hot. [see people folding paper and fanning themselves. It's hot, you

know. [feel sorry for other people, because some fans don't reach people... [just

wish Yazaki Samoa would improve the fans. (Dyl

One lady on our line told me that she was in the Association, and asked about

improving the fans. She said people in the office don't do that much, sitting in the

air-conditioned room, writing papers, typing things, and pushing computer stuff,

while we make wire, working in a hot place. It's unfair. But we still don't see

that many things improved. (D)72

A Local Official: [ think, at this point, reinstalling those ceiling fans is

unfeasible because it would require the factory to stop its operation for several

days; it's difficult. (R) 73

A Japanese Manager: [ understand, it's very hot on the shop floor but for the

time being, we are not thinking ofinstalling air conditioning because this country

is not able to supply enough electric power to cool afactory building ofour

size.(TIy4

70 If I stood just under the fan, I was able to feel a slight breeze.
71 Interviewee #7: June 21, 2000.
72 Interviewee #7: June 21, 2000.
73 Interviewee #35: June 23, 2000.
74 Interviewee #34: June 6, 2000.
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A manager told me his own idea for improving working condition that open

these windows in the belief that the circulating air will alleviate the heat problem,

and he intended suggest this plan at the next managers' meeting. Although this

plan seemed quite reasonable, six months after of my field research, the

windows still remained closed.

At break time, I saw numerous operators keeping themselves cool behind

the complex, where there is nice breeze, before going back to the hot shop floor.

6.4.4. Standing

Many factory girls say they get tired standing long hours every day. Except for

two breaks-a tea break for 15 minutes and lunch break for 40 minutes-they

must stand from 7:00 am until the day's duty finishes, as standing is required for

their assembly tasks.75

Factory Girls:

Le lava (tired), standing all the time, my legs are so sore.(Ry6

I think this is unfair. Why only us have to stand all day? I saw supervisors are

sitting sometimes, and offices people are sitting all day.(R)

A Samoan Manager: It's hard work, standing for like 11 hours, but [operators

are] getting used to work in a real production environment, I think.(Dy7

75 When overtime is required until 7:00 pm or 10:00 pm, employees are given another tea break
for 15 minutes. During work hours, some operators are able to sit, as their tasks, such as hand
crimping, do not require standing.
76 Grevel-Lameko (2000: 80) reports that about 85 per cent of her respondents experienced leg
fatigue.
77 Interviewee #25: July 15, 2000.
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Yazaki may be the only workplace in Samoa that requires employees to stand

for such a long period, but this requirement is unavoidable for manufacturing

tasks with a conveyor assembly line to a large degree. The girls complain about

the standing not only because they become exhausted but also because they feel

that they are receiving unfair treatment; female office clerks their ages are sitting

in air-conditioned rooms.

6.4.5. Food

The company provides free milk and tea for the morning tea break and a free

lunch at lunchtime. Around five minutes before the lunch break begins,

operators are given a briefing by their leaders or supervisors and then receive

lunch tickets that have a value of ST $1.40. This "free" lunch, however, is the

target of criticism by the factory girls, who find both its quantity and quality

unsatisfactory.78

Factory GirIs:

... the canteen food, that's the only complaint I have. I actually don't eat that

much, just grab soda, that's all. But I feel sorry for those people eating that food,

because they work very hard and when they come to the canteen for lunch, they

see that the food is not good. (Df9

The food is la'iikiiki (small), like two, no, one and a halffa'i (green banana) and

three mamoe la'iikiiki (small pieces of mutton flap) or curry everyday,

everyday. I wanna eat some nice food, and different food everyday. (D)80

78 100 per cent of Grevel-Lameko's informants (2000: 78) expressed dissatisfaction with the
$1.40 meal.
79 Interviewee #7: June 21, 2000.
80 Interviewee #16: June 29,2000. While I worked there, the meal had a few alternating menus,
including mutton stew, chicken stew, curry stew, and Samoan style noodle, but the portions are
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The factory has two canteens on its premises that are run by a local family who

prepare meals for about 1,700 people everyday. The factory girls also criticize

the culinary skills of the family who operate the canteen.

A Factory Girl: It's free but I can't stand the canteen food. It's a matter of the

skill of the family that runs the canteen. We try to vote so many times to change

the family, but can't, because those managers, they don't how bad our food is

since they don't eat the 1.40 meal; they eat special. That's why they don't know

why we're complaining about it.(C)81

A Samoan Manager: The family has been running the canteen for seven years

and they are doing fine, considering the short time for preparation and serving

more than 700 plates within 15 to 20 minutes. But people don't usually consider

those things, but look at the quality and quantity ofthe actual plate and complain.

The family's skills are not as bad as people complain. Some compare it to the food

at Vailima (the beer-bottling factory located next to Yazaki) and complain

about ours, but the factory has only ajew hundred employees, but Yazaki has

1,600 all the time, that should be ofconcern. It's not easy for a big company like

Yazaki to pay more for lunch even only 50 cents; it has to be multiplied by 1,600.

[t's difficult to judge ifyou don't know the whole thing.(D)82

A Factory Girl: Management doesn't want to change the canteen family

because, you know, it's like afamily connection sort of things; that's why the

company keeps that unskilled family. (R)83

relatively small; for instance, a meal may consist of two scoops of stew and one and a half
pieces of green banana, or one scoop of rice.
81 Interviewee #5: June 20, 2000.
82 Interviewee #26: July 15, 2000.
83 Grevel-Lameko (2000:78) also mentions the management's nepotism to the canteen family.
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At the canteen, there are three distinct lines for different meals: one for ST $1.40

meals; one for ST $ 5.00 special meals; and one for ST $ 5.00 Japanese meals.

Japanese food is available to all the employees, though it seems that usually only

Japanese workers eat it. The vast majority of workers who stand in line for the

special meal are generally those who wear white polo shirts or blue polo shirts;

these are office workers, supervisors, and line leaders.84 Lastly, the line for ST

$1.40 meals is dominated by workers wearing aprons, the shop floor operators.

A Factory Girl: Those "white shirt" girls (office clerks) look down on us,

because we eat this 1.40 meal. They think we can't afford to eat special.(R)

Although the canteen also offers a half-size special meal for ST $3.90, which

workers can purchase by adding ST $2.50 to their ST $1.40 meal ticket, ST $2.50

may not be affordable for many operators when their hourly wage is only ST

$1.56.

A Factory Girl: Some people bring lunch from their home because they can't

stand the food, but some don't because they don't have time to prepare it, like me,

because they live too far from the factory.(R)

Since the majority of the population has relatively easy access to natural food

and is able to eat heartily, food plays a vital role in the society and people have

strong concern about the status of food as it often reflects family's economic

84 The company provides its employees with uniforms. White polo shirts for office workers
(including managers) and floor supervisors, marine blue ones for line leaders, yellow for sub
leaders, light blue for quality assurance staff, red for maintenance, and three different colors of
aprons for floor operators.
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status.85 Growing up in such environment it is possible that prior to entering

Yazaki, the girls have had little or no experience of eating lower status of food

with other girls who enjoy better food. The contrast in the workers' diets may

increase the discontent of the factory girls who make do with the $1.40 meal.86

In this sense, it might have alleviated the girls' displeasure about the provided

lunch if there was only one type of meal.

Interestingly, management has used "food" as a tool to motivate

operators to achieve quota targets.

A Production Official: We used to reward lines with the special meal voucher

if the operators kept achieving targets, but not any more, because workers started

short cutting the system just to get a special meal. Instead, we now have

employee of the month and line ofthe month based on attendance, quality ofwork,

and housekeeping, as additional criteria to achieving targets. They get a monetary

reward plus special meals for one week.(p)87

85 People normally regard mea lelei (good food) as Western-style food or lighter protein foods
such as fish and imported canned foods (Shore 49,249-250:1982). Many factory girls said that
their another main incentive to work is to provide good food for their family. Grevel-Lameko's
(2000:90) survey indicates that nearly half of her respondents answer that Yazaki employment
enables them to purchase expensive imported meats such as sausage, frozen chicken, and steak.
A box of frozen chicken, for instance, costs about ST $15.00 (as of 2000) while popular meats,
such as mutton flaps and turkey tails, cost about ST $2.30 per pound.
86 I was often asked by operators why I eat the $1.40 meal while other Japanese employees eat
the Japanese special. They felt that I should eat the $2.50 Japanese meal, because I am
Japanese. One day, Kolu (see Chapter 5) saw me eating the $1.40 meal with my co-line
operators. She then came to our table and begun convincing those girls that they should collect
money and treat me to the $2.50 special meal. She told them that they should feel ashamed
for letting their friend from a foreign country eat such a scanty meal. After that, Kolu and the
other girls tried to buy me the special or juice or snacks until they understood that I chose to eat
the $1.40 for my study. I told my home-stay family about this story, but they said I was
making the wrong choice. According to them, I should have eaten the Japanese meal in the first
place because by seeing me eating the same kind of food as them, they might feel
uncomfortable. In their thinking, people who have higher status and guests should eat higher
status of food.
87 Personal Communication: November 23, 2000.
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This reward of food can be considered a strategy of integrating elements of a

local culture into industrial culture to maximize profit.

6.4.6. Wage

Grevel-Lameko's survey (2000: 75) shows about 95 per cent of her respondents

were dissatisfied with their wage at the factory. Yet, their wages are not always

considered terribly low, partly because the starting hourly rate for operators at

Yazaki is ST $1.56, which is ST 16 cents higher than the starting rate at

government jobs, and a 10 cent raise is added to this each year. In addition, shop

floor workers who have some kind of responsibility for production, such as

inspectors, line sub leaders, line leaders, and quality controllers, have a weekly

allowance that ranges from ST $20 to ST $200, depending on their position. The

average weekly wage for regular operators is roughly between ST $60 and ST

$80; however, because they usually work overtime, their weekly wage can often

rise to a little over ST $100.

Although all the employees I spoke to said that they would like to have a

higher wage, there appears to be two distinct attitudes concerning wages. Some

factory girls feel moderately satisfied with their current wage when they

compare it with the starting rate at the country's other workplaces, such as

government employees or their former jobs. They also indicate that Yazaki's

weekly pay schedule helps them meet their daily expenses more easily than

positions that pay at a more fortnight-pay schedule, which is rather common in

Samoa. Other operators consider that their wage is unfairly low compared to

those employees working at the offices in the factory.
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Factory Girls:

I used to weave fine mats, it takes just two days, and ifI sell one, I get ST $50,

but... sometimes people want fine mats but not much, so,Yazaki's wage is better,

I get paid every week.(C)88

I think the pay here is good especially when we work overtime because I used to

work at a store and get only ST $40 to ST $50 a week, but here I make more.
(C)89

Some [people] want to work at offices in Apia, but I think Yazaki is better than

other jobs, like government jobs, because [here] we get better pay, and the best

things is Yazaki pays every week, but the government pays every two

weeks.(D)90

I used to work for ST $2.05 per hour, but now I work for the rate ofST $1.60.

That's cheap, uh? I used to get ST $200 afortnight, and they gave me an

allowance offive dollars a day, that means 50 for fortnight, but here I have an

allowance of50 a week, and, I'm getting like ST $200 for a week, just one week,

so, compared to the job before... this job maybe not bad, uh?(D)91

I think the wage is too low because we operators the ones who make the wires; we

should get more pay, at least a raise ofST $10 a week.(C)92

I think wages are not fair because the work here [the shop floor] is so hard,

standing from morning till night and [it's] hot, but they [the office workers]

can sit down and get better pay...(0)93

88 Interviewee #15, June 29, 2000.
89 Interviewee #4: June 20, 2000.
90 Interviewee #10: June 21, 2000.
91 Interviewee #17: June 30, 2000. She used to work for an electrical power company in town.
92 Interviewee #5: June 20, 2000.
93 Interviewee #15: June 29, 2000.
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A Male Line Leader: Although it's better than the government, I think the

company needs to raise pay, like make the starting rate ST $3.00 per hour,

because they [the company] are making a lot ofmoney out ofthis factory. (R)

Management's views of the factory's starting rate are as follows:

A Samoan manager: Initially, we wanted to start offwith a rate that is much

higher than our current rate, but the company has to comply with local labor

market conditions.94

A Local Official: We discussed about the rate, and thought that maybe we can

up it to ST $2.00 or a little more, but it won't reflect good at all on the

government, and we won't be much accepted in the community. (C)95

These words from the management suggest that there have been negotiations

between the company and the government over the starting rate. In the

summer of 2000/ ST $ 2.00 per hour was no longer an appealing wage especially

in Apia where there is a scramble among employers to get skilled labor by

offering slightly better working conditions.96 Therefore, other employers, such

as the government, may be very sensitive to wage disputes, particularly at big

rivals like Yazaki/ because skilled laborers will easily move where the benefit is

highest. Ironically, the company seems to be also having difficulty retaining

skilled labor. At the time of this study, one male official, who worked at the

94 Quote from Grevel-Lameko's interview (2000:75) with the manager. Local labor market
conditions implies working condition of the government, which pays ST $1.40 per hour, the
country's minimum starting rate.
95 Interviewee #33: June 27, 2000.
96 The owner of one of the most popular bars in Apia, which is opened in April 2000, said that
the starting rate of ST $2.00 is normal at new businesses in town (Personal Conversation, June
2000).
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company for four years, was thinking of changing his job although he earns a

snug little income from the company. He applied for a flight attendant position

at Polynesian Airline, he said, because:

I like my job at Yazaki and have good pay, but I think I need some changes. My

parents are getting old and they want to see their family in NeuJ Zealand, but I

can't afford to buy many tickets with my salary from Yazaki. But ifI become a

flight attendant, I can get free air tickets for my family even though the pay there

is lower. That's why r m applying for the flight attendant position.(R)97

Grevel-Lameko's survey (2000: 84, 103) reports that about 30 per cent of

her respondents had the intention of changing jobs, mainly because they were

dissatisfied with current wages; though, about 50 per cent of the total

respondents admitted that their family economy has improved as a result of

their entering factory employment.

6.4.7. Status of Job

Some factory girls are somewhat uncomfortable with the reputation of their

employment in the society. It is common for them to be the subject of taunts by

village peers who rank factory employment as low status in the job hierarchy

and regard teaching, nursing, and office work as prestigious kinds of job.98

'!7 Polynesian Air gives a discount of 90 per cent off the regular airfare to its employees and
their immediate family members. For single employees, this applies to their parents and
siblings who are under 21 years old. For married employees, the special fair applies to their
spouse and children under 21 years old. Minimum wage at the company is annual salary of ST
$4,000 (Personal Communication with a manager at Polynesian Airline, July 20, 2000).
98 About 90 per cent of Grevel-Lameko's respondents (2000:98) regard factory employment as a
low status job. Franco (1985: 244) also reports that younger Samoans in American Samoa do not
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Factory Girls:

[heard peaple say, Yazaki is the company that makes only unea (wiring). Making

only unea, not computers, Samoa has no future; it's not good. And they tease

the girls working at Yazaki, saying, "You, flU unea (plating wiring), there's no

future for you. "(C)99

[ like my job, the pay is good, but [ don't want my children to work at the factory.

[ want my daughter to go to college and become a teacher, although the pay is

lower than Yazaki, it's a good job. (C)100

Other factory girls, on the other hand, view their factory employment with pride

because they gain a sense of prestige from comparing their wages with other

workplaces or by hearing the government's comment on the company.

Factory Girls:

Compare the pay ofYazaki Samoa to other people in the bank, we get more than

those people, [think Yazaki is very good job.(D)lOl

[feel proud of [working at] Yazaki, because, last week, [heard the Parliament

meeting, and some ministers said thanks to the company, they [said] if there isn't

Yazaki, where will those people flnd jobs? (D)102

A local manager reflects on the reputation of the factory:

A Samoan Manager: [ think lots of people didn't know much about the company

because the factory had a closed door sort ofoperation before...so lots ofpeople

thought, we only make unea (wiring) and [require] workers to stand up. It was

regard cannery employment as a prestigious job. A majority of workers at the two canneries in
American Samoa are migrants from Samoa and Tonga.
99 Interviewee #13: June 27, 2000.
100 Interviewee #14: June 28, 2000.
101 Interviewee #7: June 21, 2000.
102 Interviewee #10: June 21, 2000.
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a lack ofunderstanding about the company. Because they don't know much

about Yazaki, they made up their awn stories. But now, we accommodate their

requests to do factory tours, which we do every week, to improve our public

image.(D)103

6.5. Absenteeism and Resignation

6.5.1. Absenteeism

Whereas girls are struggling through these less-satisfactory-aspects, the factory

operation is also suffering from problems caused by the girls' attitude toward

attendance and resignation. The high frequency of absenteeism among

operators (on average only 80 to 85 per cent of them show up for work each

day) is one of two major problems the company must deal with:

A Japanese Manager: I wonder why they (the operators) absent themselves

so often from work. I'm sure that all ofthem are fully aware ofhaw absenteeism

disturbs the manufacturing processes and causes delays in production, as others

have to cover for absent co-workers. If they know how hard it is, why don't they

have a much stronger sense ofresponsibility toward their jobS?(TI)104

One of major reasons for absenteeism is fa'alavelave (family problems) as young

women generally cannot avoid participating in this traditional practice when it

occurs (discussed in Chapter 3).105 To decrease the absenteeism, the

management has been trying communicating the importance of regular

attendance to employees by requiring the floor leaders during daily operation

103 Interviewee #26: July 15, 2000.
104 Interviewee #34: June 6, 2000.
105 A Japanese Manager said dealing with corporate-level fa' alave lave (community relations
in this context) is a serious concern for managing a business in Samoa because the company is also
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and by making attendance record a first criterion for job promotion.

Factory Girls:

I don't want to miss work because I think the most important thing for promotion

is my performance and attitude; that means my attendance. I must attend work

everyday and get a good record because I wanna be a line leader.{C)106

I turn up everyday because [if] I miss one day, the line leader shouts at me and

gets mad at me, [saying] why I didn't come the other day, why can't I come

everyday. Even though people have their own problems, she (the line leader)

shouts at us when there is not good attendance, that's why I come.(D)107

Concerning absenteeism, management comments:

A Production Official: It is a serious concern. However, it would be ofgreat

help ifwe were notified ofabsence in advance, so that we can anticipate plans, like

daily outputs or meals, according to the number ofworkers who will turn up for

work. At present, we only know about absence on the day, which is a

worry. (P)108

A Samoan Manager: As a local, I understand how operators feel about their job

andfa'alavelave, but ifwe want to succeed in the international arena, we have to

change some ofour style. Because, to be very competitive in every way, we

cannot afford to stick to our old habits.{R)

The high frequency of absenteeism is probably the most serious problem,

not only for Yazaki, but also for other workplaces and schools throughout the

asked for donations so often. For instance, the company was asked to co-sponsor one scholarship
to study in Japan for four years (Interviewee #34: June 6, 2000).
106 Interviewee #9: June 21, 2000.
107 Interviewee #16: June 29, 2000.
108 Personal Communication: June 23, 2001.
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islands, and for workplaces and schools abroad that have significant numbers of

Samoan workers or students.109 Discussing the possible solutions for the

absenteeism, Anae's research (1990: 52) on a coconut processing factory reports

that the plant manger provided accommodation for the employees so that can

he could have a dependable workforce. Franco's study (1985: 243) of a cannery

in American Samoa describes another solution. The management of the factory

developed a flexible strategy for dealing with the irregular attendance caused by

fa'alavelave. Whenfa'alavelave occurs, they grant a wage in advance and time off

for employees as long as it is for a genuine family matter; otherwise, the

employee gets fired. By doing this, the management is at least able to predict

workers' absences caused by fa'alavelave.

Recently, the country's Prime Minister visited the factory by request of

the management and tried to persuade the factory girls to come to work

everyday; however, it seems to have had little affect on the factory girls, as the

rate of attendance remains the same.110 The girls are tom between loyalty to

their job and their care for the family.

6.5.2. Resignation

The high rate of resignation is also an issue for the company. According to

management, the operators tend not to work at the factory for long. On

109 Mayer (1989: 12) reports that there is some degree of reluctance expressed by employers in
hiring Samoan migrants because of the high frequency of absenteeism due to fa 'alavelave
matters.
110 Personal Communication with a local official: May 23, 2001. Peteru's report (1998:19) also
mentions that the former Prime Minister also visited the factory and encouraged its employees
to work more industriously.
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average, their length of employment is two to three years and about 55 per cent

of operators resign within one year of starting.

A Japanese Manager: I'm not quite clear why the operators give up their jobs

so easily while the country has so little opportunity for waged

employment... (11)111

For the factory girls, reasons for resignation vary:

Former Factory Girls:

I took the job because I was bored just staying at home, but after I got the job, I

became tired ofgetting up early and going to work every morning. So, I

quit. (C)1l2

(This operator resigned from the factory twice) I quit the first time because I

gave birth to my baby. Second time was...my supervisor told me to quit when

she found I was pregnant.(C)1l3

I quit because my child started going to school and he needed someone to prepare

his school stuff. The job was okay but I couldn't get along with my supervisor, so

I don't wanna go back to the factory any more.(C)114

Factory Girls who are currently working at the Factory but quit once:

I had to resign because my parents were very sick and I needed to look after them.

I stayed home for two years and came back to Yazaki because both my parents

passed away a"m1 now I need money to look after myself. (C)115

111 Interviewee #34: June 6, 2000.
112 Interviewee #38: July 15, 2000. The company usually gives a second chance if the person had
a good record of performance.
113 Interviewee #22: July 14, 2000.
114 Interviewee #23: July 14, 2000.
115 Interviewee #5: June 20, 2000.
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When I resigned first time, I told my superoisor that family problems occurred,

but the real reason was the supervisor. I was tired of listening to her screaming

everyday, so I quit. I stayed home for two years but decided to come back,

because when I stayed home, I missed Yazaki a lot. I missed myfriends at Yazaki

and other things we always do at the factory, like making jokes and laugh. Now I

enjoy my job very much.(C)116

A Factory Girl who has been working at the factory for six years but is

thinking of changing her job: I just applied for a job in New Zealand, and if

they say yes, I will resign [from Yazaki]. I'm going to New Zealand to have a

better job and earn more money to help [my] family. (D)117

A Factory Girl who wishes to go overseas: I wanna go to New Zealand for a

better future because I think there is better money there; I think the USA is

better than New Zealand. But I think Savai'i is the best ofall. It's a peaceful

island, no rush ...[but] there are no jobs in Savai'i, that's why people are coming

here because there are many jobs in Upolu. (D)118

Management views the high rate of resignation as follow:

A Local Official: People go overseas to look for jobs because the minimum wage

in Samoa is only 1.40. Thought we pay 16 cents higher than that, compared to

the minimum wage in New Zealand which is about 12 Samoan dollars ... where

would you work? (C)1l9

A Samoan Manager: In Samoa, children are an investment, not like in the

Western world where once you've had your education, you're supposed to leave

your parents, and [after the] education you get, you're on your own and the

world is yours. [But] over here, ifyou are the person who can work, you are

116 Interviewee #4: June 20, 2000.
117 Interviewee #16: June 29, 2000.
118 Interviewee #15: June 29, 2000.
119 Interviewee #33: June 27, 2000.
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expected to go overseas and bring back sufficient funds to support others in the

family. You have to go New Zealand or Australia. [In this sense] the company

cannot stop them [the workers] leaving.(D)120

With the influx of Western commodities into the islands, the importance of

money in daily life is escalating.121 People's desire to consume has been

stimulated and the need for a cash income source is greater than ever before.

lbis growing need for money launches young Samoan women into the factory

employment and into overseas where other job opportunities offer higher pay.

Another possible reason for people's increased engagement with wage

employment is peer pressure.

A Factory Girl: In Samoa [nowadays], when you stay home without a job that

means you are not a well-educated person ...but ifyou get a job, you don't worry

how much you get, at least you got a job to support yourself [Lots of young

people] stay home because they don't care about that, but I do care. That's why

I want to work, not only for my family, [but for myself].(D)122

Yet their commitments to the employment remain relatively fluid, conceivably

because they perceive the need of money in a little different sense from people in

industrialized countries.

A Factory Worker: Samoans come to work only when they need money. After

payday, they would never come back to work until all of their money was spent.

Then, they would come back to work until they were paid and you'd never see

them for a week or so, when their money ran out (cited in Anae 1990: 48).

110 Interviewee #26: July 15, 2000.
121 Many female employees said that they need money for purchasing good food, which
generally refers to imported meats.
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A Samoan Manager: The wage from the factory is quite something for them (the

girls), but the need for money in Samoa is stililike...not very serious, as the

majority ofincome is actually remittance from overseas; the real need ofmoney is

not that great. So if they don't like something at work, they quit. They can

always borrow money from an uncle or somebody overseas, and they can always

pick up a banana and eat it; they don't starve to death. They are not desperate for

money. (D)123

Although the opportunity for wage employment is limited, the factory girls'

commitment to the employment remains tentative, largely because they have

alternative household strategies supported by a combination of remittances and

natural food.

6.6. Opportunities

6.6.1. Socialization

Through entry into the factory employment, young Samoan women have

obtained more opportunities, such as increased social interaction with colleagues

on the shop floor, as employees are allowed to talk during work. The factory

girls emphasize that one of the best things about the workplace is its ideal

condition to meet people from outside their village communities and to develop

a network of friendships.

ill Interviewee #17: June 30, 2000.
123 Interviewee #26: July 15, 2000.
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Factory Girls:

On the first day/ they (the co-operators) all come to me, and ask my name and

where 1'm from ... they all wanted to know my name, they're all very nice to me

from the first day/ that's why I really like it here, my job and my line.(D)124

I made a lot offriends here; they're like my brothers and sisters. We work

together, make jokes, and laugh all the time. I like working here because I can

meet many people everyday; it's really ftm.(R)125

I like my job very much because as long as I achieve my hourly target, I can go

cruising around the factory and meet different people. I feel free meeting people

here. I cannot do like this in the village, because there are so many eyes watching

me... (R)126

The operators' opportunity for social interaction is apparently associated

with the simplicity of their tasks. At assembly lines, almost all tasks are related

to wiring and are relatively monotonous and repetitive. In Grevel-Lamaeko's

survey (2000: 78)/ 95 per cent of respondents answered that their manufacturing

jobs were "very easy."127 For example, the job of capping wire is tremendously

simple. It involves covering the end of a piece of wire with a transparent cap and

taping them together and takes only 45 seconds to a minute to complete one

U4 Interviewee #13: June 27, 2000.
U5 While I was at the factory, male employees from offices and maintenance department
always carne around on the shop floor. They joked with leaders or operators and made them
laugh.
126 Since this worker is a cutting operator, she has a certain number of wires to cut every hour;
however, if she continuously achieved the targeted quota within less than one hour, she
seemed to be allowed to leave her position for the time remaining.
127 As are illustrated in the case studies in Chapter 5, some factory girls say their tasks is not
easy because they have a massive pressure from supervisors and make a best effort to avoid
defects.
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portion.128 A factory girl who has worked at this capping position for three

years said:

A Bonding Operator: I like my job very much because it's easy so that I can

chat with my friends while capping; I never get bored.(R)

Like this operator, some girls enjoy doing their repetitive jobs, simply because it

enables them to talk and joke with neighboring operators and sometimes even

sing together. At any rate, these operators, particularly girls working at

conveyors in the final assembly, are lively and full of humor. These lines are an

almost all female environment with intensively young operators (between the

ages of 16 and 21), at least on the face of it, the atmosphere is closer to that of a

girls' school than a so-called sweatshop. Working together on the same

conveyor, the operators are required to cooperate, tightening the friendships

among them and making the assembly line an important communal unit for

those girls.129

For many girls, this is the first time in their life away from the strict eyes

of their family or village regulations. They can meet freely any type of people

including boys. Having developed friendships on the shop floor, these

adolescent girls are happy talking about boys with friends and making jokes

with each other. Their delightful social interactions, however, may delay the

girls' grievance about their workplace and eventually became a major factor in

determining whether they are satisfied with the employment.

128 When I was at this task, it soon became tedious and repetitive for me.
129 Because of the collaborative nature of the work, the girls have a relatively strong group
identity and often identify themselves by the name of their line. One day at the factory, I was
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Nevertheless, the factory girls also make use of this extensive socializing

opportunity and enjoy meeting potential partners.130

A Factory Girl: I met my boyfriend on my first day at Yazaki. I saw him at the

canteen looking at me, and the next day, he asked my name and ifI have a

boyfriend. I see him every break time. I think we're getting married around next

year.(R)131

Because there is a great imbalance in the gender ratio of Yazaki's employees,

some girls seem to have a serious problem dealing with the factory society with

respect to cross-sex relationships.

Factory Girls:

Some girls are fighting over boys...yeah, I think, actually that's the major problem

here it really affects [the work] because they make mistakes thinking about the

fight (D)132

You know me and my boyfriend (her line leader), we've been going out for

almost three years now, but I know, last Friday, he went out with agirl from the

Toyota final assembly line. So, I need to talk to her. (C)133

The fighting over boys was a major problem casing production delay, especially

when the factory had a night shift.

A Factory Girl: .. .some girls make friends with other boys. [When] they [get]

pregnant from other women's husbands, those women (wives) came over to

Yazaki and look for the girls who had affair with their husbands... it's very

going to lunch with girls from another assembly line, but my co-line worker told me that I
should go with operators from the same line, as it is the appropriate behavior.
130 About 10 per cent of Grevel-Lameko's respondents (2000: 98) said they met with their current
partners at the complex.
131 I saw quite a few couples having breaks together in the canteens.
132 Interviewee #7: June 21, 2000.
133 Interviewee #12: June 27, 2000.
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funny ... one lady came outside [of the factory] with two kinds and looked for her

husband [who] was having an affair with other girl and then beat her up.

Those[troubles] were always happened at the night shift because most of them...

they tell their parents [that] they come for work/ but they don't show up and go

out with men or girls. There's lots offighting;134 sometimes both girls are from

the factory. [When someone started fightingt we stopped [working]/ then

run and watch it until supervisors came and chased us to go back to work

(laughs). (D)135

Grevel-Lameko (2000: 95-97) also reports that female operators have become

involved in extra-marital affairs and pre-marital sex as a result of factory

employment.136 These sexual relationships have affected local population's

perception of the factory employment/ resulting in creating some parents'

reluctance to send their daughters to the factory.

Factory Girls:

., .here many boys and many girls/ and ifthey want somebody/ they just get it/

they do what they want to do .... some told this company is a "kamupanl manu

(animal's company)."(D)137

My father thinks Yazaki is agood company/ but he says/ "don't find husband over

there." (C)138

First/ my husband was gonna come to Yazaki/ but I didn't want him to work here/

because I heard about a lot.. .people are having affairs so/ I told him that I go

work/ because ifhe comes/he would find another wife (R)

134 In this case, fighting refers to both quarrel and scuffle.
135 Interviewee #25, July 20, 2000.
136 About 40 per cent of Grevel-Lameko's respondents (2000: 96) answered that they engaged in
pre-marital sex after they joined the factory.
137 Interviewee #6: June 20, 2000.
138 Interviewee #11: June 25, 2000.
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Because people work till night, it kills the [marital] relationship with [their]

husbands and wives...but you can find another husbands and wives (laughs)

here... (D)139

Their employment provides the factory girls a wonderful way to meet people

and develop their socializing network; however, at the same time it opens up a

new phase of life experiences for young Samoan women that may be considered

culturally and socially unacceptable.

Graffiti from a Ladies Bathroom in the Factory:

'Aua! ka'ape ona galo ai, '0 'oulua 0 Samoa 'uma, luv each other.
(Don't separate and you forget [each other]; you are both Samoans, love
each other.)

Interestingly, even outside the complex, the factory employees regularly

meet up as a Yazaki group and do things together. On Friday nights, I often saw

people in Yazaki uniform drinking together at bars, while operators would

crowd into the RSA nightclub even though there are many different nightspots

in the town.

6.6.2. Accessibility

The factory girls believe that one reason Samoan people work at Yazaki is that

the company has few requirements for positions on the shop floor in terms of

qualifications and references.

Yazaki's opening positions are usually announced to the current factory

workers on the bulletin boards. The current workers then spread the news to

139 Interviewee #15: June 29, 2000.
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their village peers, and job applicants commonly contact the company through

the current workers. For the position of operator, the procedure for obtaining

employment is rather simple. First, all submitted applications are screened based

on education level and previous working experiences; second, applicants take an

entrance examination; 14°and last, all applicants are individually interviewed by a

manager from the production office. The names of prospective workers are

posted on the boards and, again, the current workers convey the results to the

applicants. The factory girls tend to regard this recruitment system as open and

fair because it seemingly gives an equal opportunity to people who have little

previous working experiences.

Factory Girls:

There are different jobs in Samoa, but other jobs need references or certificates,

and connections to apply. But here, Yazaki, you just sit for an exam and ifyou

pass, you can work. It's good, good for people in villages, because they never

worked before, no references.(C)141

You know, [there are] many, many girls and boys in Samoa, they need some

money, but they can't find a job because they dropped out from school. This

company makes it very easy for them to get a job, for people who didn't go to

school. This company is very helpful for Samoan people, [because] they need

some money. (D)142

140 The entrance examination is usually composed of basic mathematics and general questions
such as what is the capital of Japan.
141 Interviewee #15: June 29, 2000. Polynesian Airline, for example, requires its applicants to
have some degree of working experiences, bilingual (English and Samoa) speaking skills, and a
certain level of education (above than year 12). They also look at the applicants' family
background. For female employees, they prefer to hire women who are single, age between 20 to
30 years old and have no children (Personal Communication with a manager at Polynesian
Airline, July 20, 2000).
142 Interviewee #5: June 20, 2000.
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Furthermore, the easy accessibility allows young Samoan women to use factory

employment as a temporary refuge from the social problems they face at home.

A Factory Girl who moved from American Samoa: It wasn't difficult to get

this job. This job has been helping me a lot to improve my life. Firstly with

money to support my family, and secondly with friends [have [here]. They're

really good friends, some people are Christian. They really help me. Since [ grew

up in Pago, myfavorite thing to do was drink everyday.143 [started to drink

when [was 11 years old. But ever since [ came here, [go to church and believe

in God; [changed a lot. I'm scared to go back [to Pago] because [have a lot of

friend there, and they might tell me to come and party with them, that's why [

don't wanna go back. [wanna stay here because it's good for me, I'm

[surrounded by] nice people. If[ work in Pago, [ get better [pay], but [ get

more than money here; [don't care about that [money].(D)144

A Factory Girl who moved from Savai'i: My mother and my sister told me to

come here [Yazaki], that's why [came. Because they don't want me to live

together with my husband, because they don't like him any more...[ don't know

where he is now. [know [about the factory] from my sister because she was

working here before.(D)145

At the time of this study, the company was holding the entrance examination

every two weeks because it was in the process of increasing the number of

operators in order to cope with enormous orders from clients in Australia.

Although the easy access to Yazaki's positions has benefited local residents, the

facility may not last long. A Japanese manager told me that the management is

thinking of elevating the prerequisite for new recruits in order to refine their

143 Pago is the shortened form of Pago Pago, the capital town of American Samoa.
144 Interviewee #7: June 21, 2000.
145 Interviewee #15: June 29, 2000.
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workforces and to ameliorate the company's reputation of employing a bunch of

unskilled workers.

6.6.3. Empowerment

The multinational nature of the factory employment creates a new way for

young Samoan women to seize a better life for themselves.

A Local Official: Lots ofpeople know Yazaki as a multinational company, and

they see it as having sort ofgrant if they would be provided with a reference as

they go to overseas. Compared to the reference from other workplaces in Samoa,

it's [reference from Yazaki] internationally recognized, because even though

Yazaki is afactory company, it's aJapanese company, not a local. That's why

some people come here [Yazaki] and workfor a while to just get a reference to

find a better job in overseas. It's [Yazaki employment] is a stepping stone to

go overseas.(D)146

Some girls see Yazaki as a place where they can promote education or skills

acquired overseas in order to earn a higher salary.

A Factory Girl who returned from New Zealand: I went to New Zealand

for good, went there to look for ajob, but you know, nowadays, people have to

provide qualifications, uh? But I had no qualifications that can give me agood job,

so my decision was to come back here, Samoa, because I know I got some [better]

certificates that compare to the level here, because New Zealand has higher level.

I knew it was really easy for me to get a job here[Yazaki], just [filling up] paper

stuff, and I came over here, sat the test, and I got pass. I could have gone to town

[for an office job], but there, you have to provide your applications, letters, and

plus have to wait a long time for a vacancy. That's why I came here, easy to get a

job and use my skill. When I came here first, I said [to myself], whatever I can

146 Interviewee #33: June 27, 2000.
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get [is okay] because I know it's for temporary and I knew I can do what a

highest level here...so during training, I tried to achieve a high standard over

here. I really wanted to be an officer, but.. .there was no vacancy. So, I was an

operator on Yacc (machine-cutting) for just three or four weeks, then supervisor

picked me to be an inspector...and now I'm a line QC for Yacc. I want to achieve

another step, to be a line leader, and supervisor.(D)147

These stories show that some girls use the MNC employment as a first step to go

overseas while overseas returnees see Yazaki as a second step to a better life on

their homeland. In the both cases, the girls are inclined to deem such labor as a

process to achieve a more prosperous future in Samoa, where they plan to settle

down.

The Above Factory Girl continues: I went to New Zealand for a better life,

but I wasn't having a good life there. I maybe go back to New Zealand for

holidays, but not staying there because life in New Zealand is not free. To me,

Samoa is a good life, life is easier, easy for me to handle it, because I was born here

and brought up in Samoa. (C)14B

6.7. Factory Girls' Assessment of The MNC Factory

The narratives drawn upon in this chapter shed some light on the complexity of

factory girls' daily experiences in the hybrid factory culture. The girls' voices

revealed that they are struggling with the rules and regulations, quota targets,

heat, fatigue, and tremendous pressure from their supervisors and line leaders.

While they complain about the workplace, the girls also deem the factory as the

best place to enlarge socializing opportunities. The favorable socializing

147 Interviewee #17: June 30, 2000.
148 Interviewee #17: June 30, 2000.
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conditions contribute to the girls' ambiguous attitudes toward factory

employment and conceivably make young women say they enjoy working on

the muggy shop floor. All the Samoan factory girls I spoke to also talk about the

company's contribution to their country in a positive light and in fact say that

their country should have more :MNC factories like Yazaki.

Factory Girls:

[Yazaki] is company help from Japan and Australia. It's agood help, support

from overseas. Samoa needs more help like Yazaki. (D)149

Even for the people dropped out from school, this company is very easy to get a

job. This is very helpful for Samoa because we have so many people looking for job

but can't find it.(D)150

There are many children finish school but [have] no jobs, you know, they all stay

home and do nothing, that's why the country wants more job. I think we need

more company like Yazaki. (C)151

Many people are unemployed [in Samoa] because they gave up their

[educational] chances for other people [or family]. When I came here [for the

entrance exam], I saw lots ofpeople were standing for chance to come in, fill up

the form and sit the test. I thought, Yazaki is helping for those unemployed people

because it's giving employment for them.(D)152

Benefit from Yazaki is, we have getting lots ofmoney and daily free lunch from

Yazaki. They [operators] haven't got a job before, but now they are all working

at Yazaki Samoa. They all got money, but before they're searching jobs. Samoa

149 Interviewee #13: June 27, 2000.
150 Interviewee #6: June 20, 2000.
151 Interviewee #14: June 28, 2000.
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needs more factory like Yazaki because we have too many teenagers have no

job. (C)153

I think Savai'i, too, wanna factory like Yazaki for people there, so that they don't

need to go Upolu or New Zealand for work, and don't need to spend much [of

their salary] for coming and returning. They can stay with family in Savai'i.
(C)154

Mai le kokogi (obtain wage), good pay... we need two more Yazaki! (D)155

Outside of the plant, many local residents also assess Yazaki's operation on the

line with the factory girls.

A Samoan businessman originally from Savai'i: I don't think Yazaki is

exploiting local labor although it pays relatively low wage compared to standard of

rich countries. Samoa needs more foreign investment like Yazaki because people

need immediate cash but could not find any paid job particularly on Savai'i where

has hardly any azpital. Savai'i people are very thankful to the company like Yazaki

because it offers job for those people who really need access to stable cash income

source. If there is no Yazaki, where all those 2,000 people should go to find money

to meet their immediate need?(R)

The management considers their contribution to Samoa as positive:

A Japanese Manager: The creation ofemployment opportunities for those people

who have little working experience, is our proudest contribution to Samoa.(TI)156

152 Interviewee #7: June 21, 2000.
153 Interviewee #10: June 21, 2000.
154 Interviewee #15: June 29, 2000.
155 Interviewee #19: July 2, 2000.
156 Interviewee #34: June 6, 2000.
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Those positive reactions are largely attributed to the fact that the company has

been providing thousands of jobs to those locals who would not have had a

chance to work if the company had not selected Samoa for its factory's new site.

Besides the access to wage employment, what benefits are the factory girls

reaping from their multinational workplace? Compared with those constraints

in the workplace, is factory employment still beneficial to young Samoan

women?

By recalling girls' social and cultural roles and the traditional institutions,

the final chapter analyzes the factory girls' voices explored here, in relation to the

effects and benefits of the factory employment on their lives. What does

becoming a factory girl means to young Samoan women?
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION: BECOMING A FACTORY GIRL

7.1. An Urban Working Women

I met Noa at a picnic at a beach on the other side of Upolu island. She is a 29

year-old Samoan woman who has worked for a New Zealand owned shipping

company for 10 years. She was born and raised in a village near the capital city,

Apia, and has never lived outside of Samoa. On the way to the beach, we drove

through the mountainside and passed traditional Samoan-style houses

surrounded by verdure. Noa said,

You know, I really want to live in this kind ofenvironment. Unlike Apia, this

side of the island has no pollution, no din and bustle, no noisy people; so I can

wake up to the birds' singing, surrounded by deep green and fresh air, and eat

only what I can get from the land. It's my dream. If I had a house here, my life

would be relaxed and simple.1

After she told me this, I thought to myself: She sounds like my Japanese friends

who dream about life on a "paradise" island like Samoa. While tourists see Apia

as a place to relax in the fresh air surrounded by greenery and the birds' singing,

Noa views Apia as a place of unrest where she is tied to wage employment.

Although she lives with her family and the family receives foreign remittances,

she says,

I need to work, no choice. If I quit, how 1'm gonna support myself?

1 Note that Noa's voice is reconstructed from a story I recorded in my fieldwork notes.
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At the beach, she showed me her newly tattooed malu (traditional women's

tattoo) and said,

[ really wanted to have this for a long time because by having a traditional tattoo

on my legs, [ thought [ would be able to reconnect with my culture and

traditions, which [don't know anything about it. I'm really proud ofhaving this

malu. [feel I'm Samoan now.2

Living in Apia, where the influence of Western lifestyle is strong, her daily

routine represents neither the romanticized image of an easy life on a tropical

island nor the compassionate image of an oppressive life in a traditional

patriarchal society. Rather, Noa's longing to feel connected to her traditional

heritage reveals that her life has lost something in exchange for some of the

amenities of modem life.

As a result of economic restructuring, Samoa has consecutively increasing

economic growth rates since 1995 (Wendt 2000:149). This remarkable rate

makes the World Bank say that the country has had one of the most successful

examples of "reform" in the Pacific island region (World Bank 2000). A way of

life on the islands has definitely been changing and will probably launch more

young women into wage employment, as industrialization proceeds. But does

economic progress or industrialization always mean a divorce from traditional

practices and an increase in the number of working women, like Noa, who feel

alienated from their traditional heritage?

2 According to Wendt, "When they were threatened with extinction by colonialism, Samoa was
one the few places where tatauing (tattooing) refused to die. Tatau (tattoo) became defiant
texts/ script of nationalism and identity" (1996: 19).
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This final chapter presents a summary of the Samoan factory girls'

narratives that focuses on the implications of the constrained wage, the

compulsive Japanese work ethic, patriarchal exploitation, girls' emancipation,

and the compatibility of Fa'asilmoa with economic progress. In conclusion, the

chapter considers what benefits this economic restructuring have brought to the

Samoan factory girls.

7.2. The Structural Constraint and Unsatisfactory Wages

As explored in the previous chapter, the factory's wage rate is one of the main

concerns for Yazaki factory girls, though they are not truly constrained to accept

this wage rate since they could resign.

Since cheap labor is a primary incentive for the Japanese wiring factory to

operate in Samoa, the government was, and probably is, wary of any labor

movements. In fact, the Prime Minister mediated the strike in 1993 because

Yazaki could well have withdrawn from Samoa to find cheaper labor elsewhere.

Yazaki's withdrawal may be a possibility, though the loss of the MNC factory

might not seriously affect the subsistence of the girls' families. Many families, if

not most, can find alternative strategies, foreign remittances for example, to

sustain their livelihood. Since factory employment is not the sole source of

income, it can be argued that the girls are not compelled to accept the current

wage rates. They can always resist against unsatisfactory wages by quitting the

job.

The government's intervention in setting Yazaki's starting rate shows that

the path to a wage hike is complex and unlikely to be cleared up immediately. A
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wage hike, however, may not dramatically alleviate the financial struggles of

factory girls' families. While the critics of MNC operation argue that factory

wages are insufficient to sustain workers' subsistence, Tasi's case revealed that

fa'alavelave also is the key reason for the family's continuous struggle to sustain a

livelihood. In addition to fa'alavelave obligations, the modem tautua expects

workers to share earnings with their extended family, community, and church.

In light of these cultural obligations, factory wages are perpetually insufficient

even if a wage hike is achieved.

7.3. The Compulsive Japanese Work Ethic

The factory girls' narratives clarify the point that one major source of distress to

young Samoan women at the multinational workplace is the company's

inflexible rules, which compel them to perform according to the standard of the

Japanese work ethic.

As the Japanese manager explained, the Japanese work ethic is based on

military-like rules, which have successfully molded the Japanese population into

a meticulous and persevering industrial workforce who has always sought to

perform with efficiency, quality, and productivity (see Woronoff 1991: 35).

Personally, I do not see Yazaki's discipline as being too strict or inflexible since I

am familiar with their style and those rules are typical for manufacturing jobs in

Japan. A debatable point though is whether this style of discipline is capable of

molding Samoan workers in the same way it does the Japanese. Whether or not

it is effective, the critical issue here is that the inequality of power in the factory

operation legitimizes the Japanese way over the Samoan way.
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As the mother company's philosophy promotes the establishment of a

mutual understanding among different cultures in its globally growing business,

the Yazaki Samoa management has apparently been trying to incorporate local

practices into the company's rules. However, the decisions at the workplace are

still made primarily according to Japanese standards. In the long run, it may not

be so difficult for Samoan employees to become familiar with Japanese norms

and notions, but it may be hard for them to truly accept or appreciate Japanese

ways of doing things if they see their own ways as more effective and profitable.

As expressed in their stories, factory girls relatively do not value the Japanese

way of discipline because they seldom see it as productive as Japanese mangers

believe. Since those girls have to adjust to an unfamiliar work ethic and to

inflexible rules as portrayed by the penalty for tardiness or missing tools,

employment at Yazaki is more difficult than at other local workplaces.

7.4. Patriarchal Exploitation and Factory Girls' Emancipation

The feminist theorists such as Elson and Pearson (1981) argue that feminization

of industrial work intensifies women's oppression and subordination by

integrating a patriarchal structure into the workplace (discussed in Chapter 2).

The Yazaki girls' voices revealed that this hypothesis is incomplete and does not

accurately explain young women's ambivalence toward the gender division of

labor on this particular shop floor. Because they are supervised by demanding

women, the girls tend to see the obedience to male authority as preferable.

According to the feminist hypothesis, MNCs can maximize profit through

operating manufacturing under male supervision because patriarchal practices
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discipline girls to obey male authority. A question raised here is if this

hypothesis can apply to all MNC factories, why doesn't Yazaki rearrange the

current gender division of labor-although top management is dominated by

male employees, supervisors and leaders on shop floor are primarily

female-and strictly limit all leaders to be male? Since the girls say they prefer to

work under male leadership, this rearrangement could generate more profits

and decrease the number of complaints about the female supervision. In these

respects, the argument of Elson and Pearson does not fully account for the

Samoan girls' actual reactions to their feminized shop floor.

With regard to domestic patriarchal exploitation, although the majority of

Yazaki factory girls contribute their wages to their families, this does not

necessarily mean that families exploit daughters. Young Samoan men also are

expected to give their wages to the family or send remittances from abroad.

And, as illustrated in the stories of Tasi and Lua, girls see that their factory

employment is rewarded through being proud of themselves as capable income

earners for tausi matua. Considering that they feel rewarded, it can be said that

the girls seldom think of themselves as being exploited by their family.3 The

three case studies also indicate that patriarchal force is not the primary

motivation that pushed those Samoan girls to take a factory job or to continue to

work. More often they were influenced by peers and made own decisions to do

so. On the basis of these observations, it can be argued that Samoan factory

girls' experiences in participating in wage employment are more complex than

3 Grevel-Lameko reports that none of her 200 respondents view their family as exploitative
(2000:106).
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what the feminist simply argue that the relation between patriarchy and

capitalist activities only aggravates women' oppression in all patriarchal societies.

Nonetheless, many girls see their traditional lifestyle as confining. Along

the lines of Lim's (1983) study (discussed in Chapter 2), some Yazaki girls

perceive factory employment as a chance to liberate themselves from village life.

Without being restricted by family and community, the girls enjoy the

opportunity to socialize. Yet, such a situation does carry some dangers. A

combination of the open socializing setting, the emancipation from the family's

strict eyes, and the access to cash income invites young women to the possibility

of having pre-marital sex or getting involved in extra-marital affairs. In the

worst case, these relationships may result in pregnancy. Since the Samoan

society expects young women to be chaste until they get married, many families

consider pre-marital pregnancy to be a dishonor to the family (Tupuola 64:2000;

also see When I Craw Up 1996).4 Although the girls rave about the factory's

socializing opportunity as an ideal setting, it contains the potential of turning a

filial daughter into a source of dishonor for the family.s

7.5. The Compatibility of Fa'asamoa and Economic Progress

The factory girls' stories disprove the development organizations' notion that

the rigidity of Fa'asamoa in daily life is an impediment to its economic progress.

For the girls, traditional practices, such as tausi matua andfa'alavelave, are the chief

4 A film titled When I Grow Up (1996) describes how hard it is for unmarried daughters to
confess their pregnancy to their parents and thus, in the worse case, they even attempt suicide
to hide the fact.
5Tupuola (2000: 65) mentions that some girls even "become pregnant deliberately to dishonor
their families" as a form of resistance against their family's rigid control.
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factors that intensify the girls' desire to participate in capitalist activities. To tausi

matua, they enter the factory employment and work hard to help support the

family's fa 'alavelave. Ultimately, their diligence aids the country's economic

growth rate. That said, Samoan people are capable of reshaping their traditional

practices to be able to fuel capitalist activities and, in this sense, the Fa'asamoa is

not an obstacle to economic progress.

One example occurs in the girls' experiences with the 'aiga network. The

girls work for the family's fa'alavelave, supporting their families as they

perpetuate the international 'aiga network system that also helps to maintain the

migration chain and ensure the influx of foreign remittances. With the foreign

remittances, the families on the islands can supplement their income

(Macpherson 1994). Through the connection of the 'aiga network, the factory

girls themselves can migrate overseas and become remitters to help sustain the

livelihood of their family back home. The girls' stories suggest that Samoa's

closely-tied traditional family system is actually beneficial to sustain the country's

economy.

Despite what the world-system theory assumes about developing

countries needing to detach from the core to nourish its economy, the intimate

relation with metropolitan countries is perhaps more advantageous for Samoa as

it offers a better opportunity migrate to the economic core. The theory does not

accurately explain Samoa's situation because it fails to include the possibility that,

by taking advantage of its close ties to the core, the periphery can develop

different types of capitalist activities in order to foster its economy.
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One advantage of Samoan factory girls is that their families can live off the

land with the support of foreign remittances, preserving the girls' right to resign

from the factory. Nonetheless, the country's ongoing economic restructuring

may result in eliminating this advantage. As reported in Chapter 4, the

development organizations have directed the government of Samoa to

dismantle traditional regulations, particularly those that concern the land tenure

system. Because these organizations focus almost purely on national economy,

they see the system as merely an impediment to the influx of foreign capital.

Yet, the impact of deregulating traditional land tenure on local population is

rarely considered. Its risks need to be taken into serious account because land is

a significant reproductive resource that allows Samoans to maintain their

livelihood. Pacific scholars such as Konai Helu Thaman (2000) points out the risk

of alienating land for economic reasons:

It is interesting to note that what is happening to indigenous peoples in
Oceania is not dissimilar to what happened in Medieval Europe when
agricultural land passed into private hands at a time of great technical
innovations. Consequently, the communal self-sufficiency that
characterized Medieval life on the manor estate and the village common
gave way to a diversified market economy that depended on expanding
markets, improved transportation and overseas trade all of which
required new forms of regulation, ordination and control. People then,
like many indigenous people now, lost far more than their ancestral land
as privatization of it shattered the entire structure of life and with it the
spiritual as well as the economic security that for thousands of years
provided indigenous peoples with a sense of place and purpose (2000: 7
8).

The underlying problem of economic restructuring schemes is dismantling the

traditional land tenure system is not necessarily a guarantee of successful

industrialization as was the case in many Western countries and in Japan.

Development organizations particularize Samoa's path to economic progress as
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following the trail taken by those industrialized countries. However, Samoa

may have its own ways of developing the country and improving local living

standards. Samoan scholar Peggy Fairbairn-Dunlop gives one example:

Sustainable progress in human development will depend on
strengthening these [traditional] systems to ensure that social, economic
and structural changes will continue to improve people's lives and their
well-being (2000: 72).

The factory girls' narratives support this argument by demonstrating that the

Fa'asamoa is a main engine for propelling the country's economy. In this case, it

can be argued that Samoa may have better chance for economic development by

rearranging its policies to associate more favorably with traditional institutions

for capitalist activities instead of deregulating the traditional systems.

7.6. Local Benefits of The Economic Restructuring

7.6.1. The Enhanced Ability

As seen in the previous chapters, the factory girls' attitudes toward Yazaki are

primarily positive. These reactions, however, cannot be attributed solely to the

fact that the company provides wage employment for them. Otherwise, Yazaki

might not have such high rate of resignation. I ascribe the girls' positive

reactions to the notion that factory employment increases their chances to gain a

sense of self-worth.

While a person's title, age, education, and familial line customarily

influence an individual's ability to progress within the Samoan system, this is not

necessarily the case in the factory. The female supervisor's story illustrated that

the factory's power pyramid permitted a young woman to elevate her status in
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occupational hierarchy regardless of age, title, and educational background. She

acquires the prestigious position by herself and becomes able to supervise older

employees, an opportunity that is unusual in traditional system. The interview

with the factory girl who resisted working on Saturday indicates that the factory

manager allowed her to defy the authorities and affirm her personal right.

Through this experience, the girl achieved freedom from the constraints of the

pyramid and became an active agent of her own factory life. Though it may be

true that factory culture is corrupting Samoa's traditional power hierarchies, at

the same time, it also empowers young women to achieve a space where they

can demonstrate their capabilities.

Moreover, through participating in wage employment, the girls become

financially able to help support their families, to contribute to the churches; and

to participate in traditional practices, consumerism, and nightlife without asking

their families for money. By entering factory employment, they become able to

form new relationships, to obtain some degree of liberation, possibly to migrate

overseas, and, most importantly, to see that they have more choices for their

lives. They can stay home, get married, pursue a career in Samoa or overseas, or

return to school to learn skills that will qualify them for better jobs. Although

they may not be able to select one from those options by their own, factory

employment at least helps young women enhance their abilities to increase their

choices.

Amartya Sen (1999), a Noble Prize economist, suggests a new perspective

on development, saying that development is not only a way to eliminate

economic insufficiency but also a way to enhance freedom of those people who
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lack real opportunities by expanding their capabilities and increasing their

choices. If development is the expansion of freedom, a form of development for

young women in developing countries possibly lies in their MNC factory

employment. In this respect, one could argue that economic restructuring has

helped improve the quality of young Samoan women's lives.

7.6.2. Yazaki as A Part of the Samoan Scene

In its 10 years of operation, Yazaki Samoa itself has become a part of the Samoan

scene. On Saturday, for example, before the factory's closing time of 5:00 pm, a

few dozen buses flock to the factory to transport its employees to various

destinations on the island because no buses run in town at that time on

weekends. At these times, the plant looks like the central bus station of the

country. Actually, there are more buses assembled to provide overtime

transport than there are at Apia's two main bus station,6 and local residents call

such arranged buses "Yazaki bus." Although the "Yazaki bus" is supposed to be

only for factory employees, they often give rides to other residents, especially in

remote areas where there is no other means of transportation. Buses stop by

each of Yazaki employees' houses in the morning in rural villages since the

drivers recognize almost all of them. In town, the central bus stations and street

near the factory are crowded with people wearing factory uniforms or holding

the aprons.

On payday, Friday, the shops within and around the factory premise are

crowded with workers buying snacks or drinks and at night, several local
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nightspots are often packed with Yazaki employees. The ferry from Upolu

island to Savai'i island also carries many Yazaki employees who spend the

weekend with their families. A worker from Savai'i explains that during

Christmas break, the ferry's passenger cabin seems as if it were the shop floor

because it is packed with operators from the factory. These effects of Yazaki on

the transport systems and some local businesses are significant; however, the

secondary beneficiaries are often underestimated in any critical assessment of

MNC factory operation and of economic restructuring.

7.7. Conclusion

This study has explored the voices of MNC factory girls and has demonstrated

that their actual reactions to this particular factory employment differ from

theoretical constructions. Their narratives indicate that although they struggle

with the hybrid factory culture that conflicts with their own priorities and

aspirations, Samoan factory girls' responses to their MNC employment are

generally positive. For these girls, the factory is a place where their multifarious

interests and constraints intersect. In this particular space, they can perform their

manifold roles of being a filial daughter, a reserved Samoan youth, a responsible

breadwinner, and a lively young adult all at once. Playing these roles helps them

negotiate the ambiguous constraints that build up on their family's high

expectations, their cultural obligations, economic demands, and their own

dilemmas about the two contradictory lifestyles. However, this intersecting

space is generally ephemeral since some aspects of factory employment soon

6 Interviewee #26: July 15, 2000.
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become the girls' new source of constraint. This study has also disclosed that

that young Samoan women have intricate layers of struggles but are capable of

utilizing their available resources, such as multinational employment, to mitigate

constraints on their activities, potentialities, and aspirations.

These research findings, however, are based on the narratives of Yazaki

factory girls in this particular moment of the history. Therefore, additional

research on the factory's environmental degradation, the workers' expenditure

patterns, parental responses or the roles of religious beliefs particularly through

quantitative and empirical approaches would reveal other phases of important

issues related to MNCs' profit generation.

Considering the critical aspects explored in this study, I do not see the

MNC factory as a champion for young Samoan women. Its profit generation is

evident in its wage scale: Samoan factory girls make only about US$ 6 a day

while factory workers in Japan can make at least US$ 80 a day doing very similar

work. Certainly, a closer investigation into MNC factory operation is crucial

especially to pointing out the injustices of the economic restructuring schemes

that resulted in mobilizing women as cheap labor. However, the Samoan

factory girls' wish for their country to have more MNC factories like Yazaki

needs to be taken into serious account. Here I defer to their voices:

Even for the people dropped out from school, this company is very easy to get a

job. This is very helpful for Samoa because we have so many people looking for job

but can't find it.(D)?

7 Interviewee #6: June 20,2000.
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There are many children finish school but [have] no jobs, you know, they all stay

home and do nothing, that's why the country wants more job. I think we need

more company like Yazaki. (C)8

Many people are unemployed [in Samoa] because they gave up their

[educational] chances for other people [or family]. I thought, Yazaki is helping

for those unemployed people because it's giving employment for them.(D)9

These opinions may disturb those who are critical of MNC profit maximization

and the conspiratorial global economic restructuring. They may judge such

voices as naive, arguing that these factory girls are riding on a small bandwagon

and therefore cannot see the big picture of development for Samoa. If the future

impacts MNCs have on local lives and environment, for example the loss of land,

are carefully considered, it may be difficult to see MNC factories in such a

positive light.

I would venture to say, however, those critics, who have grown up in

different circumstances, commonly fail to consider the girls' pressing needs for

wage employment. They were possibly never required to drop out of school to

help family, but had various chances to acquire secondary or higher degrees,

enabling them to find good jobs everywhere. Thus, it is easy for them to forget

that MNC factory employment is often only available job for many girls from

traditional villages. While the critics oppose MNCs, girls who work 11 hours a

day on muggy shop floor fighting against fatigue and the pressure of bullying

supervisors, still say that their country needs more MNC factories to provide

8 Interviewee #14: June 28, 2000.
9 Interviewee #7: June 21, 2000.
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wage employment. I believe that we must acknowledge the power of these

voices because the girls' words are borne out of their actual experiences. They

know how limited are the opportunities for young women to be proud of

themselves and feel fulfillment within their traditional systems. They value

multinational employment because they experience that it helps enhance these

opportunities. Therefore, I would like to emphasize the need for developing

procedures to negotiate with factory owners about improving working

conditions for employees rather than banishing :MNC factories from Samoa or

other developing countries.

I hope that this study in some way provides a means for the factory girls'

voices to reach factory owners, developers, governments, scholars, and those

people who look down upon factory employment and encourage them to

reconsider the meaning that :MNC factory employment has for young women in

developing countries. I invite every reader of my thesis to include voices of less

powerful social groups in decision making process for any form of development

in order to be more sensitive to their needs and to prioritize local benefits.

On the assembly line, I heard young Samoan women say that becoming a

factory girl means to taking a feasible first step for enlarging their ability to

improve their life by their own hands. Their voices are not loud but definitely

not negligible.
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